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Abstrat
This work is a theoretial study of the quantum oherene eet Eletromagnet-
ially Indued Transpareny (EIT) in self-assembled quantum dots. Quantum
dots reeive muh of attention due to their relevane for optoeletroni devies
suh as lasers and optial ampliers. Also, quantum dots are a promising andi-
date for pratial exploitation of slow light eets based on EIT. Self-assembled
quantum dots are semiondutor heterostrutures and many-body eets suh
as phonon and Coulomb interations inuene their optial properties. The im-
pat of Coulomb orrelations is inorporated using a luster expansion formalism
trunated at Hartree-Fok level; higher order orretions and other many-body
eets, suh as oupling to phonons, are taken into aount phenomenologially
via the relaxation time approximation. The heterostruture under onsidera-
tion onsists of InAs quantum dots grown on top of a wetting layer sandwihed
between two slabs of GaAs. The steady state and transient EIT properties of
one shaped quantum dots are examined using three dierent oupling-probe
shemes (Ladder, V and Λ, respetively). We nd that for all shemes many-
body interations have an important impat on the EIT properties. Results
obtained in steady state suggest the V -type sheme as the most preferable for
EIT operation. This result is quite general and ould at as a pointer for exper-
imental realization of EIT mediated slow light. The transient properties show
interesting eets suh as an inreased robustness for quantum oherene eets
and gain at the probe resonane frequeny.
We also study the size and geometry dependene of the optial properties of
semiondutor quantum dots using multiband k · p theory inorporating strain.
Also here the V -type EIT sheme is found to be most favorable, and we identify
an optimal height and radius of the quantum dot for eient EIT operation.
Furthermore we nd that, due to the separation of the heavy and light holes,
band mixing eets are relatively small. As a onsequene we nd a qualitative
agreement between the optial transition strengths alulated using a single-
band model and an eight-band model. However, a few exeptions are found,
and these are relevant for the hoie of EIT sheme.
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Resumé
Dette arbejde er et teoretisk studie af kvantekohærenseekten Elektromagnetisk
Indueret Transparens (EIT) i selvsamlende kvantepunkter. Kvantepunkter er
genstand for megen opmærksomhed grundet deres relevans for optoelektroniske
komponenter såsom lasere og optiske forstærkere. De er også lovende kandi-
dater til praktisk udnyttelse af langsomt lys baseret på EIT. Selvsamlende kvan-
tepunkter er halvleder heterostrukturer, og mangelegemeeekter såsom fonon og
Coulomb vekselvirkninger har indydelse på deres optiske egenskaber. Indy-
delsen af Coulomb korrelationer er indkorporeret ved at bruge en klynge ekspan-
sionsformalisme trunkeret på Hartree-Fok niveau; højere ordens korrektioner
og andre mangelegemeeekter, som f.eks. kobling til fononer, tages i betragt-
ning fænomenologisk via relaxation time approksimationen. Den pågældende
heterostruktur, består af InAs dyrket på et wetting lag plaeret imellem to
blokke af GaAs. Steady state og transiente EIT egenskaber ved kegleformede
kvantepunkter undersøges ved at anvende tre forskellige pumpe-probe skemaer
(Stige, V og Λ). Det viser sig, at mangelegemeeekter har en vigtig indydelse
på EIT egenskaberne ved alle skemaerne. De opnåede resultater i steady state
peger i retning af, at V skemaet er det mest fordelagtige i forbindelse med EIT.
Dette resultat er forholdsvist generelt og kan agere som indikator for den eksper-
imentelle realisering af EIT medieret langsomt lys. De transiente egenskaber
viser interessante eekter som for eksempel en forøget robusthed i forbindelse
med kvantekohærenseekter samt gain ved probe resonansfrekvensen.
Kvanterpunkters optiske egenskabers afhængighed af størrelse og geometri bliver
også undersøgt. Vi bruger en multibånd k · p teori, som også inkorporerer pres.
Også her viser V skemaet sig at være mest favorabelt, og vi identierer en
optimal højde og radius af kvantepunktet. Endvidere er vi nået frem til, at på
grund af separationen af tunge og lette huller, er båndmixingeekter relativt
små. Som en konsekvens heraf nder vi en kvalitativ overensstemmelse mellem
de optiske overgangsstyrker beregnet med henholdsvis en et-bånds- og en otte-
bånds model. Dog ndes nogle få undtagelser, og disse er relevante for valget af
EIT-skema.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
This thesis evolves around the study of the quantum oherene phenomenon
Eletromagnetially Indued Transpareny (EIT) in semiondutor quantum
dots. The EIT eet allows one the possibility of manipulating light pulses,
where semiondutor quantum dots oers a ompat, onvenient and eient
medium for doing so. This hapter ontains a brief review of the EIT priniple
and its appliations as well as an introdution to semiondutor quantum dots.
1.1 Eletromagnetially Indued Transpareny
Eletromagnetially indued transpareny is an eet for making an otherwise
optially thik medium transparent to a weak (probe/signal) laser eld by ap-
plying another strong (oupling) eld. Equivalently one ould say that EIT is
the anelation of absorption of a weak eld tuned to resonane of a transi-
tion by oupling it oherently to another transition by means of a strong also
resonant laser eld.
Fano interferene
The foundations of EIT were laid in an experiment arried out in 1961 by U.
Fano [1℄, whih was the rst oherene interferene experiment. An illustration
of the experiment is shown in Fig. 1.1. Exitation takes plae between some
lower state and a ontinuum ionizing state (|i〉). It also takes plae between the
lower state and an autoionized state (|a〉). One in the autoionizing state the
atom relaxes to the ionizing state. Hene there are two routes to the nal state.
Fano found that interferene between these two paths lead to asymmetri peaks
in the exitation spetra and that the "transition probability vanishes on one
side of the resonane", thus signifying that oherene eets had aneled the
absorption.
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Figure 1.1: Fano Interferene: Two exitation paths to the same ionizing state (|i〉)
within a ontinuum leads to a anelation of absorption due to destrutive interferene
between the two paths.
Physis of EIT
The onept of Eletromagneti Indued Transpareny was rst introdued in
1990 by Harris, Field, and Imamoglu [2℄. EIT ours in multilevel systems inter-
ating with oherent eletromagneti elds. The rst experimental realization
was performed in Sr vapor using pulsed lasers in 1991 [3℄. The simplest system
whih display the EIT eet are ertain three level systems shown in Fig. 1.2.
We an desribe EIT in terms of an interferene eet between two routes to
(a) Λ− scheme (b) V-sheme
() Ladder-sheme
Figure 1.2: Congurations displaying EIT. ωs,ωc and ∆s,∆c refer to the frequeny
and detuning of the signal/probe and the oupling eld, respetively. The detuning is
only displayed in ase of the Ladder sheme.
exitation of the upper probe level (level |2〉 in Fig. 1.2). The probe an ex-
ite population by the diret |1〉 − |2〉 route. Alternatively the population an
reah |2〉 via the |1〉 − |2〉 − |3〉 − |2〉 pathway (or by higher order variants) in
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whih the population is moved between |2〉 and |3〉 by the oupling eld. Sine
the oupling is very strong the two pathways are equally probable, and due to
Fano-like destrutive interferene, the diret probe route is aneled or redued.
Under this situation, we say an initial opaque |1〉−|2〉 transition has been made
transparent to a probe laser beam by the presene of another strong oupling
laser. This desription of EIT is in the so alled bare-state piture. We an also
view the EIT proess through the dressed state piture. In the dressed state
piture the intense oupling eld dresses the system and forms a oherent su-
perposition of the two upper states (see Fig. 1.3) resembling an Autler-Townes
splitting [4℄ of the |2〉 level. The transition probability amplitude |1〉−|2〉 in the
bare piture beomes a sum of the amplitudes |1〉 − |2d〉 and |1〉 − |3d〉. Sine
the latter two transitions both ouple to the same nal state they an interfere
destrutively via the Fano eet.
I1>
I3>
I2>
I1>
I2d>
I3d>
 
s
 
s
 
c
Figure 1.3: Λ-sheme in the dressed state piture. The intense oupling beam reates
a doublet of states labeled |2d〉 and |3d〉, onsisting of a oherent superposition of the
bare states |2〉 and |3〉.
1.1.1 EIT appliations
The redution in absorption is aompanied by a rapid hange of the refrative
index (see Fig. 1.4) and a subsequent modiation of the group veloity of a
propagating light beam. The refrative index hange aompanied by low ab-
sorption an be used in nonlinear optial proesses, like wave mixing where new
frequenies are generated at other frequenies than those of the applied laser
elds. Usually the generated elds suer from reabsorption and are thus very
small. EIT an provide transitions that do not reabsorb. For instane Hahn et
al. [5℄ utilized the EIT eet to generate sum-frequeny radiation in atomi Zn
and Hakuta et al. [6℄ used a d EIT eet to realize seond harmoni genera-
tion in atomi H. The onept of lasing without inversion (LWI) in three -and
multi level systems [7, 8℄ has its roots in the EIT eet. A laser traditionally
requires a population inversion due to the fat that the lasing medium experi-
enes stimulated absorption as well as emission. However, the EIT eet allows
stimulated absorption of radiation from lower states to be redued more ee-
tively ompared with a ompeting stimulated emission of radiation from upper
states, thus realizing laser ations without population inversion. LWI has been
experimentally demonstrated in atomi gases, e.g. Rb [9℄ and Cs [10℄. For a
thorough review of the LWI onept we point the reader to [11℄.
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Figure 1.4: Transmission and refrative index in the presene of the EIT eet. The
gure is taken from [12℄.
Slow light via EIT
The modiation in group veloity an be utilized to slow down the speed of
the probe eld. Experiments performed in ultra-old Na vapor showed that the
speed of light ould be redued to that of a ylist [12℄ and even ompletely
stopped [13℄. The possibility of ontrolling the speed of light open up a plethora
of potential appliations for both studying fundamental siene as well as di-
ret appliation. Slow light has been suggested for reating an optial blak
hole [14℄, an analogue to the real blak hole so that one ould study gravita-
tional phenomena from the omfort of one's own laboratory. EIT has also been
proposed to serve in quantum entanglement experiments [15℄ and other studies
of fundamental quantum proesses [16℄.
On the appliation side an opto-eletroni devie apable of ontrolling the
speed of light ould nd many uses. One, highly relevant for the present work,
is the potential ability to store and release light pulses at will. This ould be
used in an all-optial buer [17, 18℄, a ritially missing element in realizing
all-optial networks. Also, an adjustable delay or phase-shifter would enable
a tehnology jump within various kinds of mirowave signal proessing, e.g.,
optially fed phased-array antennas [19℄ as well as optial lok distribution on
high-speed eletroni hips. A redued speed of light also implies higher loal
intensity and within sensing and measurement tehnology one aims to apply
this eet for realizing engineered media with inreased sensitivity towards an
optial beam or redued devie size. Common for these appliations is that they
are only relevant if they an be realized at room temperature and brought out
into the eld. Ultra-old atomi louds an hardly be onsidered to satisfy those
demands. Solid state implementations, suh as semiondutor heterostrutures
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are on the other hand highly relevant in this ontext, as they provide possibilities
for heap prodution and monolithi integration with existing tehnology.
The rst experimental realization of EIT in solids was done using ruby [20℄,
for quantum wells several reports have followed [2124℄, whereas for quantum
dots, to our knowledge, only a single report exists [25℄. Common for reent
semiondutor experiments is that they do not rely on "lassial" EIT shemes,
meaning that they have not been based on the interferene between the bare
states of e.g. the quantum dot, but rather on virtual transitions, depending
on the existene of an exiton omplex. However, these experiments are still
well desribed using the "lassial" EIT theory and this work onerns the more
traditional EIT shemes.
1.2 Semiondutor quantum dots
A key feature in realizing a slow-light medium using the physial eet of EIT is
the availability of a medium with disrete resonanes. This is naturally ahieved
in atoms due to the disrete orbital energies, while the level struture of semi-
ondutors is of a ontinuous nature. However, quantum dots (QDs) represent
a way of realizing disrete resonanes in a semiondutor medium. Semiondu-
tor quantum dots are like atoms in many aspets. Where quantum wells and
quantum wires represent onnement in one and two dimensions, quantum dots
represent the ultimate three dimensional onnement. QD strutures onsists
of thousands of atoms in whih the density of states is a set of delta funtions.
The resulting eletron spetrum is therefore disrete and depends on the mate-
rial system, shape and size of the QD. The ability to tailor the eletroni and
optial properties is at the enter of QD researh. As is seen in Fig. 1.5 QD
emitters an e.g. be made to over the whole visible spetrum.
Figure 1.5: Vials of uoresent CdSe nanorystal QDs suspended in hexane. The
emission wavelength depends on the size of the QD, whih ranges from 2 nm (blue) to
8 nm (red).
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1.2.1 Quantum dot growth
Various dierent tehniques an be used to generate the three dimensional on-
nement in semiondutor materials. Among the dominating methods are: Chem-
ial synthesis of nanorystal QDs [26℄, lithographi denition and ething [27℄
used in onjuntion with metalli gate eletrodes as method of onnement, and
last but not least, epitaxially grown (also known as self assembled) QDs. The
latter tehnique is based on the priniple of embedding a low bandgap material
within a material of higher bandgap. Through band bending eets this reates
a onning potential for both eletrons and holes, allowing spatially loalized
states inside the QDs. In this work we onsider self-assembled QDs based on
the Stranski-Krastanow (S-K) growth tehnique [28,29℄. The S-K growth mode
is based on either moleular beam epitaxy (MBE) or metal organi vapor phase
epitaxy (MOVPE). The rst step onsists of plaing a layer of high bandgap
material (GaAs) on a substrate. In the seond step a very thin layer (termed
the epitaxy layer), usually only a few monolayers thik, of low bandgap semi-
ondutor (InAs) is evaporated onto the the rst. The InAs has a larger lattie
onstant than the GaAs and therefore the epitaxy layer is grown under ompres-
sive strain with a subsequent inrease in surfae energy. The addition of more
InAs material results in a metastable state onsisting of several mono-layers.
At a ertain ritial thikness the epitaxial layer is able to minimize the surfae
energy by relaxing into a thin 2d layer and 3d islands on top. These islands
are denoted self-assembled QDs and the thin layer below them is denoted the
wetting layer (WL). This step of the proess is illustrated in Fig. 1.6, where a
sanning eletron mirosope image shows an isolated InAs dot and an atomi
fore mirograph displays the random distribution of QDs of varying size on
the WL. The last step of the proess onsists of evaporating a nal layer of
GaAs on top embedding the InAs struture. QD strutures of this kind have
Figure 1.6: Left: Transmission eletron mirosope image of a single InGaAs/GaAs
QD. Taken from [30℄. Right: Topographi atomi fore mirograph depiting a surfae
area of 1 × 1 µm of unapped QDs. The olor sale runs from 0 to 20 nm. Taken
from [31℄.
been studied for the fabriation of laser devies working in the teleom relevant
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Figure 1.7: Shemati geometry of InAs/GaAs quantum dots. Figure is taken from
[37℄.
1.3− 1.55 µm wavelength range, and interesting results have been ahieved us-
ing ative regions based on the arrays of quantum dots, showing superior laser
harateristis suh as ultra-low threshold urrent densities [32, 33℄, ultrahigh
temperature stability [34℄, very high dierential eieny [35℄, small α-fator
and hirp [36℄.
Depending on growth onditions, suh as temperature and rystallographi ori-
entation of the substrate, the S-K grown QDs an be manipulated in geometri-
al shape, size and density. Various dierent geometries has been realized; from
lens-shaped QDs over spherial and ellipsoidal dots to pyramidal strutures, de-
pending on growth onditions. In Fig. 1.7 we show a shemati illustration of
a pyramidal shaped QD. However, the self-assembly method has a drawbak.
Flutuation in size, geometry and/or hemial omposition leads to inhomo-
geneity of the dot speies resulting in broadening of the optial spetrum of a
dot ensemble. The inhomogeneous broadening plays a detrimental role in re-
spet to their use as ative medium in an EIT setup. It is viewed as the major
obstale whih has to be overome before a QD slow light devie based on EIT
an be fabriated.
The view of quantum dots as artiial atoms reets the historial development
of the eld and explains the extensive appliation of atomi models [38, 39℄
used in relation with QDs and in partiular EIT [4043℄. Quantum dots are
semiondutor strutures and many-body eets suh as phonon and Coulomb
interations inuene their optial properties in a way the atomi models annot
aount for. Present theoretial work in this area [4447℄ has been touhing
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upon the transient EIT properties, but the eort has been far from exhaustive.
It is the aim of this thesis to abridge this gap and investigate the properties of
various EIT shemes that an be realized in QDs in the presene of many-body
interations in both transient and steady state.
1.3 Outline
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. The seond part reviews
the theoretial bakground for studying quantum oherene in semiondutor
strutures. First we onsider the mirosopi theory whih leads to the semi-
ondutor Bloh equations (SBE). The mirosopi expetation values enter a
marosopi desription of laser pulse propagation in the QD system. How to
extrat propagation harateristis from a mirosopi alulation is the topi
of the third hapter. We then review the atomi approah to EIT in whih
the quantum dot is treated eetively as a noninterating three level atom.
This treatment serves as the bakground for understanding the more omplex
many-body results. Chapter ve is devoted to establishing the QD model and
furthermore explores the impat of band mixing and strain on the QD optial
properties. Paper III is based on the last part of this hapter. The sixth hap-
ter ontains results from both the steady state and transient EIT regimes that
an be addressed depending on the duration of the oupling eld. Paper I and
II are based on the steady state results presented in this hapter, whereas for
the transient results a paper is being prepared. The nal hapter ontains the
summary and an outlook.
Chapter 2
Mirosopi theory
We here present the theoretial bakground needed for studying quantum o-
herene phenomena in semiondutors. The method applied is known as the
luster expansion sheme (for thorough review see e.g. [48℄ ), whih is based on
single-time density matries.
2.1 Observables in quantum mehanis
Consider a single-partile operator O, desribing some observable quantity of
the semiondutor system. In seond quantization this operator is written as
O =
∑
ij
Oija
†
iaj , (2.1.1)
where Oij is the single-partile matrix element and a an be either a fermion or
boson operator. What is measured in experiments is the expetation value of
O, dened by traing1 over the density operator of the system ρ0
〈O(t)〉 = Tr[Oρ0(t)] = Tr[Ou(t, t0)ρ0(t0)u†(t, t0)]
= Tr[u†(t, t0)Ou(t, t0)ρ0(t0)] = Tr[O(t)ρ0(t0)]. (2.1.2)
In the above u(t, t0) is a general time propagation operator, that propagates a
state from t0 to t. It is possible to fous on a single subset of the system (in
this ase the arriers) and trae out all other degrees of freedom [49℄. In doing
so we may write
〈O(t)〉 =
∑
ij
OijTr
[
a†i (t)aj(t)ρ0(t0)
]
=
∑
ij
Oij 〈a†i (t)aj(t)〉 . (2.1.3)
The braket 〈...〉 denotes the quantum-statistial ensemble average with respet
to the initial state of the system ρ0(t0) in thermal equilibrium. The braketed
1
The trae is performed over the entire Fok spae spanned by many-partile states.
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objet is the seond quantization equivalent of the redued single-partile density
matrix, whih we shall dene as ρij(t) = 〈a†j(t)ai(t)〉. In the present treatment
we are only onerned with equal time operators and therefore drop the expliit
time dependene from the seond quantization operators, we write ρij(t) =
〈a†jai〉.
We wish to study the the oherenes and populations of the arriers in a om-
bined QD-WL system. These quantities are the elements of the redued density
matrix. The diagonal omponents (ρii(t)) orrespond to the oupation of the
state |i〉, whereas the o-diagonal omponents orrespond to the oherenes that
are related to mirosopi polarization omponents.
2.2 Hamiltonian
To move further we need to speify the Hamiltonian for the ombined QD and
WL system. The Hamiltonian for interating arriers in a semiondutor being
irradiated by a lassial external light eld is
H = H0 +Hc−f +HC , (2.2.4)
here H0 desribes the quadrati, time independent ontribution to the Hamil-
tonian, Hc−f is the arrier-eld interation and HC is the Coulomb interation
amongst the arriers. Lattie vibrations (phonons) and their interation with
the arriers are not treated expliitly, instead they are inluded on a phenomeno-
logial level.
The ontributions to H0 ome from the kineti energy of the arriers and the
interation with the stati lattie. Assuming that the solution to this omplex
problem is known, we use the eigenstates ofH0 as the single-partile basis {|ϕi〉}
in whih to expand the Hamiltonian
H =
∑
ij
hijc
†
i cj +
1
2
∑
klmn
Vklmnc
†
kc
†
l cmcn , (2.2.5)
where hij is the matrix element of the single-partile Hamiltonian h = h0+hc−f ,
thus ombining the single-partile omponents of the Hamiltonian and Vklmn
is the matrix element of the two-partile Coulomb interation. The seond
quantization operators that reates and annihilates a fermion in state i are
denoted c†i and ci, respetively. We do not give the expliit form of the matrix
elements of the dierent operators, this is done at a later time. For the time
being it is suient to note that the diagonal omponents of h are the single
partile energies, i.e. h0(r)ϕi(r) = ǫiϕi(r) and the o-diagonal omponents are
generated by the (expliitly time dependent) arrier-eld interation that indue
transitions between the states. The matrix elements are formally onstruted
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as
hij = 〈i| h |j〉
=
∫
dr ϕ∗i (r)h(r)ϕj(r) , (2.2.6)
Vklmn = 〈kl|V |mn〉
=
∫ ∫
drdr′ ϕ∗k(r)ϕ
∗
l (r
′)V (r, r′)ϕm(r
′)ϕn(r) . (2.2.7)
In order to establish an equation of motion for the density matrix (〈c†i cj〉) we
onsider rst its elementary building bloks. The Fermioni annihilation and
reation operators obey the following three anti-ommutation
2
relations:
{ci, c†j} = δij , {ci, cj} = 0 , {c†i , c†j} = 0 . (2.2.8)
Using the Heisenberg equation of motion along with the above ommutation
relations we arrive at the following dierential equation for the elementary op-
erators
i~
d
dt
c†i = [c
†
i ,H] = −
∑
l
hlic
†
l +
∑
lmn
Vlmnic
†
l c
†
mcn , (2.2.9)
i~
d
dt
cj = [cj ,H] =
∑
l
hjlcl −
∑
lmn
Vjlmnc
†
l cmcn . (2.2.10)
In deriving the above we used the fat that the Coulomb interation is trans-
lational invariant, i.e. V (r, r′) = V (| r − r′ |) = V (r′, r), whih leads to the
identity Vklmn = Vlknm.
The equation of motion for the single-partile density matrix is found by using
the produt rule for dierentiating c†i cj along with the equation of motion for
the elementary operators
i~
d
dt
〈c†i cj〉 =−
∑
l
(
hli 〈c†l cj〉 − 〈c†i cl〉hjl
)
+
∑
lmn
(
Vlmni 〈c†l c†mcncj〉 − Vjlmn 〈c†i c†l cmcn〉
)
. (2.2.11)
The above dierential equation for the single-partile density matrix illustrates
what is known as the hierarhy problem. The two point orrelation funtion
〈c†i cj〉 ouples to four-point orrelation funtions e.g. 〈c†i c†l cmcn〉, whose equa-
tion of motion also will have to be solved. By dierentiating 〈c†i c†l cmcn〉 with
respet to time and applying the equations of motion for the elementary sin-
gle point operators it is seen that the four-point expetation values onnets to
orrelation funtions of even higher order (a six-point expetation value). The
oupling to higher order produts is innite and so the set of equations never
2
We use urly brakets to dene the anti-ommutator {A,B} ≡ AB+BA , for two operators
A and B.
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loses, this is the hierarhy problem of many-body theory. There are dierent
ways to overome this obstale, but they all rely on some approximation sheme
for the higher order terms so that the set of equations an be losed. Two widely
used methods are the luster expansion and the Green's funtion approah. The
luster expansion sheme relies on the systemati fatorization of the expetation
values of higher order operators into produts of lower order equal time orre-
lation funtions (e.g. the density matrix) ultimately utting o at some level,
thereby losing the equations. For a review on the luster expansion sheme
applied to semiondutor optis see [48, 50℄. The Green's funtion approah is
based on the generalization of the single-time density matrix into a two-time
orrelation funtion. Instead of keeping all types of interations and trunating
at a ertain level in the higher order produts, only selet ontributions (one
usually hooses to inlude ontributions so that the general onservation laws
are obeyed) are inluded but kept to innite order. For a textbook treatment
see e.g. [51, 52℄. The two methods eah have their advantages depending on
the problem one wishes to solve. In ase of the Hamiltonian onsidered here
the two methods oinide at the level of the Hartree-Fok approximation. The
following theoretial approah does not attempt to alulate terms beyond this
approximation and so we hoose to use the luster expansion sheme sine it is
partiularly intuitive.
2.3 Cluster expansion and the Hartree-Fok approxi-
mation
To progress the theoretial development the above very ompat form (Eq. (2.2.11))
must be made more transparent and we do so by expressing the dierent ompo-
nents of the Hamiltonian in terms of real spae eld operators. The Hamiltonian
governing the motion of the eletrons in the stati lattie has the following ap-
pearane
H0 =
∫
dr ψ†(r)h0(r)ψ(r) , (2.3.12)
where the single-partile hamiltonian is
h0(r) = − ~
2
2m
∇2 + eU(r) . (2.3.13)
The seond quantization operators that reates and annihilates a partile at
spae point (r) is expanded in a single-partile basis {|ν〉} as
ψ(r) =
∑
ν
〈r|ν〉 cν , ψ†(r) =
∑
ν
〈r|ν〉∗ c†ν . (2.3.14)
The real spae/spin representation of |ν〉 is given by 〈r|ν〉 = ϕν(r) = φbα(r)χσ,
where φbα(r) is the wave funtion of the eletron in the spatial state α, b and χσ
is a spin funtion. If we hoose the eigenstates of the single-partile Hamiltonian
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h0 as basis, the general state label ν would over spin (σ), band index (b) and a
spatial quantum number signifying either a state loalized within the quantum
dot with quantum number l found at position R (R, l) or a two-dimensional
momentum orresponding to a deloalized state in the WL with sub-band index
n (k, n). For now we ollet all spatial quantum numbers in the label α i.e.
ν = {b, σ, α}, later we will also use α exlusively for loalized states, but it
will be lear from ontext when that is the ase. Also, the spin index σ unless
expliitly stated is taitly ontained within the spatial quantum number. H0
thus beomes
H0 =
∑
ν
ǫνc
†
νcν . (2.3.15)
The interation energy of the arriers with the lassial eletromagneti eld
Hc−f (r) =
∫
dr ψ†(r)hc−f (r)ψ(r), (2.3.16)
is taken within the dipole approximation
hc−f = −D ·E(t) , (2.3.17)
where D = er is the dipole operator. Writing Hc−f in the |ν〉 basis and intro-
duing the projetion of the dipole matrix element along the diretion of the
eletrial eld µνν′ =
∫
dr ϕ∗ν(r)er · eˆEϕν′(r) =
∫
dr φbα
∗
(r)er · eˆEφb′α′(r)δσ,σ′ ,
we get
Hc−f = −
∑
ν1 6=ν2
µν1ν2E(t)c
†
ν1cν2 . (2.3.18)
In the above we assume that the symmetry of the eigenstates is suh that there
is no dipole moment between idential states. As for the Coulomb interation
HC its form remains unhanged from Eq. (2.2.7) for ompleteness we present it
anyway
HC =
1
2
∑
ν1ν2ν3ν4
Vν1ν2ν3ν4c
†
ν1c
†
ν2cν3cν4 , (2.3.19)
where the Coulomb matrix elements
Vν1ν2ν3ν4 =
∫ ∫
drdr′ ϕ∗ν1(r)ϕ
∗
ν2(r
′)V (r − r′)ϕν3(r′)ϕν4(r)
=
∫ ∫
drdr′ φb1α1
∗
(r)φb2α2
∗
(r′)V (r − r′)φb3α3(r′)φb4α4(r)δσ1,σ4δσ2,σ3
(2.3.20)
are diagonal in spin, and the bare Coulomb interation potential is V (r− r′) =
e2
4πǫ0|r−r′|
.
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Hartree-Fok approximation
Now that the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian are speied we an insert
them diretly into Eq. (2.2.11), but before doing so we need to address the
hierarhy problem. The Hartree-Fok (H-F) approximation is the lowest order
approximation to the four-point orrelation funtion 〈c†ν1c†ν2cν3cν4〉. Generally
we an write the four-point orrelation funtion as its value within the H-F
approximation plus a deviation that ontains all higher order orretions
〈c†ν1c†ν2cν3cν4〉 = 〈c†ν1c†ν2cν3cν4〉HF + 〈c†ν1c†ν2cν3cν4〉δ . (2.3.21)
The H-F approximation is a mean eld theory where one assumes the partiles
an be treated as independent and only interating with the average eld of
the other partiles. In this ase the four point operator terms are fatorized
aording to Wik's theorem
3
:
〈c†ν1c†ν2cν3cν4〉HF = 〈c†ν1cν4〉 〈c†ν2cν3〉 − 〈c†ν1cν3〉 〈cν2cν4〉 . (2.3.22)
The rst term represent the diret interation (Hartree), beause is gives the
lassial expetation value of the interation between two densities. The seond
term (Fok), is a quantum mehanial orretion due to the indistinguishability
of the partiles.
If we return to the equation of motion for the density matrix (Eq. (2.2.11))
and insert the expression for the four point operator (Eq. (2.3.21)) we see that
the Hartree-Fok part whih onsist of two-point orrelation funtions an be
absorbed into the rst line of Eq. (2.2.11). In other words we an split the
equation of motion of the density matrix into two parts; a oherent (single-
partile) part and a sattering part
∂ρ(t)
∂t
=
∂ρ(t)
∂t
∣∣∣∣
coh
+
∂ρ(t)
∂t
∣∣∣∣
scatt
. (2.3.23)
The oherent part governs the time evolution of the independent arriers (within
the H-F approximation) under the ation of the oherent light eld, whereas the
sattering part ontains all higher order terms. It is the remainder, what is left
out in the H-F approximation, of performing the single partile deomposition.
The sattering part desribes the deay proesses that tends to dephase polar-
ization omponents and redistribute arriers both within and aross the bands.
2.3.1 Coherent evolution
Using Eq. (2.3.22) to deompose the higher order terms in Eq. (2.2.11) while
separating the density matrix into mirosopi polarization omponents pν1ν2 =
3
Wiks theorem states that for non-interating partiles higher order orrelation funtions
an be fatorized into produts of single-partile orrelation funtions, making all possible
pairings while hanging sign when two fermion operators are interhanged.
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〈c†ν2cν1〉 (ν1 6= ν2) and populations nν1 = 〈c†ν1cν1〉, we arrive at the semiondutor
Bloh equations (SBE)
i~
∂
∂t
pν1ν2(t)
∣∣∣∣
coh
= [ǫ˜ν1(t)− ǫ˜ν2(t)] pν1ν2(t) + [nν2(t)− nν1(t)] Ων1ν2(t)
+
∑
ν3 6=ν1,ν2
[Ων1ν3(t)pν3ν2(t)− pν1ν3(t)Ων3ν2(t)] , (2.3.24)
i~
∂
∂t
nν1(t)
∣∣∣∣
coh
=
∑
ν3 6=ν1
[Ων1ν3(t)pν3ν1(t)− Ων3ν1(t)pν1ν3(t)] . (2.3.25)
We have introdued a renormalized energy ǫ˜ν(t) and a generalized Rabi energy
Ων1ν2(t) dened as
ǫ˜ν(t) = ǫν +
∑
ν3ν4
[Vνν4ν3ν − Vνν4νν3] ρν3ν4(t) , (2.3.26)
Ων1ν2(t) = −µν1ν2E(t) +
∑
ν3ν4
[Vν1ν4ν3ν2 − Vν1ν4ν2ν3] ρν3ν4(t) . (2.3.27)
The impat of the Coulomb interation is to ouple the dierent omponents of
the density matrix, for instane the renormalization of the Rabi energy means
that a given polarization pν1ν2 interats with all other polarization omponents,
resulting in a formidable amount of ouplings. As the equations stand now, in
their most general form, it onstitutes a great task to solve them. To make
this a more feasible job ertain simpliations an be applied. A very ommon
approah is to disregard energetially unfavorable sattering events i.e. satter-
ing of arriers aross the bandgap. In a semiondutor with a relatively wide
bandgap suh proesses will be highly improbable, and so we set Vν1ν2ν3ν4 =
Vν1ν2ν3ν4δb1,b4δb2,b3 . The number of arriers in eah band is onstant as a onse-
quene thereof and hene no reombination an be attributed to the Coulomb
interation within this approximation. It is onvenient for both oneptual and
omputational reasons to move from the eletron-eletron (-v) piture and re-
ast the above equation in the eletron-hole (e-h) piture. The e-h piture is
dened by introduing the onept of a hole as the absene of a valene ele-
tron, so that the eld operators that reate a hole is related to the valene band
eletron annihilation operator as:
ψv(r) =
∑
α,σ
φvα(r)χσcv,α,σ =
∑
α,σ
φhα
∗
(r)χ−σ
∗b†α,−σ = ψ
†
h(r) , (2.3.28)
and vie versa for the hole annihilation operator. cv,α,σ removes a valene band
eletron in state α, σ and bα,−σ generates a hole in state α,−σ. For further
referene we shall keep the spin label hidden within the spatial quantum number
α unless expliitly stated otherwise. The ondution band eletron operators
remain unhanged. Applying the transformation has the following onsequenes:
nc = ne ǫc =ǫe (2.3.29)
nv = 1− nh ǫv =− ǫh , (2.3.30)
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i.e. the probability of nding a valene band eletron equals the probability of
not nding a hole and the hole energy hanges sign.
When substituting into Eq. (2.3.24) one ends up with several onstant terms
arising from the fator 1 in the denition of the hole population (nv = 1− nh)
this an be understood as the ontribution from Coulomb interation with the
fully oupied valene band. Considering for instane the hole energy ǫ˜h, large
onstant terms suh as
∑
ν3ν4
[Vνν4ν3ν − Vνν4νν3 ] enter the expression. Typially
one argues that suh ontributions are already aounted for in the model of the
free partile part, i.e. the band struture alulation, whih is based on mea-
sured semiondutor parameters suh as band gaps and eetive masses. And
so one an absorb the onstant terms in the free energy ǫh. Upon transforming
to the e-h piture, while disregarding ontributions from the full valene band
in the expressions for the renormalized energies, Eq. (2.3.24) retains its overall
struture, however one now has ve equations, three polarization equations (two
intra-band polarization and one inter-band) and two population equations (that
are idential). The polarization equations dier from eah other by only a few
sign hanges
4
. The full set of equations an be found in appendix B. The equa-
tions of motion are there derived based on transforming to the the e-h piture
at Hamiltonian level. The removal of the full valene band is then performed
upon normal ordering of the Hamiltonian, where one disregards onstants and
absorbs two-operator terms only retaining ontributions that ontain four op-
erators. Removing all referenes to the full valene band has the onsequene
that in equilibrium the Coulomb interation does not ontribute, one only has
ontributions in non-equilibrium situations. For further disussions we shall use
the e-h piture.
2.3.2 Sattering terms
The Hartree-Fok approximation fails to aount for orrelations between the
partiles. All additional interation eets beyond the mean eld approxima-
tion are ontained in the sattering terms. Therefore the SBE as they stand
now, do not inlude e.g. deay of the polarizations (dephasing), relaxation of
the exited arriers nor sreening eets. As mentioned in the beginning of
this hapter various approahes an be applied to model the sattering terms
on various levels of sophistiation eah approah having their own pros and
ons. Depending on the physial situation at hand, i.e. the strength and time
dynamis of the applied eletrial elds, dierent soures dominate the above
eets and hene the hoie of model. Dephasing arises from sattering events
within the system (Coulomb) or interation with a surrounding environment,
i.e. lattie vibrations (phonons). In the low exitation regime the dephasing is
dominated by the phonon interation, at elevated arrier densities the Coulomb
interation is dominant. In this work we restrain ourselves to treat the sattering
terms on a phenomenologial basis. This approah, known as the phenomeno-
4
The equation of motion for inter-band polarizations ontain an additional 1 in the Pauli
bloking fator, stemming from the transformation: (nv − nc) = (1− nh − ne).
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logial relaxation time approximation, uses eetive sattering rates extrated
from experiments. This orresponds to modeling the deay of the polarization
as that of a single exponential. Other more elaborate theories would inlude
the dynamis of the sattering proesses, also referred to as quantum kinet-
is. In these approahes one aounts for the (fast but) nite duration of the
sattering proess, eetively resulting in the system having a memory of the
sattering events. Ultrafast dynamis are studied using femtoseond exitations
with intensive pulses, where a quantum kineti treatment of the relaxation and
dephasing is generally needed. These models lead to exoti eets suh as exi-
tation indued dephasing [53, 54℄.
Extensive work is done in this eld, for a thorough review we point the reader
to Ref. [55℄.
In the relaxation time approximation the sattering term for the mirosopi
polarizations is modeled using a xed harateristi dephasing time
5 T2 = 1/γd.
The dephasing mehanism is assumed to be dominated by interation with phonons,
and thus T2 is highly temperature dependent. Choosing a xed rate means we
annot inlude dynamially hanging dephasing rates ourring due to a gradu-
ally inreasing arrier density (suh as in an arrier exiting EIT sheme). The
sattering term has the following appearane
∂
∂t
pν1ν2(t)
∣∣∣∣
scatt
= −γdpν1ν2. (2.3.31)
The values of the deoherene rates at various temperatures are extrated from
measurements of the homogeneous broadening linewidth from experiments on
InGaAs QDs [5659℄ and ranges from several hundreds of pioseonds at 7 K to
hundreds of femtoseonds at room temperature (see Table 2.1).
Temperature [K℄ T2
7 630 ps
25 170 ps
50 37 ps
75 11 ps
100 6 ps
200 0.66 ps
300 290±80 fs
Table 2.1: T2 values extrated from homogeneous broadening linewidth measurements
on InGaAs QDs [5659℄ at various temperatures.
Within the relaxation time approximation we inlude the population sattering
term as:
∂
∂t
nν(t)
∣∣∣∣
scatt
=− γc−c[nν(t)− fν(µbp, Tp)]
− γc−p[nν(t)− fν(µbL, TL)]− γnrnν(t) . (2.3.32)
5
The dephasing time T2 is also referred to as the transverse relaxation time.
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The rst term represents arrier-arrier sattering mediated by the Coulomb
interation. In general, arrier-arrier sattering is the most eient proess
for thermalizing the arriers. It is assumed to be the fastest sattering meha-
nism, but depends on arrier density, the mehanism generally ats on the sub
pioseond timesale [60℄. For the purpose here we set the harateristi time
onstant τc−c = 1/γc−c = 0.5 · 10−12 s, following Refs. [46, 47℄. This sattering
mehanism leads to relaxation of the arrier distribution toward a Fermi-Dira
distribution funtion fν(µ
b
p, Tp) parameterized by a hemial potential µ
b
p and a
plasma temperature Tp
fν(µ
b
p, Tp) =
[
exp
(
ǫ˜ν − µbp
kBTp
)
+ 1
]−1
, (2.3.33)
where ǫ˜ν is the renormalized energy of the state and kB is the Boltzmann's
onstant. The hemial potential and plasma temperature an be determined
from the instantaneous arrier distribution by utilizing that the arrier-arrier
intra-band sattering mehanism onserves both the partile density and total
energy. The hemial potential of either the eletrons µep or holes µ
h
p is uniquely
determined by requiring
N btot =
1
A
∑
α
nbα +
1
A
∑
k
nb
k
= Ndot
∑
l
fl(µ
b
p, Tp) +
1
A
∑
k
fk(µ
b
p, Tp) , (2.3.34)
where N btot is the total partile density of either eletrons or holes. In the above α
refers to loalized dot states (R, l), whereas k refers to deloalized WL states.
A is the normalization area of the WL. We assume the dots an be treated
independent of position, and replae the summation over position R by Ndot,
the density of dots. The plasma temperature is found from the total energy
density
Etot =
1
A
∑
α,b
ǫ˜bαn
b
α +
1
A
∑
k,b
ǫ˜bkn
b
k
= Ndot
∑
l,b
ǫ˜blfl(µ
b
p, Tp) +
1
A
∑
k,b
ǫ˜bkfk(µ
b
p, Tp) . (2.3.35)
The seond term in (2.3.32 ) desribes eletron-phonon sattering. Generally
this mehanism ats on a timesale that is an order of magnitude slower than
Coulomb sattering [60℄, i.e. on the order of pioseonds. Following Refs. [45,46℄,
we set the harateristi time onstant τc−p = 1/γc−p = 5.0 · 10−12 s. This
sattering mehanism leads to equilibration of the arrier distribution with the
phonon bath at the xed lattie temperature TL. The orresponding Fermi
distribution funtion an be determined by utilizing the partile-onservation
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property of eletron-phonon sattering
6
N btot =
1
A
∑
α
nbα +
1
A
∑
k
nb
k
= Ndot
∑
l
fl(µ
b
L, TL) +
1
A
∑
k
fk(µ
b
L, TL) .
(2.3.36)
The energy in the arrier-phonon interation is not onserved. Energy is ex-
hanged between the arriers and the lattie. To aount for this the tempera-
ture entering the distribution funtion is xed at the lattie temperature TL.
The third term aounts for non radiative arrier loss i.e. the relaxation towards
the equilibrium situation, the lled valene band. This ours on a muh longer
timesale, namely nanoseonds. Following Refs. [47, 61℄, we set τnr = 1/γnr =
1.0 · 10−9 s.
6
As in the ase of Coulomb sattering, promotion/demotion of arriers aross the bandgap
is highly unlikely and by disregarding suh proesses one obtains partile onservation within
the bands.
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Generalized semiondutor Bloh equations
Colleting everything the semiondutor Bloh equations in the e-h piture be-
ome:
(b1 = e, b2 = h) :
i~
∂
∂t
pν1ν2(t) = [ǫ˜ν1(t) + ǫ˜ν2(t)] pν1ν2(t) + [1− nν2(t)− nν1(t)] Ων1ν2(t)
+
∑
ν3 6=ν1,ν2
[Ων1ν3(t)pν3ν2(t)− pν1ν3(t)Ων3ν2(t)]
− i~γdpν1ν2 , (2.3.37)
(b1 = e, b2 = e) :
i~
∂
∂t
pν1ν2(t) = [ǫ˜ν1(t)− ǫ˜ν2(t)] pν1ν2(t) + [nν2(t)− nν1(t)] Ων1ν2(t)
+
∑
ν3 6=ν1,ν2
[Ων1ν3(t)pν3ν2(t)− pν1ν3(t)Ων3ν2(t)]
− i~γdpν1ν2 , (2.3.38)
(b1 = h, b2 = h) :
i~
∂
∂t
pν1ν2(t) = [ǫ˜ν2(t)− ǫ˜ν1(t)] pν1ν2(t) + [nν1(t)− nν2(t)] Ων1ν2(t)
+
∑
ν3 6=ν1,ν2
[Ων1ν3(t)pν3ν2(t)− pν1ν3(t)Ων3ν2(t)]
− i~γdpν1ν2 , (2.3.39)
(b1 = e/h, b2 = b1) :
i~
∂
∂t
nν1(t) =
∑
ν3 6=ν1
[Ων1ν3(t)pν3ν1(t)− Ων3ν1(t)pν1ν3(t)]
− i~γc−c[nν1(t)− fν1(µ
bν1
p , Tp)]− i~γc−p[nν1(t)− fν1(µ
bν1
L , TL)]
− i~γnrnν1(t) , (2.3.40)
where
ǫ˜ν(t) =ǫν ±
∑
ν3ν4
[Vνν4ν3ν − Vνν4νν3] (1− 2δν3ν4δbν3h)ρν3ν4(t) (2.3.41)
Ων1ν2(t) =− eµν1ν2E(t) +
∑
ν3ν4
[Vν1ν4ν3ν2 − Vν1ν4ν2ν3 ] (1− 2δν3ν4δbν3h)ρν3ν4(t) ,
(2.3.42)
are the Hartree-Fok renormalized single partile energy and generalized Rabi
frequeny, respetively. In the expression for the renormalized energy '+' refers
to eletrons and '−' is for hole states.
In this work the SBE are solved using a fourth order Runge-Kutta method. The
number of equations is lowered by the fat that we disregard subband struture
in the WL and subsequently all intra-band polarizations involving the WL due
to a negligible dipole moment. Following a similar vein we disregard polarization
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omponents between WL and dot states. Another way to simplify the equations
is only to inlude those polarizations that are being optially driven i.e. are in
resonane with the eletrial eld(s), however as we will investigate dierent
EIT shemes whih involves swithing between signal and oupling transitions
we inlude all possibilities.
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Chapter 3
Marosopi theory
In this setion it is shown how the mirosopi quantities enter a marosopi
desription. Slow light based on EIT is about propagation of light pulses whih
ultimately means we must relate the mirosopi results to marosopi theory
(the Maxwell's equations). We explore the wave propagation aspets of using
a ontinuous wave (-w) or pulsed oupling eld and treat the issue of how to
extrat and utilize the material response in these limits. These two senarios
orrespond to the steady state and transient situations, respetively.
3.1 Maxwell-Bloh equations
Constitutive relations are ubiquitous in physis. In optis the entral physial
quantity is the polarization response of a medium under the inuene of an
applied eletri eld E. The polarization P an be desribed in terms of a
power series in the eld (to ease the notation we suppress both spatial and
temporal dependenies), i.e.
P = P(0) +P(1) +P(2) + ... , (3.1.1)
where P
(1)
is linear in the eld, P
(2)
is quadrati, and so on. P
(0)
is indepen-
dent of the eld, and represents permanent stati polarizations present in some
rystals and moleules. In this work we will not treat materials with built in
polarizations. The linear polarization governs linear-optial phenomena, i.e. it
orresponds to the regime where the optial properties of a medium are inde-
pendent of eld intensity. The most general linear relation between P(t) and
E(t) is written as
P
(1)(t) = ǫ0
∞∫
−∞
dt ′χ(1)(t, t′)E(t′) , (3.1.2)
where the linear response funtion or suseptibility χ(1)(t, t′) is a tensor of the
seond rank and a funtion of the two times t and t′. We take both P(1)(t) and
E(t) to be real, and onsequently so is χ(1)(t, t′). The suseptibility is required
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to vanish at t′ > t so as to satisfy the priniple of ausality. The ausality
priniple states that the polarization P(t) at time t annot be aeted by elds
ating in the future, i.e. , t′ > t. The suseptibility ontains knowledge of the
system and an in priniple be alulated using mirosopi theory.
The polarization enters the wave equation for the eletrial eld, whih in a
nonmagneti dieletri medium (without free harges) looks like
∇× (∇×E) + 1
c02
∂2
∂t2
E = −µ0 ∂2∂t2P
∇(∇ · E)−∇2E+ 1
c02
∂2
∂t2
E = −µ0 ∂2∂t2P . (3.1.3)
This equation is simplied by making the paraxial approximation ∇(∇·E) ≃ 0,
whih assumes that a wave vetor makes a non appreiable angle with a diretion
of propagation and is valid when a wavelength is short in omparison with a
harateristi transverse dimension, e.g. a spot size, of an inident beam. In
a homogeneous and isotropi medium this riterion is always fullled. Via the
denition of the displaement eld D = ǫ0E+P, the wave equation beomes
−∇2E+ µ0 ∂
2
∂t2
D = 0 . (3.1.4)
This expression tells us how the eletromagneti wave behaves under the inu-
ene of the polarization P. That polarization must still be determined. The
relation between the mirosopi eld-indued atomi oherenes and the maro-
sopi eld-indued polarization is desribed using semilassial theory. The
marosopi polarization is derived from a spatial averaging of mirosopi harge
imbalanes. The leading ontribution of a multi-pole expansion of the polar-
ization is given by the dipole term. The marosopi polarization is found as
a quantum mehanial ensemble average of the dipole operator, in addition to
the eletromagneti average taken on basis of a single elementary ell. We treat
the QD system as a homogeneous medium, meaning that the system onsisting
of randomly plaed QDs on top of a WL is modeled using an elementary ell
that ontains a suitable amount of QDs. If the QD system is suiently di-
lute, so that the dot wave funtions are not overlapping, they an be treated as
independent
1
. The summation running over dot positions and the ell average
will in the large area limit lead to a onstant QD density and a mirosopi
alulation for a single dot. The marosopi polarization is then alulated
from Eq. (2.1.3) as
P(t) =
1
V
∑
elem.cell
∑
ν1ν2
µν1ν2pν1ν2
=
1
w
(
Ndot
∑
α1α2
µα1α2Pα1α2(t) +
1
A
∑
k
[µkPk(t) + c.c.)]
)
. (3.1.5)
Ndot is the two-dimensional density of the dots in the WL plane, A is the
quantization area, and w is the thikness of the ative region whih is determined
1
Coulomb interation may ouple the dots, but we shall later on justify the independent
dot assumption.
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by the height of the QD's. We have assumed that dipole moments between dot
and WL states an be negleted, and that the only non-zero inter-band dipole
omponents between WL states exists between states of the wave vetor k.
From the Semiondutor Bloh Equations we see that the eld drives the polar-
ization, whih in turn drives the eld. In general this set of oupled nonlinear
equations known as the Maxwell-Bloh equations have to solved selfonsistently.
For the remainder of this setion we shall fous on the Maxwell equations and
assume the solution of the mirosopi Bloh part, either as the polarization P
or in terms of its expansion in the omplex suseptibility tensor χ
P = ǫ0χ
(1)
E+ ǫ0χ
(2)
EE+ ǫ0χ
(3)
EEE+ ... , (3.1.6)
where we still suppress both spaial and time dependenies as well as integra-
tion over time variables. In an inversion symmetri material the seond order
nonlinear response vanishes, and as the QD's under onsideration here are en-
trosymmetri we drop this term.
We are onsidering EIT experiments, whih means the total eletrial eld on-
sists of a probe and a oupling eld E = Ep + Ec (generally) having distint
polarization and propagation diretions, so that the total polarization an be
written as
P = ǫ0χ
(1)
Ec + ǫ0χ
(1)
Ep + ǫ0χ
(3)
EcEcEc + χ
(3)ǫ0EpEpEp + ... , (3.1.7)
where the ontinuation ... ontains all possible ombinations and permutations
of the eletrial elds to any order.
3.2 Limiting ases
If the suseptibility depends on the spatial position either diretly (material
inhomogeneity) or beause of a nonlinear response, usually a general expliit
solution of the wave equation (3.1.3) annot be given. Instead one would have
to propagate the eletromagneti wave, i.e. solve the ombined Maxwell-Bloh
equations selfonsistently. In a slow light setup, this would generally be the ase.
What we seek here is to onsider limiting ases where the wave propagation
harateristis of the probe eld an be found by diret solution of the Maxwell
equations. First of all we shall assume the optial medium to be homogeneous.
Disregarding spatial inhomogeneities means that we annot treat reetion at
interfaes, internal baksattering nor inter-dot oupling via the light eld.
The next assumption we shall make is that the optial response is isotropi.
This means that the resulting polarization is polarized in the same diretion(s)
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as the eletrial eld(s). We an write
2
E = Ep +Ec = eˆpEp + eˆcEc (3.2.8)
P = eˆpP + eˆcP , (3.2.9)
where eˆp and eˆc are unit vetors in diretion of the respetive eletrial elds.
We have split the polarization into two parts depending on its diretion. The
two omponents both ontain terms oupling probe and oupling elds. In
isotropi media χ(3) terms that involve the probe eld to seond order generate
a polarization in diretion of the oupling beam
3
and vie versa, under the
assumption that the probe is muh weaker than the oupling terms of seond
and higher order in the probe eld an be omitted. We an write the two
polarization ontributions as
Pp = eˆpPp = ǫ0χ
(1)
Ep + ǫ0χ
(3)
EpEcEc + ǫ0χ
(3)
EcEpEc + ... (3.2.10)
Pc = eˆcPc = ǫ0χ
(1)
Ec + ǫ0χ
(3)
EcEcEc + ǫ0χ
(5)
EcEcEcEcEc + ... .(3 2.11)
We have introdued the probe indued polarization Pp and oupling indued
polarization Pc eah ating as a driving term for the orresponding eletrial
eld. This separation is obvious if the two elds have orthogonal polarizations,
but even if the two elds have the same polarization diretion, one an often
separate the resulting polarization response if the arrier frequenies are su-
iently far from eah other. The probe indued polarization ontains terms to
any order in the oupling eld and linear in the probe eld, whereas the oupling
indued polarization only ontains terms to all orders in the oupling eld. This
allows for a simple interpretation of the two polarization ontributions. We an
onsider this as orresponding to two dierent experiments/alulations; one
where only the oupling eld is present (P
coupl = Pc), and one where both
probe and oupling elds are applied to the sample (P
tot = Pc + Pp). This
allows us to extrat the probe indued polarization as the dierene between
two suh alulations
Pp = P
tot −Pcoupl . (3.2.12)
We take a step further and ollet all terms linear in the probe
Pp = P
L
p +P
NL
p
= ǫ0χ
(1)
Ep + ǫ0χ
(3)
EpEcEc + ǫ0χ
(5)
EpEcEcEcEc + ...+P
NL
p
= ǫ0χ
(1)
D Ep +P
NL
p . (3.2.13)
2
Anisotropy eets an be negleted if the medium is suiently dilute so that the resulting
(weak) probe indued polarization is small, whih allows us to disregard the part of the
eletrial eld generated with a polarization dierent to the original diretion. This assumption
is obviously not satised for the strong oupling eld. The event where the anisotropy of the
material results in oupling indued polarization omponents pointing in diretion of the probe,
generally has to be given the full self onsistent Maxwell-Bloh treatment unless the arrier
frequenies of the applied eletrial elds (and thus also those of the resulting polarizations)
are suiently far apart.
3
For a thorough review of the suseptibility tensors in various rystal symmetries see e.g.
Boyd(2003) [62℄.
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We have shown only a few of the possible ombinations between probe and
oupling that ontain the probe eld to rst order, but olleted all of them
into an eetive "dressed" linear suseptibility χ
(1)
D . All higher order terms
are lumped into P
NL
p , whih by onstrution is a small quantity and therefore
an be disregarded. For future referene we shall adopt the salar nature of
the dressed linear suseptibility in the notation and to ease the notation even
further simply use the label χ.
The oupling eld is strong and therefore it experienes a non-linear system
response, in general a numerial evaluation would therefore be needed. If for
instane the oupling eld is absorbed and thus varied spatially, the dressed sus-
eptibility would inlude an expliit position dependene and thus the optial
medium experiened by the probe would be inhomogeneous. We hene seek out
situations where propagation eets in the oupling eld an be disregarded.
Suh would be the ase when the oupling eld is -w and propagates perpen-
diular to the WL plane and thus only interats with a thin slab of material, or
when the oupling eld onnets two empty states, thus rendering the transition
transparent allowing the eld to propagate without attenuation.
Slowly varying envelope (SVEA) approximation
Now fousing on the probe indued polarization, assuming the probe eld prop-
agates in the z diretion and that the eld amplitude is suiently small as
to neglet non-linear eets, the expression for the eletrial eld and indued
polarization reads
Ep =
1
2 eˆp(E
(+)
p + E
(−)
p ) =
1
2 eˆpE˜pei(kpz−ωpt) + c.c. , (3.2.14)
Pp =
1
2 eˆp(P
(+)
p + P
(−)
p ) =
1
2 eˆpP˜pei(kpz−ωpt) + c.c. . (3.2.15)
We have deomposed the eletrial eld and the polarization into positive and
negative frequeny parts and written the elds in terms of slowly varying part
E˜p and P˜p, a arrier frequeny ωp and wave number kp. It is onvenient to fous
on one of the two omplex elds, and we hoose the positive part. Reall that
the physial eld is retrieved easily
Ep = eˆpRe[E
(+)
p ] , Pp = eˆpRe[P
(+)
p ] . (3.2.16)
To simplify the notation we shall drop the super sript and write the omplex
elds as Ep and Pp.
Envelope funtions for the E-eld and the polarization, i.e. E˜p and P˜p, are both
funtions of a transverse oordinate rt, a longitudinal oordinate z, and a time
t. In general, both envelopes are omplex funtions whih an be expressed as
follows
E˜p(rt, z, t) = Ep(rt, z, t)eiφp(rt,z,t) (3.2.17)
P˜p(rt, z, t) = Pp(rt, z, t)eiφp(rt,z,t) , (3.2.18)
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where Ep and φp are a modulus and phase of E˜p. Under the slowly varying
amplitude and phase approximations whih mean that the modulus and phase
of envelopes E˜p and P˜p both vary very slowly on sales of an optial wavelength
and an optial period it follows
∂Ep
∂t ≪ ωpEp ,
∂Ep
∂z
≪ kpEp (3.2.19)
∂φp
∂t ≪ ωpφp ,
∂φp
∂z
≪ kpφp (3.2.20)
∂Pp
∂t ≪ ωpPp . (3.2.21)
Substituting Eq. (3.2.17) into the wave equation and eliminating terms aording
to Eqs. (3.2.19 - 3.2.21) we end up with the paraxial wave equation for the slowly
varying eletrial eld envelope [63℄(
∇2rt + 2ikp
[
∂
∂z
+
nb
c0
∂
∂t
])
E˜p(rt, z, t) = −
k2p
n2bǫ0
P˜p(rt, z, t) . (3.2.22)
We have inluded the eet of a passive bakground by introduing the bak-
ground refrative index nb, whih means that kp =
ωpnb
c0
. The paraxial wave
equation an be simplied by employing a loal plane wave (i.e. annular-plane-
wave) approximation under a large Fresnel number [64℄. Eetively this means
that instead of solving a full three-dimensional (with a transverse Laplaian in-
luded) wave equation, we an neglet the transverse Laplaian term in Eq. (3.2.22)
leading to a one dimensional equation. Furthermore by transforming into the
frame of a pulse moving with the redued speed of light c = c0/nb by introdu-
ing the delayed time t′ = t − z/vg and position z′ = z we get the simple form
for the slowly varying wave equation
∂
∂z′
E˜p(z′, t′) = i ωp
2nbǫ0c0
P˜p(z′, t′) . (3.2.23)
3.3 System in equilibrium
Consider a situation where only a weak probe eld is interating with the QD
system. If the probe is suiently weak the system is unperturbed by the
ation of the eld and remains in equilibrium. In the expression for the linear
polarization response Eq. (3.1.2) perform the following transformation to new
time variables t′′ and τ
t′′ =
t+ t′
2
and τ = t− t′ . (3.3.24)
In an equilibrium situation the linear response funtion χ(t′′, τ) annot depend
on absolute times t′′, only on the relative time τ , we an therefore write the
response funtion with only one argument χ(τ) so that the polarization beome
Pp(z, t) = ǫ0
∞∫
−∞
dτ χ(τ)Ep(z, t − τ) , (3.3.25)
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where we assumed propagation along the z-diretion and skipped the vetor
notation sine we are dealing with a single polarization diretion. Using the
Wigner oordinate representation (Eq.(3.3.24)) the expression for the polariza-
tion beomes a onvolution in the time domain, and onsequently a produt in
frequeny spae thereby making the wave equation diretly solvable. We begin
by inserting the expression for the eletrial eld in the frequeny domain
4
Pp(z, t) = ǫ0
∞∫
−∞
dω
2π
∞∫
−∞
dτ χ(τ)Ep(z, ω)e
−iω(t−τ)
= ǫ0
∞∫
−∞
dω
2π
χ(ω)Ep(z, ω)e
−iωt
(3.3.26)
=
∞∫
−∞
dω
2π
Pp(z, ω)e
−iωt , (3.3.27)
with
Pp(z, ω) = ǫ0χ(ω)Ep(z, ω). (3.3.28)
A similar relation holds for the slowly varying omponents sine
Ep(z, ω) =
∞∫
−∞
dt E˜p(z, t)ei(kpz−ωpt)eiωt
= eikpzE˜p(z,Ω) , with Ω = ω − ωp . (3.3.29)
Inserting this into Eq. (3.3.26) and using the denition of the slowly varying
elds aording to Eq. (3.2.15 and 3.2.15) we get
P˜p(z, t) = ǫ0
∞∫
−∞
dω
2π
χ(ω)E˜p(z,Ω)e
−i(ω−ωp)t
= ǫ0
∞∫
−∞
dΩ
2π
χ(Ω + ωp)E˜p(z,Ω)e
−iΩt , (3.3.30)
allowing us to identify the relation between the Fourier transform of the slowly
varying omponents
P˜p(z,Ω) = ǫ0χ(Ω + ωp)E˜p(z,Ω) . (3.3.31)
4
We introdued the Fourier transformation f(ω) of a funtion f(t) as
f(t) =
∞∫
−∞
dω
2pi
f(ω)e−iωt , f(ω) =
∞∫
−∞
dt f(t)eiωt .
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The slowly varying wave equation in frequeny spae thus beomes
∂
∂z′
E˜p(z′,Ω) = i ωp
2nbc0
P˜p(z′,Ω) = i ωp
2nbc0
χ(Ω + ωp)E˜p(z′,Ω)
⇓
E˜p(z′,Ω) = E˜p(0,Ω)ei
ωp
2nbc0
χ(Ω+ωp)z′ . (3.3.32)
Inserting this expression bak into Eq. (3.3.29) shows that the wave propagates
with the omplex
5
propagation onstant k(ω) given by
k(ω) =
ωp
c0
(
nb +
χ(ω)
2nb
)
. (3.3.33)
Wave propagation harateristis suh as absorption and refration an thus be
diretly related to the suseptibility χ(ω). The intensity of the eletrial eld is
proportional to the absolute square of the eletrial eld
Ip(z, ω) ∝|Ep(z, ω)|2
∝Ep(0, ω)2eik(ω)ze−ik(ω)∗z
=I(0, ω)e−2Im[k(ω)]z = Ip(0, ω)e
−α(ω)z , (3.3.34)
thus the intensity is attenuated with the absorption oeient
α(ω) = 2Im[k(ω)] =
ωp
c0
χ′′(ω)
nb
. (3.3.35)
The wave number of the probe eld is real part of the propagation onstant
k′(ω) =
ωp
c0
n(ω) , (3.3.36)
with refrative index
n(ω) = nb +
χ′(ω)
2nb
. (3.3.37)
In the stationary frame the probe envelope propagates with the group veloity
dened by
vg =
c0
n(ωp) + ωp
∂n(ω)
∂ω
∣∣∣
ω=ωp
. (3.3.38)
As long as the rst derivative of the refrative index remains onstant within
the spetral bandwidth of the pulse we an speak of a denite group veloity, if
this is not the ase the probe pulse will not retain its shape and the onept of
group veloity beomes luttered.
5
For a omplex quantity we adopt the following notation for the real and imaginary part:
k(ω) = k′(ω) + ik′′(ω).
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From the group veloity the general onept of transit time T through an optial
medium of length L an be onsidered
T = L/vg. (3.3.39)
We dene a slow-down fator S as the ratio of the transit time through the
medium to the to the transit time of the same pulse traveling the same distane
in vauum:
S =
T
Tvac
=
c0
vg
= n(ωp) + ωp
∂n(ω)
∂ω
∣∣∣∣
ω=ωp
. (3.3.40)
By making ∂n(ω)/∂ω large and positive we an ahieve slow light. Slow light
eets make use of the rapid variation in the refrative index that ours in
the viinity of a material resonane. The maximum slowdown is found at the
frequeny for whih the slope of the refrative index is largest. Notie, that
the slowdown fator obtained away from resonane (
∂n′
∂ω ≈ 0) is given by the
bakground refrative index.
To onlude this setion we mention that χ(ω) an be found using Eq. (3.3.28).
Inserting the expression for the eld we note that the expliit spatial dependene
drops out and χ(ω) an be extrated from the Semiondutor Bloh equations
as the ratio between the polarization and the applied eletrial eld in the
frequeny domain: χ(ω) =
Pp(ω)
ǫ0Ep(ω)
.
3.4 System in non-equilibrium
If the system is driven out of equilibrium, e.g. by the ation of a oupling beam
in an EIT experiment, the system response hanges drastially from the simple
piture disussed above. The dressed linear response funtion, whih we shall
refer to simply as χ(t, t′) is now a genuine two time funtion. This means the
material response to a partiular frequeny is no longer unique, it now depends
on the physial situation, i.e. both oupling and probe elds. In a station-
ary system the polarization response at a given frequeny is proportional only
to the probe pulse spetrum at that frequeny not its temporal development,
this is generally not ase in non-equilibrium. We an always write the Fourier
transform of the polarization as
Pp(ω) = ǫ0
∞∫
−∞
dt ′ χ(ω, t′)Ep(t
′) , (3.4.41)
where χ(ω, t′) is the dynamial system response Fourier transformed with re-
spet to the rst argument. We see that the response at a given frequeny
depends on the temporal evolution of the probe eld Ep(t). In the following we
shall onsider two dierent regimes of a non-equilibrium situation. The steady
state regime, where, in ertain ases, the system response is governed by the
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single time suseptibility and the genuinely transient regime, where the sys-
tem response funtion is a funtion of two times. Whihever regime is relevant
depends on the oupling eld.
3.4.1 Transient system response
If the ation of the oupling beam is suh that the system never approahes a
steady state we are in the transient regime. This riterion is set by the dephasing
time, so that a transient situation is addressed when the oupling pulse duration
is omparable to, or less than, the dephasing time. As a result of the transient
behavior, the wave equation annot be diretly solved. Only in the limit of an
optially thin material, where propagation eets an be disregarded, one an
derive expressions for absorption and refration. Therefor wave propagation
harateristis, suh as slowdown fators, whih in priniple an be extrated in
the thin sample limit approah annot be related to atual wave propagation.
Instead one should rather be solving the ombined Maxwell-Bloh equations.
We shall onsider two dierent situations where quantities suh as absorption
and refration an be derived. Depending on the probe eld we get either a
frequeny or a time dependent absorption oeient.
Finite probe: Frequenial absorption oeient α(ω;Ep(t))
Consider the slowly varying wave equation in the frequeny domain, i.e. the
Fourier transform of Eq. (3.2.23). For a suiently thin sample one an use a
rst order Taylor expansion as a forward disretization sheme
E˜p(z′ +∆z,Ω) ≃ E˜p(z′,Ω) + ∂
∂z
E˜p(z′,Ω)∆z
= E˜p(z′,Ω) + i ωp
2nbǫ0c0
P˜p(z′,Ω)∆z
= E˜p(z′,Ω)
[
1 + i
ωp
2nbǫ0c0
P˜p(z′,Ω)
E˜p(z′,Ω)
∆z
]
. (3.4.42)
If we know E˜p(z′ = 0,Ω) and E˜p(z′ = L,Ω) we may, in general dene the omplex
propagation onstant:
E˜p(L,Ω) = E˜p(0,Ω)eik(Ω)L . (3.4.43)
For small L = ∆z we have
E˜p(∆z,Ω) = E˜p(0,Ω) [1 + ik(Ω)∆z] , (3.4.44)
and by omparing to Eq. (3.4.42) and inserting into the full expression for ele-
trial eld we nd
k(ω) =
ωp
c0
(
nb +
1
2nb
P˜p(z′,Ω)
ǫ0E˜p(z′,Ω)
)
. (3.4.45)
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What this equation tells us is that we an nd the dynami absorption and
refration spetra for any probe pulse in the same manner as we nd the sus-
eptibility for stationary systems. Namely by alulating Pp(t) from the SBE,
performing a Fourier transform and dividing by the probe spetrum. Also it
is apparent that the system response funtion is not something one an get at
easily, it is buried within an integral. Absorption and refration for a nite
probe pulse are found from Eq. (3.4.45) as:
α(ω;Ep(t)) =
ω
c0nb
Im
[
Pp(ω)
ǫ0Ep(ω)
]
=
ω
c0nb
Im
[
ǫ0
∫∞
−∞dt χ(ω, t)Ep(t)
ǫ0Ep(ω)
]
=
ω
c0nb
Im [χeff(ω;Ep(t))] , (3.4.46)
n(ω;Ep(t)) = nb +
1
2nb
Re
[
Pp(ω)
ǫ0Ep(ω)
]
= nb +
1
2nb
Re
[
ǫ0
∫∞
−∞dt χ(ω, t)Ep(t)
ǫ0Ep(ω)
]
= nb +
ω
c0nb
Re [χeff(ω;Ep(t))] . (3.4.47)
To onnet to the equilibrium results we have dened the eetive suseptibility
χeff(ω;Ep(t)) ≡ Pp(ω)ǫ0Ep(ω) whih we generally shall refer to as simply the susep-
tibility. This quantity isnot unique beause it depends on both the oupling
beam and the shape and time of appliation of the probe beam. Note, that in
the equilibrium limit the expression for the eetive suseptibility equals that
of the original suseptibility.
Continuous wave probe: Temporal absorption oeient α˜(t;ωp)
Consider the slowly varying wave equation in the time domain, i.e. Eq. (3.2.23).
In the thin sample limit, one an apply similar arguments as above to nd
E˜p(z′ +∆z, t′) = E˜p(z′, t′)
[
1 + i
ωp
2nbǫ0c0
P˜p(z′, t′)
E˜p(z′, t′)
]
. (3.4.48)
Corresponding to a slowly varying temporal absorption oeient
α˜(t) =
ωp
c0nb
Im
[
P˜p(z′, t′)
ǫ0E˜p(z′, t′)
]
. (3.4.49)
When employing a -w probe eld this an be interpreted as the instantaneous
system response at time t at the probe frequeny, i.e. α˜(t;ωp).
One ould be inlined to think that alulating the system response using -w
probes of various frequenies ould be superimposed to get the system response
to a wavepaket. This is of ourse the ase in equilibrium, but as we saw from the
treatment above, alulating the system response to a probe pulse based on the
response to a superposition of plane waves would not hold, sine in the transient
regime the system response depends on the temporal development of the probe
eld. As we seek to model slow light EIT experiments, whih inevitably involves
a probe pulse, that per se exludes the -w probe approah.
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3.4.2 Steady state system response
If the QD system is driven out of equilibrium by a ontinuous wave (-w) ou-
pling beam of frequeny Ω the system will eventually reah a steady state with
respet to some rotating frame. Floquet theory provides a tool to systemati-
ally desribe the states in a system that is driven by a time periodi eld. It
is the temporal analogue of what Bloh theory is for spatially periodi systems
(for a review see e.g. [65℄). Consider a system governed by the time periodi
Hamiltonian H(t) = H(t + T ). The Floquet states are periodi with period
T and are thus the steady states of the system, in the sense that if a state is
prepared in a Floquet state it remains there. Due to the periodi oupling eld
χ(t, t′) the suseptibility funtion, whih essentially is two-partile orrelation
funtion, an be expanded in Floquet states so that it an eetively be written
as
χ(t, t′) =
∑
n
χn(t− t′)einΩ(t+t′)
=χ0(t− t′) +
∑
n 6=0
χn(t− t′)einΩ(t+t′) , (3.4.50)
The dierene time funtions χn(t − t′) is found by solving for the Floquet
omponents in the expansion of the mirosopi orrelation funtion, but we
are here merely interested in arguing on basis of their general properties. It is
obvious that if we an disregard the higher order terms, the suseptibility is a
funtion of time dierenes only and all results from the equilibrium treatment
arries over and the -w oupling situation an be used for wave propagation
haraterization.
The seond term of Eq. (3.4.50) gives rise to sideband generation spaed by the
driving frequeny Ω. To see this onsider the probe indued polarization
Pp(t) = ǫ0
∞∫
−∞
dt ′

χ0(t− t′) +∑
n 6=0
χn(t− t′)einΩ(t+t′)

Ep(t′) . (3.4.51)
Assume a probe eld of the form Ep(t) =
∑
j Eje
−iωjt
, where Ej are the om-
ponents of a Fourier expansion.
Pp(t) =ǫ0
∞∫
−∞
dt ′
∑
n,j
χn(t− t′)einΩ(t+t′)Eje−iωjt′
=ǫ0
∑
n,j
Eje
−i(ωj−nΩ)t
∞∫
−∞
dt ′ χn(t− t′)ei(ωj−nΩ)(t−t′)
=ǫ0
∑
n,j
Eje
−i(ωj−nΩ)tχn(ωj − nΩ) . (3.4.52)
If the probe and oupling frequenies are omparable, sidebands will be gener-
ated far from the entral frequeny of the probe, under the assumption that the
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probe is spetrally narrow and that the funtions χn mainly have ontributions
around the entral frequeny, the sidebands will therefore not have any weight
in the spetral area of the probe beam. On the other hand, if the probe eld is
spetrally wide it will ontain frequeny omponents at the sideband frequenies
and is thus able to "talk" to the side bands. Another way to think of this is,
that if the probe is temporally short enough it an resolve the optial period
imposed by driving eld. Even in the event of a -w probe, if the sidebands are
generated lose enough to the entral frequeny then one annot disregard their
ontribution and one has a transient situation.
A pratial way to hek if one an disregard the sidebands, is to alulate the
ratio
Pp(ω)
ǫEp(ω)
for probe beams of varying length and time of appliation. If the
above assumption is not valid the dynamial responses would dier, on the other
hand if the responses are idential is means that the ratio
Pp(ω)
ǫEp(ω)
an be related
to a single time suseptibility, and thus an be used for propagation harateri-
zation. Disregarding the sidebands is ommon pratie in atomi physis based
treatments [63,66℄, in whih the rotating wave approximation is performed. The
validity of the rotating wave approximation an only be assumed for spetrally
narrow pulses and when the oupling and probe transitions are omparable,
however in semiondutors the two inident elds an have signiantly dif-
ferent frequenies thus rendering the atomi treatment, and the rotating wave
approximation, moot.
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Chapter 4
EIT - atomi approah
In this hapter we present the simplest model one an use to desribe QD EIT
phenomena - the non-interating atomi three-level model. Within this model,
in steady state using a -w probe eld, one an derive an analytial expression
for the suseptibility. This furthermore allows for a rudimentary treatment of
inhomogeneous broadening eets that our in a QD array and their impat
on EIT.
4.1 Semi-lassial atomi, ontinuous wave approah
As the quantum dot is usually desribed as an "artiial" atom, it is natu-
ral to extend the treatment from atomi physis to the semiondutor regime
onsidering the QD as an isolated three-level system disregarding many-body
interations. We here disuss the ase where the energy levels are arranged
in the so alled Ladder-sheme (see Fig. 4.1), the derivation follows a similar
pattern for the two other ongurations and is textbook material, see e.g. [67℄.
An intense near resonant -w eletromagneti eld, termed the oupling eld,
drives the |2〉-|3〉 transition. Another also near resonant, but muh weaker -w
probe eld, is applied to the |1〉-|2〉 transition. It is assumed that the two elds
annot drive eah others transitions, e.g. due to angular momentum seletion
rules and that the transition |1〉-|3〉 is dipole forbidden.
The Hamiltonian governing the system is in rst quantization:
H = H0 +Hc−f , where (4.1.1)
Hc−f = −µ ·E(t). (4.1.2)
H0 is the eletroni Hamiltonian of the QD in absene of any elds, with eigen-
values ~ω1,~ω2 and ~ω3. Hc−f represents the arrier-eld interation within the
dipole approximation. The eletroni dipole moment operator µ and its matrix
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Figure 4.1: Generi example of a Ladder sheme in a quantum dot.
elements in the basis of the bare states are dened by
µ = er (4.1.3)
µij = e〈i|r|j〉, (4.1.4)
here e is the eletron harge and i, j = 1, 2, 3.
The eletrial elds are written as a superposition of standing waves:
E(t) = 12
∑
kEk
(
e−iωkt + eiωkt
)
(4.1.5)
The summation should be taken over indies p and c, so that Ek = eˆkEk and
ωk represents the diretion, magnitude and frequeny of either the probe or the
oupling eld.
Next we insert the expression for the eletrial elds into Hc−f . Writing the
Hamiltonian in the bare state basis, we get:
Hc−f = −~
[
Ωc(e
−iωct + eiωct)|3〉〈2|
+Ωp(e
−iωpt + eiωpt)|2〉〈1| + h.c.
]
. (4.1.6)
We have introdued the omplex Rabi frequenies of the oupling Ωc =
µ32·Ec
2~
and probe Ωp =
µ21·Ep
2~ elds.
It is useful to move to the interation piture, thereby letting the time evolu-
tion of the state vetor depend only on the interation Hamiltonian Hc−f . The
interation piture Hamiltonian H intc−f is obtained through the unitary transfor-
mation
H intc−f = U
†
0Hc−fU0, where (4.1.7)
U0 = e
−iH0t/~. (4.1.8)
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Applying the transformation, we get
H intc−f = −~
[
Ωce
iω3te−iω2t(e−iωct + eiωct)|3〉〈2| +
+Ωpe
iω2te−iω1t(e−iωpt + eiωpt)|2〉〈1| + h.c.
]
= −~
[
Ωce
i∆ct|3〉〈2| +Ωpei∆pt|2〉〈1| + h.c.
]
. (4.1.9)
In the last step we used the rotating wave approximation, whih amounts to
keeping only the most energy-onserving terms in the Hamiltonian. Also, we
dened the oupling and probe laser detunings as ∆c = ω32 − ωc and ∆p =
ω21−ωp, where ω32 = ω3−ω2 and ω21 = ω2−ω1 are the transition frequenies.
The oherent dynamis of the system is derived from the density matrix [67℄ [68℄
d
dt
ρij
∣∣∣∣
coh
= −i/~[H intc−f , ρ]ij , (4.1.10)
while the inoherent or sattering part is inorporated as
1
d
dt
ρ11
∣∣∣∣
scatt
= Γ21ρ11 (4.1.11)
d
dt
ρ22
∣∣∣∣
scatt
= (Γ32 − Γ21)ρ22 (4.1.12)
d
dt
ρ33
∣∣∣∣
scatt
= −Γ32ρ33 (4.1.13)
d
dt
ρ21
∣∣∣∣
scatt
= −(1
2
Γ21 + γ
ph
21 )ρ21 (4.1.14)
d
dt
ρ31
∣∣∣∣
scatt
= −(1
2
Γ32 + γ
ph
31 )ρ31 (4.1.15)
d
dt
ρ32
∣∣∣∣
scatt
= −(1
2
Γ21 +
1
2
Γ32 + γ
ph
32 )ρ32. (4.1.16)
In light of the atomi treatment we have inluded Γij that desribe the popula-
tion transfer rate from state |i〉 to |j〉 and γphij whih is the linewidth broadening
due to "pure" dephasing. This should be taken in the sense that the transverse
relaxation rate T2 of a given transition is dened as:
1
T2
=
1
2T1
+
1
T ∗2
, (4.1.17)
where the pure dephasing
1
T ∗
2
orresponds to γphij of that transition. The two
broadening eets above an be olleted in one total deoherene rate γij =
1
T2
,
in other words; one eetive rate of deay of the polarizations
γij =
1
2
(γi + γj) + γ
ph
ij , (4.1.18)
where 1/γi is the lifetime of the i'th state; γi =
∑
l Γil.
1
Sine ρ is Hermitian, we here list only the lower half of the o-diagonal elements.
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The equations of motion for the density matrix beome:
d
dt
ρ11 = iΩ
∗
pe
−i∆ptρ21 − iΩpei∆ptρ12 + Γ21ρ22 (4.1.19)
d
dt
ρ22 = iΩpe
i∆ptρ12 + iΩ
∗
ce
−i∆ctρ32 − iΩ∗pe−i∆ptρ21 − iΩcei∆ctρ23 +
+(Γ32 − Γ21)ρ22 (4.1.20)
d
dt
ρ33 = iΩce
i∆ctρ23 − iΩ∗ce−i∆ctρ32 − Γ32ρ33 (4.1.21)
d
dt
ρ21 = iΩpe
i∆pt(ρ11 − ρ22) + iΩ∗ce−i∆ctρ31 − γ21ρ21 (4.1.22)
d
dt
ρ31 = iΩce
i∆ctρ21 − iΩpei∆ptρ32 − γ31ρ31 (4.1.23)
d
dt
ρ32 = iΩ
∗
se
−i∆ptρ31 + iΩce
i∆ct(ρ22 − ρ33)− γ32ρ32 (4.1.24)
In order to nd the system response to the probe eld, we look at the probe
indued polarization. The total polarization is aording to Eq. (3.1.5)
P(t) =
1
w
Ndot
(
µ12ρ21e
−iω31t + µ23ρ32e
−iω32t + ..
)
. (4.1.25)
We have used that the system is onstruted so that only transitions |1〉 − |2〉
and |2〉 − |3〉 are dipole allowed. Furthermore, the time dependent exponentials
represent the onversion of ρ bak into the Shrödinger piture.
In the atomi approah it is assumed that one an use the equilibrium response
when alulating the suseptibility. In other words we an use Eq. (3.3.25) from
whih it follows that the probe indued polarization is
Pp(t) = ǫ0
∞∫
−∞
dτ χ(τ)Ep(t− τ)
=
1
2
ǫ0χ(ωp)Ep e
−iωpt + c.c. , (4.1.26)
By omparing the two expressions for the polarization onsidering terms that
are direted along the probe eld polarization diretion and osillate near the
probe frequeny, we see that the suseptibility an be extrated as
1
w
Ndotµ12ρ21e
−iω31t =
1
2
ǫ0χ(ωp)Ep e
−iωpt
⇓
χ(ωp) =
2
w
Ndotǫ0Epe
−i∆ptµ12ρ21. (4.1.27)
To nd the ρ21 omponent we need to solve the system of oupled dierential
equations dened by equations (4.1.19)-(4.1.24). First we eliminate the exponen-
tial time dependenies by dening the slow-varying density matrix omponents
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ρ˜ij as
ρ21 = ρ˜21e
i∆pt
(4.1.28)
ρ31 = ρ˜31e
i(∆p+∆c)t
(4.1.29)
ρ32 = ρ˜32e
i∆ct. (4.1.30)
As for the diagonal omponents, they remain unhanged.
The equations of motion for the density matrix now beome
d
dt
ρ11 = iΩ
∗
pρ˜21 − iΩpρ˜12 + Γ21ρ22 (4.1.31)
d
dt
ρ22 = iΩpρ˜12 + iΩ
∗
c ρ˜32 − iΩ∗pρ˜21 − iΩcρ˜23 + (Γ32 − Γ21)ρ22 (4.1.32)
d
dt
ρ33 = iΩcρ˜23 − iΩ∗c ρ˜32 − Γ32ρ33 (4.1.33)
d
dt
ρ˜21 = iΩp(ρ11 − ρ22) + iΩ∗c ρ˜31 − (γ21 + i∆p)ρ˜21 (4.1.34)
d
dt
ρ˜31 = iΩcρ˜21 − iΩpρ˜32 −
(
γ31 + i(∆p +∆c)
)
ρ˜31 (4.1.35)
d
dt
ρ˜32 = iΩ
∗
sρ˜31 + iΩc(ρ22 − ρ33)− (γ32 + i∆c)ρ˜32. (4.1.36)
This set of equations annot be solved analytially. However, we are at the
moment not interested in transient behavior, only in the steady state. The
steady state solution an be found by solving the homogeneous linear system
of equations, but a few simplifying approximations an be made, so as to get a
nie short analytial answer.
We assume that |Ωp| ≪ |Ωc|, that is, the probe eld is muh weaker than the
oupling eld. If we expand the master equation in terms of Ωp, the weak eld
allows us to keep only terms of the lowest orders. Another onsequene is that
only a very small fration of the population is ontained within the exited states.
Given the initial ondition; the unexited QD, we nd, by inspetion, for the
diagonal elements
ρ11 = 1−O(|Ωp|2) + ... (4.1.37)
ρ22 = O(|Ωp|2) + ... (4.1.38)
ρ33 = O(|Ωp|2) + ... (4.1.39)
(4.1.40)
Sine we are looking for the linear response, we need only keep terms to rst
order in the probe eld. And so the diagonal elements beome
ρ11 ≃ 1 (4.1.41)
ρ22 = ρ33 ≃ 0. (4.1.42)
This approximation an only be made for non-arrier exiting shemes. The
reason is that the strong oupling laser would otherwise pump arriers from the
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ground state |1〉 into one of the exited states and the assumption ρ11 ≃ 1 would
not be valid.
Using the above expansion, keeping only the lowest order omponents, we get
for the equations for the o-diagonal elements
0 = iΩp(1− 0) + iΩ∗c ρ˜31 − (γ21 + i∆p)ρ˜21 (4.1.43)
0 = iΩcρ˜21 − iΩpρ˜32 −
(
γ31 + i(∆p +∆c)
)
ρ˜31 (4.1.44)
0 = iΩ∗pρ˜31 + iΩc(0− 0)− (γ32 + i∆c)ρ˜32 (4.1.45)
⇓
ρ˜21 = i
Ωp +Ω
∗
c ρ˜31
γ21 + i∆p
(4.1.46)
ρ˜31 = i
Ωcρ˜21 − Ωpρ˜32
γ31 + i(∆p +∆c)
. (4.1.47)
˙˜ρ32 = i
Ω∗pρ˜31
(γ32 + i∆c)
(4.1.48)
This losed set of equations is further redued by noting that the seond term in
the numerator of (4.1.47) has an O(|Ωp|2) dependeny, and thus an be dropped.
We end up with the following oupled set of equations:
ρ˜21 = i
Ωp +Ω
∗
c ρ˜31
γ21 + i∆p
(4.1.49)
ρ˜31 = i
Ωcρ˜21
γ31 + i(∆p +∆c)
. (4.1.50)
Solving for ρ˜21 and multiplying by e
i∆pt
to transform bak to the original density
matrix omponent
ρ21 = i
ei∆ptΩp
γ21 + i∆p
1
1 + |Ωc|
2
(γ31+i(∆p+∆c))(γ21+i∆p)
= iei∆ptΩp
γ31 + i(∆p +∆c)
(γ31 + i(∆p +∆c))(γ21 + i∆p) + |Ωc|2 . (4.1.51)
The nal expression for the suseptibility is found by inserting into (4.1.27)
χ(ω) = i
2Ndot
wǫ0Ep
µ12Ωp
γ31 + i(∆p +∆c)
(γ31 + i(∆p +∆c))(γ21 + i∆p) + |Ωc|2
= i
Ndot|µ12|2
wǫ0
γ31 + i(∆p +∆c)
(γ31 + i(∆p +∆c))(γ21 + i∆p) + |Ωc|2 . (4.1.52)
In the last step we used the denition of the Rabi frequeny.
4.2 EIT features
In this setion we will examine the entral features of the suseptibility of an
EIT medium. A thorough disussion an also be found in [66℄. We fous on
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Figure 4.2: Real (χ′) and imaginary (χ′′) parts of the suseptibility given in arbitrary
units for a Ladder sheme, shown as a funtion of probe detuning: Ωc = 2γ21 and
γ31 = 0.2γ21.
the Ladder sheme, however the general results are the same no matter what
sheme is used.
We alulate the suseptibility as a funtion of probe detuning, with the oupling
laser on resonane (∆c = 0). This is depited in Fig. 4.2 in the ase of (γ31 =
0.2γ21). Most noteworthy is the dip in the imaginary part of the suseptibility
around zero detuning, often referred to as the "transpareny window". This
feature is what gives the EIT eet its name in the rst plae. Notie also how
the transpareny is aompanied by a drasti hange in χ′, whih follows from
the Kramers-Kronig relations. At resonane we have a large positive slope, i.e.
a large slow-down of the inident eld.
4.2.1 γ31 detrimental to EIT
The main parameter that limits EIT is the deoherene rate of the unoupled
transition |1〉-|3〉. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.3, for ∆c = 0.
As γ31 inreases, the EIT eet is seen to dwindle. At γ31/|Ωp| & 2 EIT has
ompletely vanished and we are left with regular anomalous dispersion.
One an re-enter the EIT regime by inreasing the oupling power, as is illus-
trated in g 4.4. However, as we pull the absorption peaks farther away from
eah other inreasing the transpareny window, the slope of the suseptibility
around ∆p = 0 beomes smaller and the light is slowed less.
For appliation purposes the intensity should be hosen suh that the bandwidth
of the propagating pulse ts niely within the transpareny window. In this
ontext it should be remarked, that pulling the absorption peaks apart also
results in a larger range over whih the slope of the suseptibility is onstant,
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(a) γ31 = 0.2γ21
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(b) γ31 = 1.5γ21
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Figure 4.3: Suseptibility alulated for various values of γ31. In all ases Ωc = 2γ21.
and thus a propagating pulse would experiene less distortion.
4.2.2 Slowdown features
In order to alulate slowdown values we need to introdue numerial values for
the parameters entering Eq. (4.1.52) and the bakground refrative index. The
dephasing values for dierent lattie temperatures are taken from Table 2.1,
and the dipole moments are hosen to be |µ12| = 20.4 Åe and |µ23| = 24.6 Åe
following ref. [18℄ for a dis shaped InAs QD. In light of the later SBE treatment
we take the same dephasing value for all transitions, the remaining parameters
are all listed in Appendix C.
First we investigate the eet of oupling detuning. The slowdown alulated
at 300 K using a probe power density of 7 MW/cm2 is given in Fig. 4.5. We
use the ontour plot to identify the points of maximum slow-down. Somewhat
surprisingly the greatest slowdown does not our when both elds are resonant,
i.e. at (∆p = 0,∆c = 0), but instead at (∆p = ∓1.8 meV,∆c = ±3.9 meV). To
verify that these detuning values an atually be used in a slow light experiment
we alulate the absorption spetrum. The absorption is shown in Fig. 4.6. Here
we see that the points of maximum slowdown is in fat aompanied by low
absorption. In the present ase (300 K) the dierene between the maximum
value of slow-down ompared to its value at zero detuning is quite small (from
48.9 to 52.9), at lower temperatures the dierene is more pronouned (see Table
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Figure 4.4: Suseptibility alulated for various values of Ωc. In all ases γ31 = 5γ21.
4.1). We shall see later that inhomogeneous broadening eet requires one to use
Temperature [K℄ Laser intensity [MW/cm2℄ Slow-down at (0,0) Max slow-down
25 0.0005 1.47 × 106 2.34× 106
50 0.001 1.54 × 105 2.0 × 105
100 0.03 10775 13781
300 7 48.9 52.9
Table 4.1: Slowdown values alulated at various temperatures. The values of the probe
intensities are taken at the respetive points of maximum slow-down in aordane to
Fig. 4.7.
so large oupling intensities, that this feature beomes blurred out. Therefore
we use the situation with both lasers on resonane.
The dependeny of oupling laser intensity is investigated in Fig. 4.7. We see
that very large slowdown fators an be attained at low temperatures. At el-
evated temperatures large dephasing eets set in, and heavily suppress the
attainable slowdown fator. Notie that the slowdown has a global maximum,
and falls o when inreasing the oupling power past this point.
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Figure 4.5: Slowdown as funtion of probe and oupling detuning at 300 K using a
oupling power density of 7 MW/cm2.
4.2.3 Inhomogeneous broadening eets
The above alulations are based on the assumption that all QDs are ompletely
idential and have similar surroundings. This, however is not ase for an atual
QD array. Variations, in e.g. size, density, strain and hemial omposition,
mean that the dots have dierent energy level strutures, eetively resulting in
an inhomogeneous broadening of the transition linewidths. Cutting edge growth
methods (Stranski-Krastanow) measure the broadening of the hole ground state
to eletron ground state, i.e the |1〉 - |2〉 transition, to be around 20 meV [69℄.
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Figure 4.6: Absorption as funtion of probe and oupling detuning at 300 K using a
oupling power density of 7 MW/cm2.
This linewidth is muh larger than the homogeneous broadening linewidth, and
is temperature independent.
The eet of the nonuniform dot distribution is that the inoming light no
longer an be haraterized by a single detuning parameter. Instead the light
experienes dierent detunings when interating with dierent dots, and the
overall slowdown fator is redued. To see this onsider an ensemble made up of
equal amounts of two dierent dot speies (Type I and Type II). The probe and
oupling laser are aligned to only one dot type (Type I). The oupling frequeny
is kept onstant, while the probe frequeny is varied around the resonane value
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Figure 4.7: Slowdown as a funtion of oupling laser power, alulated for various
temperatures. In all ases both probe and oupling laser are on resonane.
of the Type I dot. The slowdown fator for the two dot types is shown in Fig. 4.8.
It is seen that the slowdown for the misaligned ase an even be negative at the
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Figure 4.8: Slowdown alulated for two dierent quantum dots speies. The solid
line refers to a Type I dot whih is on resonane with the oupling eld, and the dashed
line refers to a Type II dot whih is detuned with respet to the oupling eld. The
probe detuning is taken with respet to the |1〉 − |2〉 transition frequeny of Type I.
probe wavelength, thereby aneling the positive slowdown generated by the
aligned dots.
As a rst step we let only the |1〉-|2〉 transition, that is ω21, utuate and keep
ω32 onstant. We write
ω21 = ω
0
21 + δω21, so that (4.2.53)
∆p = ω
0
21 + δω21 − ωp. (4.2.54)
The average system response experiened by the probe eld is the ombined
response of all dot speies
〈χ(ω)〉 =
∑
ω21
P (ω21)χ(ω, ω21). (4.2.55)
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P (ω21) represents the probability for nding a dot with an energy splitting of
ω21.
Modeling the variation as a Gaussian distribution entered about ω021 and taking
the probe laser to be tuned to this entral frequeny, we get for the average
suseptibility
〈χ(ω)〉 =
∫
d δω21
1√
2πΓinh
e
−
δω2
21
2Γ
inh
× iNdot|µ12|
2
wǫ0
γ31 + i(δω21 +∆c)
(γ31 + i(δω21 +∆c))(γ21 + iδω21) + |Ωc|2 .
(4.2.56)
where Γinh =
1
2
√
2ln(2)
γinh in whih ~γinh is the FWHM inhomogeneous broad-
ening linewidth.
Slowdown fators inorporating various degrees of broadening are depited in
Fig. 4.9 as a funtion of oupling laser intensity. Non-uniformity is seen to have
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Figure 4.9: Slowdown fators alulated for various values of inhomogeneous broad-
ening at 50 K (solid urves) -and room temperature (dashed urves).
a heavy impat, espeially on systems kept at low temperature. The reason is
that the broadening ats as to smear out the variations in χ(ω). At low temper-
atures the variations in suseptibility happens over a small spetral range muh
smaller than the inhomogeneous broadening. To suppress the smearing eet
one needs to enlarge the transpareny window to a size omparable to γinh, this
is done at the expense of slowdown.
The slow-down at 25 K as a funtion of probe and oupling detuning is shown
in Fig. 4.10. We used an inhomogeneous broadening of 10 meV and a oupling
power density of 40 MW/cm2, orresponding to the point of maximum slow-
down found by inspeting Fig. 4.9. The aompanying absorption spetrum is
shown in Fig. 4.11.
There is no diret empirial evidene pointing to the size of the broadening of
the |2〉 - |3〉 transition. To take this into aount we rst of all assume that the
broadening is attributed to only size utuations. This allows us to ouple ω21
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Figure 4.10: Slowdown as funtion of probe and oupling detuning at 50 K using a
homogeneous broadening of 10 meV and a oupling power density of 40 MW/cm2.
and ω32. Shrinking or enlarging a dot shifts the energy levels up or down, the
main point is that ω32 moves in the same diretion as ω21. With this in mind it
makes sense to express δω32 as a linear funtion of δω21:
δω32 = kδω21. (4.2.57)
The linearity onstant k is found by onsidering the size dependeny of the three
lowest (non-degenerate) energy levels in a dot. For simpliity we model the dot
as an innite spherial onnement potential with radius r, for whih the three
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Figure 4.11: Absorption as funtion of probe and oupling detuning at 50 K using a
homogeneous broadening of 10 meV and a oupling power density of 40 MW/cm2.
lowest and non-degenerate energy levels are given as
E1 = ~
2π2/2mr2 (4.2.58)
E2 = 4E1 (4.2.59)
E3 = 9E1, (4.2.60)
where m is the mass of the onned partile. From the above we gather E21 =
E2 − E1 = 3E1 and E32 = E3 − E2 = 5E1 whih an be written as
E32 = 5/3E21. (4.2.61)
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Figure 4.12: Slowdown fator alulated for various values of inhomogeneous broad-
ening at room temperature. Dashed urves orresponds to only probe broadening, solid
urves inlude oupling broadening as δω32 = 5/3δω21.
A small hange in size shifts E21 by an amount δE21 and E32 by δE32 = 5/3δE21.
Using k = 5/3 we get the relation ω32 = ω
0
32+5/3δω21 and insert into the expres-
sion for the suseptibility. When both elds are resonant with their respetive
transitions we get
〈χ(ω)〉 =
∫
d δω21
1√
2πΓinh
e
−
δω2
21
2Γinh
i
Ndot|µ12|2
wǫ0
γ31 + i(δω21 + 5/3δω21)
(γ31 + i(δω21 + 5/3δω21))(γ21 + iδω21) + |Ωc|2 .
(4.2.62)
We plot the slowdown as funtion of oupling laser intensity. This is shown in
Fig. 4.12. As expeted inluding more broadening eets further deteriorates
the slowdown. However, the general EIT features are still visible. The slowdown
and aompanying absorption as funtion of probe and oupling detunings are
shown in Figs. 4.13 and 4.14.
In onlusion we note that inhomogeneous broadening eets seriously impairs
slowdown in semiondutor QD systems. If we an redue the size variation by
80%, the inhomogeneous broadening will be smaller than homogeneous broad-
ening due to arrier dephasing at room temperature.
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Figure 4.13: Slowdown as a funtion of probe and oupling detuning at 300 K using
a oupling power density of 300 MW/cm2. The inhomogeneous broadening of 10 meV
is inorporated in both probe and oupling detunings.
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Figure 4.14: Absorption as a funtion of probe and oupling detuning at 300 K using
a oupling power density of 300 MW/cm2. The inhomogeneous broadening of 10 meV
is inorporated in both probe and oupling detunings.
Chapter 5
QD Modeling
In this hapter we present the QD model along with its single- and two partile
properties. This entails both optial dipole matrix elements as well as Coulomb
elements. We also study the impat of strain and band mixing on the optial
properties of Qds using eight band
~k · ~p theory and analyze size and geometry
dependene of the dipole moments.
5.1 Quantum dot model
The heterostruture under onsideration onsists of randomly distributed iden-
tial InAs QDs residing on a wetting layer (WL), sandwihed between two slabs
of GaAs. We assume the QD density is suiently dilute so that they an be
treated independently. The starting point for a theoretial desription of the
Figure 5.1: STM image of unapped InAs dot grown on GaAs substrate. From
Ref. [70℄.
QD arrier system is the non-interating single-partile states. It is a ompli-
ated task on its own to ompute from rst priniples these single-partile states
for a given onnement situation that depends on the QD geometry, the strain
prole and possible omposition variations within the QD. At varying levels of
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Figure 5.2: Computational domain used for solving the eetive mass Shrödinger
equation Eq. (5.1.4) and an isolated onial QD.
sophistiation dierent shemes an be employed for alulating the single par-
tile properties. From the atomisti tight-binding [71℄ and pseudopotential [72℄
approahes aross multiband k · p theory [73℄ to the simple eetive mass ap-
proximation [74℄. The results of this thesis are mainly based on the eetive
mass model however we shall also show results obtained using eight band k · p
theory.
For simpliity we model the QD as a rotationally symmetri one, whih roughly
agrees with experimental ndings for unapped [29,70,75,76℄ as well as apped
[77℄ QDs.
We show in Fig. 5.1 a few STM (Sanning Tunneling Mirosope) images of un-
apped InAs QDs grown on a GaAs (001) substrate. In the example shown here
the QDs have a typial diameter of 9 nm, a height above the WL of 3 nm, and
the thikness of the WL is typially a few monolayers, illustrating the resem-
blane to a lens or one shape. In the following we shall onsider a QD having
a ylindrial symmetri onnement potential with spatial extension dened by
the physial dimensions of the ylindrial symmetri QD. The omputational
setup is illustrated in Fig. 5.2.
5.1.1 Single band eetive mass Shrödinger equation
Strain together with spatial onnement lifts the degeneray of the light and
heavy hole band at the Γ-point that exists in bulk III-V semiondutors pushing
the light hole band towards lower energies. Therefore modeling the valene
band states using only a single band, i.e. the heavy hole band is a good starting
approximation [78℄.
We seek solutions to the single
1
band eetive mass Shrödinger equation for
1
It is ommon to refer to the number of Bloh states used to expand the wavefuntion
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the envelope funtion ψν(r)(
−~
2
2
∇ ·
[
1
m∗ν(r)
∇
]
+ Vν(r)
)
ψν(r) = Eνψν(r). (5.1.1)
Here Vν is the onnement potential reated by band bending eets from sand-
wihing low bandgab InAs in high bandgap GaAs, and m∗ν is the position de-
pendent eetive mass.
Using a single band eetive mass approximation for QDs with ylindrial sym-
metri onnement potential allows to separate the azimuthal dependeny from
the radial and axial, thereby reduing the dimensionality of the problem. This
leads to the following ansatz for the wave funtions
Ψν(r) = ψν(r)uν(r) = Φν(φ)fν(ρ, z)uν(r) (5.1.2)
where ψν is the full envelope funtion and uν is the lattie periodi Bloh fun-
tion ontaining information about the underlying atomisti struture. fν(ρ, z)
is the envelope in the (ρ, z)-plane and Φν(φ) is the azimuthal envelope funtion.
Due to the rotational symmetry the Hamiltonian ommutes with the generator
of rotations about the z-axis Lz. Thus the z-omponent of angular momentum
is a good quantum number and the azimuthal envelope funtions are equal to
the eigenstates of Lz, i.e.
Φν(φ) =
1√
2π
eimφ , (5.1.3)
with the integer m being the angular momentum in the z-diretion. Ultimately
we an write the Shrödinger equation for a given angular momentum m as(
−~
2
2ρ
∂ρ
[
ρ
m∗b(ρ, z)
∂ρ
]
− ~
2
2
∂z
[
1
m∗b(ρ, z)
∂z
]
+
~
2m2
2m∗b(ρ, z)ρ
2
+ Vb(ρ, z)
)
fm(ρ, z) = Emfm(ρ, z), (5.1.4)
where b is the band index. The position dependent eetive mass and onne-
ment potential are onstants within eah domain (I and II) and jump whenever
an internal boundary is rossed, hene
m∗b(ρ, z) =
{
mI
b
, (ρ, z) ∈ I
mII
b
, (ρ, z) ∈ II,
The onnement potential is set to zero inside the the QD (region I) and equal
to the band oset outside the dot (region II).
Vb(ρ, z) =
{
0, (ρ, z) ∈ I
∆Eb, (ρ, z) ∈ II.
under onsideration. In a single band model a valene band state is expressed using a single
valene band Bloh funtion and a ondution band state is expanded onto a single ondution
band Bloh funtion. More elaborate models will expand the wavefuntion onto more Bloh
funtions.
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Figure 5.3: Energy spetrum for eletrons (left panel) and holes (right panel) obtained
from solving Eq. (5.1.4). The zero point is taken at the top of the heavy hole band.
The solid line indiates the onset of the WL ontinuum. Notie that the energies are
degenerate both in spin and ±m.
The eigenfuntions and orresponding eigenvalues are obtained by numerial
solution of Eq. (5.1.4) using COMSOL. The appropriate boundary onditions
are suh that for angular momentum m 6= 0 Dirihlet boundary onditions
are used, while for m = 0 Neumann boundary onditions must in addition be
implemented at the domain boundary (ρ = 0; z) [79℄.
5.2 Single partile properties
We fous on a one shaped dot of height h = 3 nm and radius r = 9 nm residing
on a WL of thikness d = 1.2 nm. The remaining omputational parameters
are listed in Table C.1. The reason for hoosing this partiular dot is that it
ontains an s, p and d shell in both bands, and as we shall see later from the
dipole setion rules, it allows aess to a number of dierent EIT shemes.
5.2.1 Energy spetrum
The resulting energy spetrum is shown in Fig. 5.3. We nd six bound states
loalized within the dot as well as a ontinuum of deloalized WL states and
several quasi-bound states residing at the onset of the ontinuum. Eah state
is doubly degenerate due to spin, also the rotational symmetry auses states of
opposite angular momentum (±m) to oinide energetially. The bound states
show a lear shell struture, it is therefore natural to label the shells in analogy
with atomi physis, i.e. s, p, d. The WL states are identied by the fat that
they are generally unaeted by the existene of the dot potential. It is found
that the envelope of a WL state is pratially zero in the dot region whih
means it as also a solution to the "pure" WL problem, the quantum well. The
quasi-bound states are identied by the fat that their envelope funtions have
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signiant amplitude both in the dot- and the WL region and therefore overlap
with both QD-states and WL-states. As these states are neither loalized nor
deloalized we hoose, in the present work to disregard them. For a detailed
desription see e.g. Ref. [80℄. However, the quasi-bound states are of interest
in more elaborate quantum kineti models where they an at as mediators in
sattering between dot and WL states. A surfae plot of the QD ground state
(s-state) and a WL state is shown in Fig. 5.4.
(a) QD s-state (b) WL-state
Figure 5.4: Surfae plot of the unnormalized envelope funtions for an eletron s-state
and a WL state. The solid lines indiate the boundary between the barrier and the dot
material. Note the dierent sales used in the two plots.
Even though we refer to the deloalized states as a ontinuum they still onsti-
tute a disrete set, where the energy spaing between states is determined by the
artiial outer boundary of the omputational domain. In order to treat the WL
as a true ontinuum one needs a ontinuous variable (suh as a two dimensional
momentum k in a quantum well) to label and designate the set of states. To
meet this end we hoose to model the WL states as quantum well states. That
is; 2D plane waves in the QD/WL plane using a paraboli dispersion with ee-
tive masses from Table C.1. For the strong onnement in the growth diretion
we use an innite potential well and onsider only the lowest subband. This is
a good approximation as long as the WL thikness is small
2
. The length of the
well is tted to math the WL envelope funtions obtained from the solutions
to the original Shrödinger equation. The WL envelope funtion an be written
as
ψbk(r) = ξ
b
WL(z)ϕk(ρ) =
1√
A
ξbWL(z)e
ik·ρ , (5.2.5)
with ρ being the position vetor in the WL plane, and A the WL normalization
area. It should be emphasized that the present approah for handling the WL
states has the obvious aw that the quasi bound states are lost, and that the
ombined set of QD and WL states are no longer orthogonal. The onsequenes
of the latter will be treated in the setion on Coulomb matrix elements.
2
The inter-subband spaing of an innite well of length d is inversely proportional to d2.
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5.2.2 Dipole matrix elements
The dipole matrix element µνν′ , that enters as the oupling strength in the
arrier-eld Hamiltonian, between state ν and ν ′ is dened as
µνν′ = 〈ν| er |ν ′〉
= e
∫
drΨ∗ν(r)rΨν′(r)
= e
∫
dr [ψν(r)uν(r)]
∗rψν′(r)uν′(r) . (5.2.6)
This integral annot, however be evaluated in all ases. As pointed out in
Ref. [81℄ the expetation value for the dipole moment operator is not well dened
for innitely extended Bloh states. Instead one an make use of the relation
between position r and momentum p
p = m0
∂
∂t
r =
m0
i~
[r,H0] , (5.2.7)
where H0 is the quadrati time independent Hamiltonian of Chapter 2. Using
the above relation we get
pνν′ = im0ωνν′rνν′ , (5.2.8)
µνν′ = erνν′ , (5.2.9)
with ωνν′ =
1
~
(ǫν − ǫν′). The p elements are then evaluated in the following
manner:
〈ν|p|ν ′〉 =
∫
dr [ψν(r)uν(r)]
∗ pψν′(r)uν′(r) (5.2.10)
=
∫
dr [ψν(r)uν(r)]
∗ {ψν′(r)[puν′(r)] + uν′(r)[pψν′(r)]}
≈ 〈ψν |ψν′〉 〈uν |p|uν′〉+ 〈ψν |p|ψν′〉 〈uν |uν′〉 .
In the last step we used the fat that the envelope funtions are slowly varying
on the sale of a unit ell.
5.2.3 Inter-band dipole moment
In a single band model when onsidering inter-band dipole moments, i.e. between
states belonging to dierent bands, the seond term in Eq. (5.2.10) drop out due
to the orthogonality of the Bloh funtions. We are left with
pbb
′
αα′ = 〈ψbα|ψb
′
α′〉 〈ub|p|ub′〉 , (5.2.11)
where b is the band index and α an refer to both dot and WL states. The rst
part involves the overlap between envelope funtions. The latter part involving
the momentum operator and Bloh funtions an be evaluated from tabulated
values. The momentum matrix element is found using the symmetry properties
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of the zinblende InAs lattie. The ub, ub′ states onsist only of s-like orbitals
for the ondution band and p-like orbitals for the valene band. Using the
onventional nomenlature; the ondution band state is designated S and a
valene band state built of p orbitals aligned along the x-axis is alled X. The
matrix element 〈S|px|X〉 = (im0/~)P is found using the Kane energy EP =
2m0P
2/~. Symmetry ditates the following non-zero elements:
〈S|px|X〉 , 〈S|py|Y 〉 , 〈S|pz|Z〉 . (5.2.12)
In the single band model we onsider only the heavy hole band. The valene
band state uv entering Eq. (5.2.11) is thus onstruted of linear ombinations
of X and Y states only:
uv = − 1√
2
(X + iY ) . (5.2.13)
Consequently we get the following general expression for the inter-band dipole
matrix element
µxνν′ = −e
1
2ωνν′
√
Ep
m0
〈ψν |ψν′〉 (5.2.14)
µyνν′ = −ie
1
2ωνν′
√
Ep
m0
〈ψν |ψν′〉 (5.2.15)
µzνν′ = 0 . (5.2.16)
We see that the maximum dipole moment is found when eletron and hole
envelopes are equal.
WL-WL dipole
The seletion rules for dipole moments involving two WL states is ditated by
the envelope overlap integral
〈ψbk|ψb
′
k′〉 =
1
A
∫
dr [ξbWL(z)e
ik·ρ]∗ξb
′
WL(z)e
ik′·ρ
=
∫
dz [ξbWL(z)]
∗ξb
′
WL(z)δkk′ , (5.2.17)
yielding the well known k seletion rule.
Dot-WL dipole
The envelope funtion overlap between dot- and WL states is not evaluated
expliitly. Instead we follow an argument often used in the literature: In the
limit where the hole and eletron envelopes are idential the overlap between a
loalized dot state and a plane wave is, due to the orthogonality of the states
in a given band, by onstrution zero. When we move away from the equal
envelope assumption the overlap beomes nite, but as long as the envelopes
are not too dierent it is still small, and we an hoose to neglet these dipole
omponents.
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Dot-dot dipole
Due to the ylindrial symmetry seletion rules an be obtained on the basis of
the azimuthal dependeny of envelope wave funtions.∫
dφ [Φν(φ)]
∗Φν′(φ) =
∫
dφ
1√
2π
e−imφ
1√
2π
eim
′φ
= δm,m′ . (5.2.18)
The envelope overlap is therefore
〈ψbα|ψb
′
α′〉 =
∫
dzdρ ρ[f bα(ρ, z)]
∗f b
′
α′(ρ, z)
∣∣∣∣
∆m=0
, (5.2.19)
where ∆m = m−m′.
From Eq. (5.2.19) it follows that one expets the largest dipole moments between
states having similar envelopes and thus belonging to the same "shell" index,
i.e. between s − s, p − p, d − d, suh transitions are also referred to as "diret"
transitions. In Fig. 5.5 we show a seletion of inter-band transitions within the
dot.
Continuum hole states
Continuum electron states
Bound
electron
states
Bound
Hole
states
s
p
d
s
p
d
m=0
m=+1
m=-1
m=0
m=-2
m=+2
m=0
m=-1
m=-1
m=0
m=+2
m=-2
Figure 5.5: A seletion of dipole allowed inter-band transitions. For illustrative pur-
poses the degenerate set of states m = ±1,±2 have been split.
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5.2.4 Intra-band dipole moment
For the ase of intra-band dipole moments the p element between Bloh states
belonging to the same band are equal to zero and so the rst term in Eq. (5.2.10)
drop out. We need to onsider the seond term involving the p matrix elements
between envelope funtions. This approah is onvenient when WL states are
involved sine they are eigenstates of the momentum operator, however when
two dot states are under onsideration it is easier to return to the original
expression for the dipole moment (Eq. (5.2.6)). In the single band model for
intra-band dipoles we an use the fat that |ub|2 varies rapidly and integrates
to unity over a unit ell
µνν′ = e
∫
dr [Φα(φ)f
b
α(ρ, z)ub(r)]
∗rΦα′(φ)f
b
α′(ρ, z)ub(r)
≈ e
∫
dr [Φα(φ)f
b
α(ρ, z)]
∗rΦα′(φ)f
b
α′(ρ, z)
= e 〈ψν |r|ψν′〉 . (5.2.20)
This integral is well dened sine we are dealing with loalized dot states.
WL-WL dipole
From the nature of the WL states, i.e. being eigenstates of the momentum
operator, the p element lying in the WL plane vanishes, and sine we disregard
subband struture so does the pz element.
Dot-WL dipole
Intra-band dipoles between dot and WL an be disregarded through the follow-
ing onsideration: For the WL states we do not think of them as plane waves,
but instead as plane waves orthogonalized to the QD states (see e.g. [82℄ for
a thorough derivation). The orthogonalized plane wave (OPW) states remain
approximative eigenstates of the p operator in the plane of the WL3, whih
means
〈ψbα|px|ψb,OPWk′ 〉 ≃ px(k′) 〈ψbα|ψ
b,OPW
k′
〉 , (5.2.21)
leaving us with an overlap integral between a loalized dot state and an OPW
state, whih is zero by onstrution. For the pz element we onsider relatively
shallow dots, in whih the potential in the z-diretion varies only slowly when
moving in the radial diretion. One an then approximate the dot envelope
funtion f(z, ρ) using a produt of independent funtions ξbd(z)g
b
α(ρ) (see e.g.
Ref. [83,84℄). Under this assumption we an split the integral into a z-dependent
part involving the momentum operator, and an in-plane overlap integral between
a dot- and a WL state. As the the two states are orthogonal the in-plane overlap
integral is zero, thus allowing us to also disregard this part of the p element.
3
One an show for the OPW states, that on average momentum onservation is restored,
so that 〈k|k′〉 ∝ δ(k − k′).
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Dot-dot dipole
Figure 5.6: Dipole allowed intra-band transitions. The seletion rules are similar for
holes. For illustrative purposes the degenerate set of states m = ±1,±2 have been split.
Seletion rules for intra-band dipole moments involving two dot states are found
from the azimuthal dependeny of the wave funtions. First we onsider the in-
plane part of the dipole moment, e.g. µx. For the x-omponent the angular
integration over the envelope funtions gives only a non-zero ontribution for
states whih dier in angular momentum by one unit∫
dφ [Φν(φ)]
∗cos(φ)Φν′(φ) =
∫
dφ
1√
2π
e−imφcos(φ)
1√
2π
eim
′φ
=
1
2
for ∆m = m−m′ = ±1 . (5.2.22)
Similar relations hold for µy. For the dipole moment in the z-diretion we have
a simple overlap integral as in Eq.(5.2.18), resulting in the ∆m = 0 seletion
rule as for the inter-band dipole moment.
To summarize the intra-band dipole moments are:
µxνν′ =
e
2
∫
dzdρ ρ2[f bα(ρ, z)]
∗f bα′(ρ, z)
∣∣∣∣
∆m=±1
(5.2.23)
µyνν′ = −i
e
2
∫
dzdρ ρ2[f bα(ρ, z)]
∗f bα′(ρ, z)
∣∣∣∣
∆m=±1
(5.2.24)
µzνν′ = e
∫
dzdρ ρ[f bα(ρ, z)]
∗f bα′(ρ, z)
∣∣∣∣
∆m=0
. (5.2.25)
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The intra-band dipole moments are illustrated in Fig. 5.6.
5.3 Coulomb matrix elements
In the following we shall onsider an ensemble of idential quantum dots and
assume that the states of dierent QDs are non-overlapping. This assumption is
valid for relatively low QD densities where the mean QD spaing is muh larger
than the QD radius
4
.
The Coulomb matrix elements read
Vν1ν2ν3ν4 =
∫ ∫
drdr′Ψ∗ν1(r)Ψ
∗
ν2(r
′)V (r − r′)Ψν3(r′)Ψν4(r) , (5.3.26)
where V (r−r′) = e2/4πǫ|r−r′| is the bare Coulomb potential with bakground
dieletri onstant ǫ = ǫ0ǫr. With the help of the Fourier transform of the
Coulomb potential we an introdue the in-plane Coulomb matrix elements
with the two-dimensional momentum q
V (r − r′) = 1
A
∑
q
Vqe
iq·(ρ−ρ′)e−q|z−z
′|, Vq =
e2
2ε
1
q
, (5.3.27)
where A is the quantization area, q = (qx, qy) is the 2D or in-plane wavevetor,
and ρ = (x, y) is the in-plane position vetor.
To avoid heavy numeris we, instead of alulating Coulomb matrix elements
diretly from the states obtained via eetive mass theory, hoose an approxi-
mation. As disussed above for shallow QDs it beomes a good approximation
to assume that the eletroni envelope funtion an be fatored into a produt
of funtions for eah spatial diretion. The in-plane part an be approximated
by a harmoni osillator as shown in Refs. [85, 86℄. Evidene of the validity of
this approximation is the pratially equidistantly spaed QD energy spetrum.
The eetive envelope for the z-diretion is taken as the ground state for an
innite well, whose enter is oset by 1.2 nm ompared to the WL envelopes.
The width of the well is extrapolated from the original wave funtions. The full
dot wave funtion therefore is written as
Ψν(r) = ξ
b
D(z)ϕ
b
l (ρ)ub(r) , (5.3.28)
where b is the band index, the in-plane quantum number l = (n,m) overs a shell
index (n = 0, 1, 2, ...) determining the energy En = (n+ 1)E
b
HO of a given shell
(s,p,d,...), with EbHO being the onstant energy spaing between the shells of
the harmoni osillator. The seond index m haraterizes the two-dimensional
angular momentum. Utilizing the produt assumption for both dot and WL
4
In this work we onsider QD densities of 5 · 1010 cm−2 orresponding to an average dot
separation of 50 nm.
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states along with the Fourier representation of the Coulomb potential allows us
to split the integral
Vν1ν2ν3ν4 =
1
A
∑
q
V b1b2σ1σ2σ3σ4(q)δb1,b4δb2,b3
×
∫
dρ [ϕb1α1(ρ)]
∗e−iq·ρϕb4α4(ρ)
×
∫
dρ′ [ϕb2α2(ρ
′)]∗eiq·ρ
′
ϕb3α3(ρ
′) , (5.3.29)
with the form fator
V b1b2σ1σ2σ3σ4(q) =
e2
2ε
1
q
∫
dzdz ′[ξb1σ1(z)ξ
b2
σ2(z
′)]∗e−iq|z−z
′|ξb2σ3(z
′)ξb1σ4(z) ,
(5.3.30)
for σ = D,WL and α = {(R, l),k}. The delta funtions in band index arise
from the envelope approximation in the single band model, showing that only
pairs having the same band index ontribute. Generally the Coulomb matrix
elements involve alulating in-plane overlap integrals of the type
〈ϕbα|eiq·ρ|ϕbα′〉 . (5.3.31)
The above in-plane integrals in ase of two dot states read
〈α|eiq·ρ|α′〉 =
∫
dρ [ϕbα(ρ)]
∗eiq·ρϕbα′(ρ) =
∫
dρ [ϕbl (ρ−R)]∗eiq·ρϕbl′(ρ−R′)
=
∫
dρ [ϕbl (ρ)]
∗eiq·(ρ+R)ϕbl′(ρ+R−R′)
= 〈l|eiq·ρ|l′〉 eiq·RδR,R′ (5.3.32)
where the nal step omes from the assumption that states loalized on dierent
QDs do not overlap.
For ombinations of QD and WL states, we nd
〈α|eiq·ρ|k′〉 =
∫
dρ [ϕbα(ρ)]
∗eiq·ρϕbk′(ρ) =
∫
dρ [ϕbl (ρ−R)]∗eiq·ρϕbk′(ρ)
= 〈α|eiq·ρ|k′〉 ei(k′+q)·R . (5.3.33)
And for two WL states it follows trivially
〈k|eiq·ρ|k′〉 = δk,q+k′ . (5.3.34)
The overlap integrals involve either two harmoni osillator states or a ombi-
nation of a plane wave and a harmoni osillator state. These integrals have
analytial solutions whih have been tabulated in Ref. [82℄.
The main point in applying the wave funtion produt approximation for the
dot states is that the evaluation of Coulomb elements beomes semi-analytial
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thus signiantly dereasing the omputational eort. For the approximated
envelope funtions employed here we nd the resulting Coulomb elements in-
volving solely QD states only diered by maximally 5% from those based the
original QD states. As for the WL states the result of using non-orthogonalized
plane waves omes about in Coulomb elements involving a ombination of WL
and dot states. The missing orthogonality results in an overestimation of the
overlap integral and thus also the matrix element in question (see e.g. Ref. [44℄).
5.3.1 Hartree-Fok renormalization
The ensemble average that enters in the expression for marosopi polariza-
tion Eq. (3.1.5) relies on the fat that we an treat the dots independently, i.e.
without referring to a partiular position R. The Coulomb interation ouples
a given dot with both WL and the dots surrounding it thereby deviating from
the independent dot piture. We show in Appendix A that for a random and
suiently dilute distribution of dots, global harge neutrality restores the in-
dependent dot piture while the absene of loal harge neutrality leads only to
energy orretions from interations between states within the same dot.
The renormalization of the energy of a given state ǫ˜ν and Rabi energy Ωνν′
stems from the Hartree-Fok terms
ǫ˜ν = ǫ+∆
HF
ν , (5.3.35)
Ωνν′ = −µνν′E(t) + ∆HFνν′ . (5.3.36)
The HF shifts are dened as
∆HFν = ∆
H
ν +∆
F
ν
= ±
∑
ν1ν2
[Vνν2ν1ν − Vνν2νν1] (1− 2δν1,ν2δb1,h)ρν1ν2 (5.3.37)
∆HFνν′ = ∆
H
νν′ +∆
F
νν′
=
∑
ν1ν2
[Vνν2ν1ν′ − Vνν2ν′ν1] (1− 2δν1,ν2δb1,h)ρν1ν2 . (5.3.38)
To lighten the notation we will skip the (1 − 2δν1,ν2δb1,h) part and remember
that when ever we enounter a hole population it omes with a minus sign. In
the following we shall also drop the ± in front of the energy renormalization
term and put it bak in when stating a result.
Hartree renormalization
From Appendix A we nd that the Hartree energy shifts of the WL states vanish
due to global harge neutrality
∆Hb,k = 0 . (5.3.39)
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For the same reason the Hartree energy shift of a loalized dot state is only
attributed to interation with harges and intra-band polarization omponents
on the same dot
∆Hb,l = ±
∑
b1,l1,l2
V bb1ll1l2lρ
b1
l1l2
. (5.3.40)
For the Rabi energy renormalization the Hartree term is only non-zero for QD
intra-band polarizations (b = b′).
∆Hb,l,l′ =
∑
b1,l1,l2
V bb1ll1l2l′ρ
b1
l1l2
. (5.3.41)
Fok renormalization
In the Fok terms, the summation over dierent QD positions an be performed
diretly and the phase fators are seen to disappear. The resulting Fok energy
shifts ontain ontributions from both QD and WL
∆Fb,l = ±

∑
l1l2
V bbll2ll1ρ
b
l1l2 +
∑
k1
V bblk1lk1n
b
k1

 , (5.3.42)
∆Fb,k = ±

N ·∑
l1l2
V bbkl2kl1ρ
b
l1l2 +
∑
k1
V bbkk1kk1n
b
k1

 . (5.3.43)
As for the Fok Rabi energy shifts we nd
∆Fb,b′,l,l′ = −
∑
l1l2
V bb
′
ll2l′l1ρ
bb′
l1l2 −
∑
k1
V bb
′
lk1l′k1ρ
bb′
k1
, (5.3.44)
∆Fb,b′,k = N ·
∑
l1l2
V bb
′
kl2kl1ρ
bb′
l1l2 +
∑
k1
V bb
′
kk1kk1
ρbb
′
k1
. (5.3.45)
The Coulomb terms V bb
′
kl2kl1
in Eq. (5.3.43) and Eq. (5.3.45) are assoiated with
an additional fator 1/A so that the QD density Ndot = N/A enters in these
expressions.
5.4 Multi-band alulations
In this setion we study the impat of strain and band mixing on the optial
properties of isolated one shaped QDs, i.e. disregarding the WL struture.
The eet of band mixing is determined by omparing results obtained via
eight band k · p theory with results using a single band model. It is beyond
the sope of this work to give a omplete treatment of the underlying theory.
Instead we point the reader to the thesis work by D. Barettin [87℄ whih also
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overs the results presented here, the textbook treatments mentioned in the
beginning of this hapter, and to Ref. [88℄ for a desription of the eight-band
Hamiltonian and Ref. [89℄ for the strain dependent part. In the eight-band
model the wavefuntion Ψn of the n'th loalized dot state is given by a linear
ombination of the eight Bloh states weighted by an envelope funtion,
Ψn =
8∑
i=1
ψ
(n)
i ui , (5.4.46)
where ψ
(n)
i are the envelope funtions and ui are the Bloh states. The eight-
band model inludes the ondution band, heavy-holes, light-holes and spin-
orbit split-o bands around the Γ point of the Brillouin zone.
In the following we expliitly present the one-band models as due to their sim-
pliity these are most open to interpretation. The one-band eigenvalue equation
for the envelope funtions reads Hλφλ = Eλφλ where Hλ, φλ and Eλ are the
Hamiltonian, the envelope wave funtion and the energy, respetively. λ de-
notes either the ondution band or the heavy holes, i.e., λ = {e, hh}. The
Hamiltonian is
Hλ = H
k
λ(rλ) +H
b
λ(rλ) +H
ǫ
λ(rλ) , (5.4.47)
where Hkλ(rλ) is the kineti part, H
b
λ(rλ) is the energy of the unstrained band
edge, and Hǫλ(rλ) is the strain dependent part.
The kineti part is given by:
Hs(rλ) =
~
2
2m0
(
k
1
mλ(r)
k
)
, (5.4.48)
where ~ is Plank's onstant, m0 is the is the free-eletron mass, k is the wave
vetor operator and mλ is the eetive masses of either the ondution band
eletron or heavy hole in units of m0. Material parameters used for alulations
in this setion are taken from [90℄.
In the one-band model the strain Hamiltonian for a zinblende rystal struture
is given by
Hǫe(re) = ac(r)εH(r), (5.4.49)
Hǫhh(rhh) = −av(r)εH(r) +
b
2
εB(r), (5.4.50)
where ac (av) and b are the ondution (valene)-band hydrostati deforma-
tion potential and b is the shear deformation potential, respetively [91℄. The
hydrostati and biaxial strain omponents read
εH(r) = εxx(r) + εyy(r) + εzz(r), (5.4.51)
εB(r) = εxx(r) + εyy(r)− 2εzz(r), (5.4.52)
where εik is the strain tensor. The strain elds are found by minimizing the
elasti strain energy [92℄. The above expressions show that strain has a pro-
found dierent impat on the ondution band than on the valene band. The
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ondution band only experienes the homogeneous hydrostati strain, whih
only serves to shift the energy. The valene band eletrons also experienes a
inhomogeneous ontribution from the biaxial strain omponent, whih aets
the spatial dependene of the envelope wave funtion.
Dipole moments are alulated from the momentum matrix element pnm as in
Eq. (5.2.10), for a generalized multi-band model it reads:
pnm ≡ 〈Ψn|p |Ψm〉
=
N∑
i,j=1
(
〈ψ(n)i |p |ψ(m)j 〉δij + 〈ψ(n)i |ψ(m)j 〉〈ui|p |uj〉
)
≡ pnm (ψ) + pnm (u), (5.4.53)
where N = 1 or 8. p (ψ) and p (u) are the envelope and the Bloh parts of
the momentum matrix element, respetively. It is usual to onsider only the
Bloh part p (u) sine the envelope part p (ψ) is usually an order of magnitude
smaller, as shown in [93℄ and further orroborated by our own ndings. The
intra-band dipole moment for the single band models is a speial ase as only
p (ψ) is non-zero. Here Eq. (5.2.20) is used instead.
5.4.1 Dipole moments: Size and geometry dependene
We investigate the size and geometry dependene of the dipole moments by
onsidering two ases. We onsider QDs with a xed aspet ratio between the
radius r and height h (see illustration in Fig. 5.2) and vary the volume, or we
x the volume and vary the aspet ratio. The results presented in Fig. 5.7
and Fig. 5.8 are related to a set of QDs with xed aspet ratio r = 2h. We
foused on the rst twelve bound states for both bands. Sine all the states
are at least doubly degenerate (spin degeneray), we onsider six energy levels
(labeled from 1 to 6) for both bands. In the one-band model, due to the onial
quantum-dot symmetry along with the assumption of atomisti isotropy, level
2 and level 3 are degenerate for both the ondution and the valene band,
level 4 and level 5 are degenerate for the valene band, and level 5 and level
6 are degenerate for the ondution band. In the upper part of Fig. 5.7 and
Fig. 5.8 we show the energy levels and inter-band dipole moments relevant for
EIT operation orresponding to a dot with h = 7.5 nm for the four dierent
models: one-band model without strain, one-band model with strain, eight-
band model without strain and eight-band model with strain. Throughout this
setion we onsider only one polarization diretion; within the QD growth plane,
right handed irularly polarized.
In Figs. 5.7 and 5.8 the thiknesses of the lines indiating the transitions, are
proportional to the orresponding dipole moments. Obviously, an eight-band
model alulation leads to a higher valene-band density-of-states as ompared
to a one-band alulation. Hene, also more interband transitions result, in a
given energy range, when using an eight-band model. In other words; the ad-
ditional bandstruture generates more interband transitions sine we no longer
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Figure 5.7: Energy level struture and relevant dipole moments for EIT (top) and
values of the eight strongest interband dipole moments (bottom) for one-band (left) and
eight-band (right) model without strain for a dot with h = 7.5 nm. From [94℄.
have the strit seletion rules as for single band. We have hosen to show in
the bottom part of Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8 only the strongest eight dipole-matrix
elements for both one-band and eight-band models. First, we observe that there
is a qualitative agreement between dipole-moment results for the one-band and
eight-band models with strain (Figure 5.8). This is due to the fat that in
the eight-band model the biaxial strain omponent of Eq. (5.4.52) shifts heavy-
holes (light-holes) to higher (lower) energies. As a onsequene the valene-band
groundstate and the rst exited states are predominantly heavy-holes like giv-
ing rise to a general better agreement between the one-band model and the
eight-band model. The only notable disrepanies are observed for the EIT
relevant transitions µ46 and µ41. Seond, the inlusion of strain redues the
strength of the dipole moments signiantly. This is beause there is a non-
trivial inuene of strain on the wave funtions. The ondution-band states
are only aeted by the hydrostati strain omponent of Eq. (5.4.51) giving rise
more or less to a onstant shift in the eetive potential inside the dot while
the valene band states, in addition to the hydrostati strain, are also aeted
by the biaxial strain omponent (see Eq. (5.4.52)). The latter omponent is
highly inhomogeneous inside the dot. In the eight-band model there is a third
ontribution from ǫxz and ǫyz strain omponents [89℄ but this term is not as
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Figure 5.8: Energy level struture and relevant dipole moments for EIT (top) and
values of the eight strongest interband dipole moments (bottom) for one-band (left) and
eight-band (right) model with strain for a dot with h = 7.5 nm.From [94℄.
signiant as the biaxial of Eq. (5.4.52).
In order to understand the inuene of strain on the dipole moment we ompare
in Fig. 5.9 the valene-band groundstate probability density |Ψ|2 (eight-band
model) with and without the inuene of the strain eld for a quantum dot with
height h = 11.5 nm and radius r = 23 nm. While in the ase without strain
the groundstate shows a s-like shape, the biaxial-strain omponent modies the
hole wave funtion into a toroidal shape moving it away from the enter of the
dot where the potential is stronger. This drastially redues the overlap between
the envelope funtions ψi of the ondution and valene band and onsequently
the orresponding dipole moments.
The redution of the dipole moment due to strain is evident in Fig. 5.10 where
we plot the interband dipole moment µ11 between the ondution- and the
valene-band ground states for the four dierent models as a funtion of h. In
the models with strain we have a maximum around h = 5 nm, while the dipole
moments for the two models without strain grow monotonially with inreasing
height and eventually reah a plateau value orresponding to the bulk value
of 16.8 Åe. The monotoni inrease of the dipole moments an be understood
based on Eq. (5.2.8). Without strain the momentum matrix elements p (mainly
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Figure 5.9: Probability density |Ψ|2 of the valene-band groundstate for the eight-band
model without (up) and with (down) strain. The dimensions of the quantum dot are
h = 11.5 nm and r = 23 nm. From [94℄.
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Figure 5.10: Interband µ11 dipole moments as a funtion of h for the four dierent
models. From [94℄.
determined by p (u)) remains onstant with inreasing height whereas the energy
dierene ωnm dereases. The presene of strain redues the overlap of eletron
and hole distributions as a result of the inreased displaement of the hole wave
funtions away from the enter leading to the observed derease in the dipole
moments.
In Fig. 5.11 we plot the energies of the rst six levels in the ondution (top)
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Figure 5.11: Energies of the six onsidered levels in ondution (top) and valene
(bottom) band as a funtion of h with xed aspet ratio r = 2h for the eight-band
model with strain. The onset of ontinuous wetting layer states (WL) is also indiated
(dashed-horizontal line). From [94℄.
and valene band (bottom) as a funtion of the height h. The wave funtions
of the onned states are haraterized (in the eight-band model) by eight en-
velopes weighted dierently depending on the state. As mentioned above, the
biaxial strain is inhomogeneous and this, ombined with the dierently spa-
tially distributed envelope funtions, leads to a higher sensitivity against strain
as ompared to a one-band model. Further, the inhomogeneity of the strain eld
grows with volume, espeially for the biaxial-strain omponent of Eq. (5.4.52).
These oupled strain-band mixing eets lead to energy rossings in the valene
band. We have also indiated where the wetting layer ontinuum starts (WL).
The WL dashed lines in Fig. 5.11 are omputed using a Ben-Daniel Duke ap-
proah for a 0.5 nm InAs quantum-well embedded in GaAs [95℄. We observe
that the last three onsidered ondution-band levels for the smallest quantum
dot lie above the lower bound of the wetting layer ontinuum states.
The EIT relevant dipole moments for the eight-band model are shown in the
upper part of Fig. 5.12 as a funtion of h. The bottom part gives the related
energy dierenes ∆E. The strain redues the dipole-moment strengths with
inreasing volume beause of the dereasing wave funtion overlap (similar to
what was found for µ11).
This geometry eet is indeed mainly a funtion of the dot volume as Fig. 5.13
shows. Here, we refer to a seond set of quantum dots with dierent aspet
ratios (r/h) having the same volume (V = 226.19 (nm)3). The interband
dipole moments (top) and relative energy dierenes (bottom) are depited as a
funtion of aspet ratio and evidently results are rather insensitive to the aspet
ratio.
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Figure 5.12: Interband dipole moments µ (top) and band energy dierene ∆E (bot-
tom) as a funtion of the height h with xed aspet ratio r = 2h. From [94℄.
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Figure 5.13: Interband dipole moments µ (top) and relative band energy dierene
∆E (bottom) as a funtion of the aspet ratio (r/h) at onstant volume. From [94℄.
5.4.2 EIT properties
In this setion we onsider right-handed irularly polarized light for both the
oupling and probe elds and investigate the slow light harateristis upon
propagation through several staked layers of QD material. We assume that
one an disregard propagation eets in the oupling eld. We use a -w ou-
pling beam and apply the rotating wave approximation so that a single time
suseptibility an be extrated. Otherwise the system response is alulated
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using the proedure presented in Chapter 2 and 3, using a dephasing rate or-
responding to a lattie temperature of 200 K and disregarding Coulomb eets.
The possible interband EIT shemes are illustrated in Fig. 5.8 (top). By om-
bining the shown EIT relevant transitions a variety of dierent V as well as
Λ-shemes an be aessed. As noted in a previous setion there are very few
dierenes between dipole moments predited by the one-band strained model
and the eight-band strained model, however the deviations that do exist, ap-
pears for transitions that ould be used in onnetion with EIT. The one-band
strained model signiantly overestimates µ46, a transition that would other-
wise seem attrative to use for EIT. Furthermore, µ41 is very small in all but
the eight-band strained model. To illustrate the impat of these dierenes we
have in Fig. 5.14 shown absorption spetra for an EIT sheme onstruted using
µ41 as probe and µ46 as oupling transition. It is seen that using eight-band
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Figure 5.14: EIT absorption spetrum alulated using µ41 as probe and µ46 as ou-
pling transition for dierent models: one-band unstrained (full line), one-band strained
(dashed line) and eight-band strained (dotted line). The additional feature in the eight-
band strained alulation is due to the nearby lying µ55 resonane. From [94℄.
strained bandstruture results in an altered EIT behavior. The signature fea-
ture, the split peaks, are higher and loser together, a diret onsequene of
the magnitudes of the involved dipole moments. These signiant dierenes
between the spetra justies fousing on the results of the more aurate eight-
band strained bandstruture model. A V and Λ sheme an be realized using µ41
as oupling transition and either of the two transitions µ11 or µ46 for the probe
eld. Two similar shemes an be aessed using the same probe transitions
and µ16 for the oupling eld. As is evident from Fig. 5.13 the dipole moments
are relatively unhanged by varying shape (aspet ratio), we hoose to fous on
r/h = 2 sine the ommon probe transitions (µ11 and µ46) are maximized for
this geometry and onsider volume dependenies.
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We see that for small dots (h < 5 nm) the dipole moments addressed by the
oupling beam are relatively small (on the order of 1 nm) and therefore dots of
this size are not suitable for EIT operation. As the dot inreases in size both
oupling transitions beome stronger, the two probe transitions, however begins
to derease. The dipole µ46 is always the smaller of the two probe transitions,
and the fat that it drops o faster suggests that one should aim at using µ11,
ground state to ground state, as probe transition.
To quantify the above disussion we show in Fig. 5.15 the slowdown fator as
a funtion of oupling intensity alulated for three dierent dot volumes (h =
6.5 nm, 8 nm, 10 nm) for eah of the two remaining EIT shemes5. For every
dot type we see that the V -sheme prevails, it has the lowest oupling power
requirements and the largest obtainable slowdown value. The rst observation
an be understood from Fig. 5.12 where the V -sheme oupling transition µ41
is always the larger. Sine both shemes utilize the same probe transition one
ould be inlined to think that they should display the same maximum slowdown
value. The reason they do not, is that the oupling beam, although detuned,
is exiting arriers into the levels onneted by the probe beam. The presene
of the arriers serve to blok the probe transition. As indiated in the lower
part of Fig. 5.12, the oupling beam in the Λ ase is less detuned from the
probe transition than in the V ase, and thus more arriers are exited into the
eletron and hole ground states, resulting in a smaller eetive probe transition
strength. It is apparent that the best tradeo between maximum slowdown and
oupling intensity is found using the V sheme for dots having a relatively large
height, in the region around 8 nm.
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Figure 5.15: (Color online) Slowdown versus oupling beam intensity alulated for
three dierent dot sizes. The blak urve refers to the V sheme whereas the red urve
is for Λ onguration. From [94℄.
5
for the h = 10 nm dot, in the ase of the Λ sheme no EIT behavior is found due to its
weak oupling transition. Slowdown results for this dot/EIT setup has therefore been omitted
in Fig. 5.15.
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Chapter 6
EIT - Coulomb eets in QDs
This hapter explores the steady state and transient properties of QD EIT.
Dierent EIT shemes are ompared in order to identify a preferable setup. Two
dierent kinds of models are used; a many-body model, that inludes Coulomb
eets and an atomi model without interations. For the atomi model this
entails that population sattering is disregarded. All results presented in this
hapter are alulated for the same lattie temperature and hene have the same
eetive dephasing rate, that is using a T2 value of 0.66 ps orresponding to 200
K.
6.1 EIT-shemes
The single band QD model to be used in all oming EIT simulations was pre-
sented in the previous hapter. The resulting energy level struture along with
three dierent EIT-shemes are shown shematially in Fig. 6.1. The dipole
seletion rules allow for the realization of the three arhetypial EIT shemes;
Ladder, V and Λ. In all ases the probe is polarized in the WL plane (x-
diretion), this is also the ase for the ontrol beam in the V and Λ shemes. In
the Ladder sheme the oupling eld onnets states |e0〉 and |e5〉 and is polar-
ized in the growth diretion of the QD's (z-diretion). Inevitably this means that
the oupling eld is traveling in the WL plane, however as the oupling eld is
onneting two empty transitions it experienes no absorption, and propagation
eets an be disregarded. The reason for hoosing this partiular transition
for the oupling is due to the almost equidistant energy level spaings. If we
use an in-plane polarized eld we an onnet the various intra-band shells of
the dot, e.g. s − p or p − d, however the resulting suseptibility deviates from
the expeted result. The fat that the energy levels are nearly equidistantly
spaed means that the oupling onnets both the s − p and p − d intra-band
transitions, an eetive four-level Ladder type sheme, a sheme that does not
exhibit the desired transpareny eet. An example of suh a setup, where the
oupling eld is tuned to the s − p eletron intra-band transition is shown in
Fig. 6.2. The alulation is based on the non-interating model using a -w
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Figure 6.1: Shemati quantum dot level struture and three possible EIT ongura-
tions.
oupling beam. Instead of displaying an absorption dip, the spetrum has peak
around the resonane frequeny. This is due to the states in the d-shell that
are also being addressed by the oupling eld. They introdue alternative deay
pathways to the system and that eetively destroy the destrutive interferene
between the available paths, whih is at the origin of EIT. In the single band
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Figure 6.2: Imaginary part of the suseptibility for a Ladder type sheme using a
oupling beam tuned to the s − p eletron intra-band transition. The alulation is
based on the non-interating model.
model without strain the "indiret" inter-band transitions onneting states be-
longing to dierent shells are very small and shemes involving suh transitions
hardly display the EIT eet. In order to failitate a omparison between dif-
ferent EIT ongurations, the strength of the inter-band transitions onneting
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|e0〉 and |h5〉 as well as |e5〉 and |h0〉 have been inreased so as to math the
results obtained via eight band k · p theory inluding strain. This entails that
the transitions in question are enlarged so that they have a magnitude of around
2/3 relative to the bright |e0〉 − |h0〉 inter-band transition1.
To illustrate the inter-band transitions, we plot the absorption spetrum for the
dot using an x-polarized probe in Fig. 6.3. The gure also shows the outome of
inluding Coulomb interations, resulting in exitoni shifts of the transitions as
well as the redistribution of osillator strengths. Sine the peaks of the spetrum
inluding Coulomb eets are generally higher than those disregarding Coulomb
eets, it might seem as if the osillator sum rule is not obeyed. However,
the disrepany is aused by redistribution of osillator strength from the WL
transitions, whih are not shown in the gure.
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Figure 6.3: QD absorption spetrum using a homogeneous broadening orresponding
to 200 K. Solid line refers to the spetrum disregarding Coulomb interations, the dotted
line shows the spetrum when Coulomb interations are inluded. The zero point of the
probe energy is taken as the energy of the non-interating ground state to ground state
(s-s) resonane. Also indiated on the gure is whih type of states, that the dierent
transitions onnet. The rst letter refers to the eletron state, the seond to the hole.
1
Late in the proess it has been realized that inter-band dipole moments are alulated
based on bulk parameters, i.e. using the value of the InAs bandgap for ωνν′ in Eq. (5.2.8).
This entails that the inter-band dipoles used in the following alulations should be saled by
roughly a fator 1/2 − 1/3.
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6.2 Probe duration dependeny
The non-equilibrium system responses (whih we shall refer to as the susepti-
bility) derived in Chapter 3 depend on both the probe and the oupling beam.
In the steady state limit, for a probe of suient duration, the system response
ollapses into a single time funtion, and there should be no dependeny on the
temporal struture of the probe nor the atual time the probe is applied. We
illustrate the probe duration dependeny in Fig. 6.4 for the non-interating Lad-
der sheme using gaussian shaped probe pulses of varying duration (FWHM)
∆tp peaking around the same time tp. In the non-interating Ladder sheme
the energy of the oupling transition is 222 meV, orresponding to a oupling
eld period of 0.023 ps.
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Figure 6.4: Imaginary part of the suseptibility alulated using ve dierent probe
durations all peaking around the same time.
From the gure it is seen that probes with a duration longer than twie the
oupling eld period, i.e. 0.05 ps, gives the same dynami suseptibility. If we
use a shorter and thus spetrally wider pulse the system response is inuened
by the sidebands generated by the oupling eld. This is illustrated in Fig. 6.5,
showing dierent responses when the system is probed at dierent times tp
using a ∆tp = 0.01 ps pulse. As the Ladder sheme involves the smallest
oupling frequeny (the transition is of intra-band type) it is for this sheme
the sideband inuene ours using the longest probe durations. In the other
shemes, whih use high-frequeny inter-band transitions, this eet ours for
muh shorter probe pulses for whih the even the SVEA is invalid. Sine we aim
to ompare the slowdown apabilities of the dierent shemes we will throughout
this hapter use a probe pulse of 0.1 ps (FWHM) duration, so that the response
funtions an be used for wave propagation haraterization.
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Figure 6.5: Imaginary part of the suseptibility alulated using a probe duration
(FWHM) of 0.01 ps applied at 4 dierent times tp. The times are taken relative to the
peak probe times of Fig. 6.4.
6.3 Steady state EIT
We obtain steady state results by using a -w oupling beam. At times muh
larger than the inverse of the dephasing rate the system is assumed to have
reahed a steady state and is then probed using a temporally narrow gaussian
shaped pulse (see Fig. 6.6). This is a suient ondition when onsidering the
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Figure 6.6: Example of oupling and probe eld setup used for steady state simula-
tions.
atomi models, however when interations are taken into aount new timesales
enter the problem and one has to wait for the population sattering mehanisms
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to die out. An example of this is shown in Fig. 6.7.
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Figure 6.7: Temporal evolution of the eletroni ground state in the atomi and in-
terating model under ation of a -w pump of intensity 1 MW/cm2. The elds are
tuned to resonane of the bare transition (atomi model) and the zero density exiton
transition (interating model), respetively.
In the ase of the arrier exiting shemes, beause of the in-plane polarized
oupling beam, the WL is being optially pumped. Sine the WL band edge
is quite far detuned (338 meV) from the driving eld, this happens by only
by a small amount. However, owing to sattering and the ontinuous nature
of the WL over the ourse of time, a non negligible amount of arriers will
aumulate in the WL. But sine this buildup is slow on the timesales we
are onsidering (pio seonds), we an safely assume the arrier density to be
onstant during the ation of the probe so that we are dealing with a system in
quasi-equilibrium. In the Hartree-Fok treatment we disregard sreening eets.
Following [82℄ sreening eets ome into play at WL arrier densities around
1012 cm−1. Even for the largest oupling powers, we only reah values around
1011 cm−1 and the Hartree-Fok approximation is still valid. However, as we
are employing the (xed) relaxation time approximation, we annot aount for
additional ontributions to dephasing and arrier sattering rates due to the
Coulomb interation of the exited arriers.
6.3.1 Sheme omparison
The optial response for the three dierent shemes using a oupling eld with
an intensity of 26 MW/cm2 is shown in Fig. 6.8 illustrating both the interat-
ing and the non-interating ases. An immediate dierene between the atomi
and many-body approah is the hange in probe eld energy towards negative
detuning. This is due to the exitoni shift of the various probe transitions. An
apparent feature of the Ladder sheme (Fig. 6.8a) is that the peaks of the imag-
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Figure 6.8: Ladder, V and Λ shemes using a oupling eld intensity of 26 MW/cm2:
Complex suseptibility vs. probe energy. The dashed line orresponds to the atomi
model, i.e., without many-body interations, while the solid line is evaluated with many-
body interations. The energy is measured relative to the zero density exitoni reso-
nanes ǫ
(x)
e0,h0, ǫ
(x)
e5,h0 and ǫ
(x)
e0,h5, respetively. To failitate a omparison between the two
ases, the noninterating spetra have been shifted aordingly. From [96℄.
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inary part of the suseptibility are highest for the many-body model. While the
distane between the peaks remains the same one an readily see that a larger
area is overed by the many-body spetrum. This is evidene that osillator
strength has been shifted into the |e0〉 − |h0〉 transition, in other words it has
been Coulomb enhaned. Considering the real part of the suseptibility, the en-
hanement of the probe transition results in more pronouned features, notably
a larger slope at zero detuning. Both urves are generally shifted upwards from
the zero point; this behavior is due to transitions in the viinity of the probe
whih are ontributing to the bakground index of the area in question.
The optial responses for V and Λ shemes are shown in Fig. 6.8b and Fig. 6.8,
respetively. For the interating ase the oupling eld has been tuned to the
zero density exiton resonane of the oupling transition. The asymmetry in the
peak heights of the imaginary part of the suseptibility has dierent origin for the
interating and noninterating ases. The skewness in the atomi model is due
to the fat that we are not dealing with a losed three level system. The ontrol
eld pumping the |e0〉 − |h0〉 is also onneting the dipole allowed |e5〉 − |h5〉
transition, however severely negatively detuned. Eetively we are dealing with
two EIT shemes, the original V (Λ) and a detuned Λ (V) sheme. In general
a negatively detuned Λ or V EIT sheme has a prominent shift in peak height
towards positive detunings (resembling an optial Stark shift). What is seen in
the two gures is an admixture of the symmetri peaks owing to the resonant
V (Λ) sheme and a Stark shifted transition. Further evidene of this eet has
been obtained by altogether disallowing the "oniting" transition in whih
ase one reovers the symmetri result. In the models inluding interations
the same asymmetry should be expeted, but it is ountered by a negative
shift in resonane energy indued by the Coulomb interation with the exited
arriers. This means that the oupling is detuned positively with respet to the
resonane, and hene the asymmetry tends towards negative probe energy. The
probe transitions in these ases are not enhaned rather they are suppressed by
the inlusion of many-body eets; this an be seen by the fat that the features
are generally smaller in magnitude than in the atomi model and is also evident
from the equilibrium absorption spetrum (Fig. 6.3). The splitting of the peaks
is larger though, showing that the eetive Rabi frequeny is higher, owing to
the Coulomb enhanement of the |e0〉 − |h0〉 oupling transition.
Slowdown fator
As a basis for omparing the slow light apabilities of the dierent shemes we
examine the slowdown fator S alulated at the frequeny of the probe transi-
tion, i.e. the absorption minimum. To make a just omparison, we detune the
oupling eld used in the many-body V and Λ models from the zero density ex-
iton resonane, so that the peaks of Im[χ(ω)] beome symmetri signifying that
the oupling eld is on resonane at the time the system is probed. However,
the amount of detuning for this to be realized depends on the intensity of the
oupling eld. Changing the intensity in turn hanges the amount of arriers
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Figure 6.9: Temporal development of the total eletron density for a oupling intensity
of 1 MW/cm2 (solid line) and 9 MW/cm2 (dotted line).
being exited and thus the exitoni shift, whih results in dierent detuning
for dierent intensities. To illustrate this, we show in Fig. 6.9 the temporal
development of the total eletron density for two dierent oupling intensities
both tuned to the resonane frequeny of the zero density exiton transition.
In Fig. 6.10 we show the temporal development of the eletron ground state
and rst exited state during the ation of a oupling beam resonant with the
zero density exiton energy and one detuned by 3.85 meV. Both beams have
an intensity of 9 MW/cm2. In the ase where the oupling eld is tuned to the
zero density exiton resonane at the beginning of the exitation, the oupling
beam is on resonane and arriers are exited very eetively, whih is evidened
by the almost omplete Rabi half-yle. As the states are being populated the
eld beomes detuned resulting in faster Rabi osillations. In the ase where the
oupling eld starts out being detuned the arrier exitation is ineient at rst,
but then as arriers are exited the eld tunes into resonane. Eah situation
gives rise to a dierent temporal development of the arrier distribution, however
it is seen that the ation of the two elds ultimately leads to nearly the same
quasi-equilibrium arrier distribution.
Fig. 6.11 depits the maximum ahievable slowdown fator and the orrespond-
ing absorption oeient α(ω) as a funtion of oupling power for all three
shemes. A striking feature of Fig. 6.11 is that the inlusion of many-body
eets leads to dierent results depending on the hoie of EIT sheme. The
results of the arrier-exiting V and Λ setups are seen to dier fundamentally
from the Ladder sheme. Inspeting the absorption oeient plot we see two
plateaus, orresponding to the maximum (minimum) absorption in the absene
(presene) of EIT. The transition from the upper to the lower plateau happens
aross fewer orders of magnitude in the oupling power for the Ladder sheme
than the other two shemes. Here the absorption oeient drop is solely due
to the quantum oherene eet setting in, whereas the transition for Λ and
V happens aross a signiantly larger relative range. At low oupling power
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Figure 6.10: Temporal development of the population of the eletron ground state ne0
and rst exited stated ne1 for two dierent oupling beams. The blak urve is for a
9 MW/cm2 beam tuned to the zero density exiton energy of the s-s transition, the red
urve is for a oupling beam of similar amplitude detuned by 3.85 meV. The additional
osillating struture mainly visible in plots for ne1 is a onsequene of not performing
the rotating wave approximation.
the absorption drop is driven by the exitation of arriers oupying the probe
transition. As evidened by the slowdown plot, the EIT eet sets in at larger
oupling powers, only when we are near the lower plateau. The largest slowdown
values are ahieved using the Ladder sheme, for whih the slowdown fator is
inreased signiantly when interations are inluded. This is due to Coulomb
enhanement of the |e0〉− |h0〉 resonane probed in this sheme. The slowdown
eet is seen to disappear at the same value of oupling power for both ases,
whih indiates that the oupling transition (|e0〉 − |e5〉) utilized in the Ladder
onguration is unhanged by the inlusion of many-body eets. On ontrary,
for the arrier-exiting shemes V and Λ, many-body eets have a signiant
impat on the oupling threshold.
Both V and Λ shemes show largest slowdown values for the non-interating
model. On the other hand, the noninterating model overestimates the mini-
mum required oupling power for observing slow light by roughly a fator of two
ompared to the more realisti ase of interating partiles. As both shemes
utilize the same oupling transition they experiene the same oupling power
threshold, in both the interating as well as the non-interating ase. The shift
in required oupling power an be attributed solely to the Rabi energy enhane-
ment of the oupling transition. This onlusion is reahed by inspeting the
absorption spetrum in absene of a oupling eld. By omparing the height
of the |e0〉 − |h0〉 resonane (oupling transition used in both shemes) with
and without interations we nd that the dipole moment of the transition is
enlarged by roughly a fator of 1.2. If we, in the atomi model, enlarge the
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Figure 6.11: Maximum slowdown fator and orresponding absorption oeient vs.
oupling intensity for various EIT-shemes. The dashed urves are for the independent
partile (atomi) model, while the solid urves inlude many-body interations. From
[96℄.
oupling dipole moment by the same amount, we end up with a result having
the same minimal requirement on oupling power as the interating ase.
The V sheme is preferable to the Λ sheme, due to its higher slowdown values.
The reason is twofold. Firstly, based on observations from the absorption spe-
trum without oupling, we nd that the two probe transitions are both Coulomb
suppressed, however the Λ sheme to a higher degree than V . Seondly the fat
that the V probe onnets a hole ground state to an eletron exited state results
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in a larger Pauli bloking fator (the third term in Eq. (2.3.37)) as ompared
to the Λ sheme. Fig. 6.12 demonstrates this for the interating ase utilizing
a oupling intensity of 2.5 MW/cm2. For the interating model the redistribu-
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Figure 6.12: Temporal development of the Pauli probe bloking fators for Λ and V
shemes at oupling intensity 2.5 MW/cm2. Shown in the gure are the Rabi osilla-
tions of the populations at the onset of the oupling eld and the relaxation towards
their stationary value. Also shown is an illustration of the "turn on" of the oupling
laser. From [96℄.
tion of arriers plays a ruial role; the smaller eetive eletron mass leads to
a larger energy spaing of the eletroni levels, whih means that the eletron
exited states beome less populated than their hole ounterparts. In the ase
presented here the hole ground state is seen to be depleted and arriers are re-
distributed into the higher lying energy states. For eletrons the redistribution
is less prominent, and as the oupling eld exites more and more arriers, ele-
trons aumulate in the ground state. Thus the Pauli bloking fator seen by
the probe in the V onguration is always the larger, whih ultimately trans-
lates into an inreased slowdown fator. This result is quite general and ould
at as a pointer for experimental realization of EIT mediated slow light.
6.4 Transient EIT
We investigate the transient behavior by using a oupling pulse with a temporal
width omparable to the dephasing time of the system. To obtain a temporally
well resolved system response, we apply a short probe pulse of temporal length
less than the inverse of the dephasing rate.
6.4.1 Transient response
The frequeny and time dependent linear response funtion χ(ω; τ) is measured
relative to the peak of the oupling pulse (τ > 0 indiates that the probe
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Figure 6.13: Example of oupling and probe eld setup used for simulations in a
transient regime.
pulse arrives after the peak of the oupling pulse). Unless otherwise stated all
results presented use a gaussian shaped oupling and probe beam with duration
(FWHM) of∆tc = 2.0 ps and∆tp = 0.1 ps, respetively. The setup is illustrated
in Fig. 6.13.
Fig. 6.14 shows a few "snapshots" of transient spetra alulated for the Λ
sheme using a oupling power of 9MW/cm2. The full sequene is found in
Fig. 6.26 at the end of this hapter.
An obvious feature present in both the independent and interating models is
the osillations seen in the imaginary part of the suseptibility, resulting in the
existene of gain at multiple frequenies at ertain times. One ould be lead
to think that the osillations are due to Rabi opping indued by the oupling
laser leading to population inversion in the probe transition, however as seen in
Fig. 6.21 there is no suh inversion taking plae. Also, this argument would only
explain gain at the resonane frequeny, and does not aount for the existene
of more than one gain peak hinting to that fat that we are dealing with a
oherent phenomenon.
6.4.2 Explaining transient "wiggles"
Transient gain at the enter frequeny has been reported theoretially in atomi
systems using a -w probe [97℄ , also there has been experimental reports on
transient gain and three peak struture in Rb vapor [98,99℄ also using -w probe
elds.
In the following we shall rely on an atomi model, using a simple 3 level system,
to explain the transient behavior. Consider the non-arrier exiting Ladder
sheme depited in Fig. 1.2a subjeted to eletrial elds similar in shape and
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Figure 6.14: Three snapshots of the time dependent suseptibility for Λ sheme at
oupling intensity 9 MW/cm
2
. Left panel shows an illustration of the envelopes of the
probe and oupling eld intensities. Middle panel shows the real part, rightmost the
imaginary. The blak urves are for the independent partiles, while the red urves
are inluding many-body interations. In the interating ases the oupling beam has
been tuned to the zero density exiton resonane. The non-interating results has been
shifted in order to better enable a omparison of the spetral features.
magnitude to the ones used in the above simulations (Fig. 6.26) for the Λ-
sheme. The model parameters are listed in Table 6.1. This approah assumes a
non-arrier exiting sheme, however we see that the qualitative insight obtained
using the simple non-arrier exiting model arries over to the more ompliated
ases where arriers are exited. It is important to note that, that the following
model employs the rotating wave approximation, where sideband generation
is disregarded. Sine we an qualitatively understand the transient spetra
using this rudimentary model, it is lear that the wiggly spetrum present in
the full models in whih the sidebands are aounted for, is not attributed to
the presene of the sidebands. The equations of motion in the rotating wave
approximation to rst order in the probe eld, setting ρ
(0)
11 = 1 and all other
populations to zero, has the following appearane in the rotating frame (see e.g.
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Table 6.1: Parameter values and onversion
SBE parameter SI units units of γ
γ 1.5 ps−1 1 γ
γ13 1.5 ps
−1
1 γ
∆tc 2.0 ps 3 γ
−1
∆tp 0.1 ps 0.15 γ
−1
Ωc 8.5 ps
−1
5.66 γ
Eq. (4.1.34 - 4.1.35):
∂
∂t
ρ˜
(1)
21 (t) = (iδp − γ)ρ˜(1)21 (t) + iΩp(t)/2 + iΩc(t)ρ˜(1)31 (t)/2 (6.4.1)
∂
∂t
ρ˜
(1)
31 (t) = [i(δp − δc)− γ31]ρ˜(1)31 (t) + iΩc(t)∗ρ˜(1)21 (t)/2 . (6.4.2)
Ωp(t) and Ωc(t) are the real Rabi frequenies of the slowly varying envelopes
of the signal and oupling elds, dened as Ωp(t) = µ12E˜p(t)/~ and Ωc(t) =
µ23E˜c(t)/~, with entral frequenies ωp and ωc, respetively. The detunings are
dened as: δs = ωs−ω12 and δc = ωc−ω32. γ ≡ γ21 and γ31 is the deoherene
of the |1〉 − |2〉 and |1〉 − |3〉 transition, respetively. The matrix element ρ˜(1)21 (t)
desribes the (slowly varying) time development of the dipole oherene between
states |1〉 and |2〉 and is proportional to the polarization indued by the signal
beam. Whereas ρ˜
(1)
31 (t) desribes the non-radiative oherene between states
|1〉 and |3〉. We an nd the probe absorption for a probe applied at time τ
aording to (3.4.46)
α(δs; τ) ∝ Im
[
ρ˜
(1)
21 (δp)
Ωp(δp)
]
. (6.4.3)
Here ρ˜
(1)
21 (δp) and Ωp(δp) are the Fourier transforms of ρ˜
(1)
21 (t) and Ωp(t). For
the sake of omparison all variables are taken relative to the deoherene rate
of the probe transition γ. As an be seen from the above equations the probe
absorption is interonneted with the real part of the non-radiative oherene
via the oupling eld Ωc(t). In the absene of a oupling eld, equation (6.4.1)
redues to free deay of the dipole oherene. The non-radiative oherene
enters as a driving term in the equation for the probe oherene by virtue of the
oupling pulse Ωc(t). In order to observe EIT one must have a non-vanishing
ρ˜
(1)
31 (t), whih evidently means that Ωc > γ31. Furthermore, the interation
time, given by the duration of the oupling eld, must be suiently long for
the two oherenes to aet eah other. The non-radiative oherene may be
present however the total nonlinear driving term drop out when Ωc(t) is zero. In
other words a short oupling pulse eetively redues the oherent interation
time.
If the oupling beam duration is suiently long, the temporal development of
the oherenes will be dominated by the deay imposed by the dephasing rates
of the system as shown in Fig. 6.17 resulting in the regular steady state EIT
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absorption spetrum.
The transient situation ours when the ratio
∂Ωc(t)
∂t /γ31 is large, or in other
words, when the oupling spetral bandwidth is larger than the deoherene
rate of the non-radiative oherene. In this ase the absorption is then not only
determined by the state of the system at the time of the probe pulse, but also
by the temporal evolution of oupling beam after the appliation of the probe
pulse.
The aim is here not a omplete parametri examination of the inuene of
oupling beam shape on the transient EIT behavior. We retain the disussion
to gaussian shaped pulses. In Fig. 6.15 we show an example of absorption
spetra alulated at various times using the parameters listed in Table 6.1.
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Figure 6.15: Absorption spetrum at various times τ relative to the peak of the ou-
pling pulse. Simulation parameters are listed in Table 6.1.
If we apply the probe early we see osillations in the spetrum. Fig. 6.16 shows
that if the indued dipole and the non-radiative oherene have a long interation
time (whih is the ase for a probe applied before the peak of the oupling pulse),
they have time to at bak on eah other, resulting in osillations in the time
domain. If we probe at later times the interation is damped by the oupling
eld envelope giving only one spetral dip, but with gain. At the latest of
times we reapture the standard EIT behavior displaying a single absorption
dip resembling the spetrum of the steady state alulation. Note the dierene
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Figure 6.16: Temporal development of oherenes at various probe delays. The ou-
pling eld envelope is shown as the dotted urve.
in the time domain between the τ = 0.75 γ−1 result and the steady state result
(Fig. 6.17). In steady state the driving term is maximized and onstant resulting
in damped osillations of a single frequeny of the dipole oherene, however in
the transient ase the oupling eld aets the driving term by applying a time
dependent damping/ampliation, in other words it adds interferene.
It is seen in Fig. 6.15 how the spetra do not display the same behavior when
probing symmetrially (τ = ±0.75 γ−1) around the peak of the oupling beam.
More osillations are seen when probing prior to the oupling maximum as op-
posed to probing after the oupling maximum, showing the dierene between a
positive and negative slope of Ωc, orresponding to an ampliation or damping
of the interation.
For larger Rabi frequenies the slope of Ωc is inreased allowing the oupling
beam to aet the interferene pattern even more. The eet of more osillations
for larger oupling power an be understood through this vein. The larger a
pump area the probe an interat with, the larger a oherene is built up i.e.
more temporal osillations an be performed. This means that shemes that
experiene Rabi enhanement (Λ and V ) will have more osillations in their
spetra when inluding interations, whih is evidened in Figs. 6.26 and 6.27.
With all this in mind we an now disuss the results from all shemes interating
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Figure 6.17: Time development of oherenes (right) and resulting absorption spe-
trum (left) for the parameter hoie displayed in Table 6.1 using a -w oupling beam.
as well as noninterating. Fig. 6.18 shows a few "snapshots" for the Ladder and
V sheme using a oupling intensity of 90MW/cm2. As for the Λ ase the full
set of spetra (Fig. 6.27) is found at the end of this hapter.
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Figure 6.18: Three snapshots of the time evolution of the imaginary part of the sus-
eptibility at oupling intensity 90 MW/cm2. Left panel shows an illustration of the
envelopes of the probe and oupling eld intensities. Middle panel refers to V ongu-
ration, rightmost is Ladder. The blak urves are for the independent partiles, while
the red urves are inluding many-body interations. In the interating ases the pump
beam has been tuned to the zero density exiton resonane of the given transition. The
non-interating results has been shifted in order to better enable a omparison of the
spetral features.
An apparent feature of the Ladder sheme is that the overall spetral features
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remain EIT-like at all times, reeting the fat that the Rabi frequeny of the
oupling beam is just about powerful enough for quantum oherene eets to set
in. As also observed in the steady state alulations the absorption peaks have
the same separation, showing that the oupling transition remains unhanged
by the inlusion of many-partile interations. The explanation is the same as
in steady state; the Ladder sheme is using an empty intra-band transition as
pump, and one annot expet Coulomb enhanement, simply beause no arriers
are involved. The spetral features of the Λ and V sheme are quite dierent,
not only when omparing models with and without interations, they also dier
a lot from steady state EIT spetra through their osillatory appearane. The
transient osillations that appear in the spetra we an understand from the
treatment above. In the non-interating ase the outer peaks are generally
symmetri (of the same height), At ertain times in the interating ase, they
appear skewed. This is partiularly pronouned at times where the spetrum
approahes EIT-like features. The reason for this asymmetry is that the oupling
is detuned from the zero density exitoni resonane. During the ation of the
oupling eld, arriers are exited and (if the the oupling eld is powerful
enough) perform Rabi osillations, this introdues a time dependent detuning
of the oupling frequeny. This problem does not our in the Ladder sheme
where, due to the lak of arriers, the shift in the oupling transition frequeny
remains onstant. An important point to notie is that the distane between
the outer peaks is larger for the interating model. Evidene that the pump
transition has been enhaned, sine in regular steady state EIT the distane
between the peaks is related to the Rabi frequeny Ωc so larger distane suggests
a higher eetive Ωc.
For the interating ases the slopes of the peaks appear "softer" on side, than
on the other, this feature is partiularly prominent at times where the spetrum
is most EIT-like also the spetra are not symmetri around the entral exitoni
resonane, they have a tendeny to be smeared out towards the positive detuning
side. The simple model an help explaining these observations, whih are two
sides of the same story. If we detune the oupling beam in the simple model, the
spetral peak heights beome asymmetri around the entral resonane, in the
same manner as in steady state EIT. The outer peaks remain separated by the
same amount, but with the shifts in peak height omes a hange in the distane
between the inner peaks. This hange tends to ompress the distane between
peaks that are being enlarged, and expand the distane between peaks that are
being shrunk. This is illustrated in Fig. 6.19.
6.4.3 Physial understanding/use of transient spetra
In relation to EIT what use an we make of the transient spetra and refrative
indexes? As disussed in Chapter 3 transient spetra reets the atual absorp-
tion in a thin slab experiment. However, using the transient refrative index e.g.
for alulating a group veloity is ill dened, sine the onept of group veloity
only makes sense for a pulse for whih the refrative index varies monotonously,
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Figure 6.19: Absorption spetrum alulated for dierent detunings of the oupling
beam for the simple three level model.
whih is learly not the ase we present here. In fat we only see the EIT ef-
fet in the ases where the probe is signiantly shorter than the pump, whih
means that the probe spetrum is far from lying inside the EIT transpareny
window and thus it would be wrong to speak of a group veloity. If we inrease
the temporal width of the pulse, but maintain a short oupling pulse (so that
the system remains transient) we will not get an EIT like spetrum out. Simply
beause the probe most of the time is addressing the unperturbed medium, i.e.
seing a regular absorption peak. The only ase we an make the probe pulse
duration suiently long to t spetrally within the transpareny window is
when the pump pulse is even longer, in whih ase we will be approahing the
steady state situation.
Slowdown
Knowing that the transient suseptibility annot be used for extrating propa-
gation harateristis suh as the group veloity, we nonetheless present plots
of a slowdown fator. One an think of it as an eetive slowdown fator, on-
struted formally the same way as in steady state. We an use it as an indiator
of the quality of quantum oherene in the system, so that the slowdown as fun-
tion of oupling power beomes a "phase diagram" indiating the size of- and
whether or not quantum oherene eets are present. This should be under-
stood in the sense that a positive slowdown fator orresponds to the existene
of quantum oherene eets, whereas sub zero values tell us that quantum o-
herene eets have died out. For the purpose here, we dene the maximum
ahievable slowdown fator Smax, alulated at times τmax where the spetrum
is most EIT-like, i.e. when the spetrum displays a double peaked struture
along with zero absorption, for example around τ = −0.25 ps in Fig. 6.26. A
plot showing the maximum slowdown fator for the three dierent shemes is
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presented in Fig. 6.20.
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Figure 6.20: Maximum eetive slowdown fator vs. oupling pulse peak intensity for
various EIT-shemes. The dashed urves are for the independent partiles, while the
solid urves inlude many-body interations.
The reason for the apparent absene of a slowdown maximum and osillatory
behavior of the Λ and V slowdown urves stems from the fat that these shemes
involve exitation of arriers. During the ation of the pump, the relevant ele-
tron and hole oupations undergo Rabi osillations. As the probe onnets to
either of these states, the Pauli bloking fator relating to the probe transition
also osillates, its loal minima (maxima) falling at the peak (valley) of the pop-
ulation osillations (see e.g. Fig. 6.21). As τmax hanges with varying oupling
power, so does the Pauli bloking fator, resulting in an osillatory behavior of
the slowdown urve. As in the steady state alulations the V -sheme is seen to
produe the largest slowdown fators also in the transient situation this is due
to a favorable arrier redistribution mehanism resulting in larger Pauli bloking
fators for the V -sheme, whih is evidened in Fig. 6.21.
It is important to note that the inlusion of many-partile eets in a transient
situation has profoundly dierent eet as ompared to the steady state. In
a transient regime the system seems more robust in the sense that oherene
eets are retained longer in the system. The minimum oupling power required
for observing EIT is seen to shift by roughly a fator of 10, when omparing the
interating and non-interating models for the arrier exiting shemes. Show-
ing that the non-interating model learly over estimates the oupling power
requirement. In steady state this shift is only around a fator of 2.
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Figure 6.21: (Left) temporal development of oupation probabilities for oupling in-
tensity 60 MW/cm
2
in the interating ase. (Right) the orresponding Pauli bloking
fators for Λ and V shemes. Notie that the V -sheme has the larger bloking fator
at all times. The Pauli bloking fators never beome negative and thus there is no
population inversion.
6.4.4 Coupling duration variation
In order to make a onnetion between the transient and steady state regimes,
we show here alulations for the V and Ladder sheme at three dierent probe
times (τ = −0.5 ps, τ = 0.0 ps and τ = 0.5 ps) using a onstant oupling in-
tensity of 90 MW/cm2 while varying the duration of the oupling pulse (∆tc).
For eah alulation the absorption (imaginary part of the transient suseptibil-
ity) and slowdown fator at the frequeny of the probe transition is evaluated.
The frequeny of the probe and oupling transition are easily identied in the
non-interating ases and also for the Ladder sheme (as it remains onstant).
For the V sheme when inluding Coulomb interations this is not as straight-
forward as both transition frequenies experiene time dependent shifts and are
thus unknown. To this end we tune the oupling eld to the zero exiton res-
onane, whereas the probe transition frequeny is taken to be the enter point
between the two outermost peaks/dips of the given absorption spetrum, e.g.
around −6 meV in the spetrum for τ = 0.5 ps in Fig. 6.27.
The results are presented in Figs. 6.22-6.25. As the oupling duration inreases
the results of the three dierent probe times approah eah other. When they
oinide we are approahing the steady state regime (given a probe applied
around the peak time of the oupling eld).
In the Ladder sheme we are only barely entering the EIT regime, whih is
why we see no osillations in either absorption nor slowdown. This should be
ompared to the V ase where many osillations are seen in both urves reeting
the fat that the oupling beam is strong enough to enter the multi peaked EIT
regime (see e.g. Fig. 6.27 for the ∆tc = 2 ps ase). As the Ladder sheme does
not involve exitation of arriers every hange in absorption is due to oherene
eets. For these two reasons it is easier to draw onlusions from the Ladder
sheme plots. It an be seen that transient eets gives rise to lower absorption
and larger slowdown values as ompared to steady state (orresponding to large
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Figure 6.22: Imaginary part of the suseptibility for the non-interating Ladder (left)-
and V sheme (right) for various oupling durations.
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Figure 6.23: Slowdown alulated for the non-interating Ladder (left)- and V sheme
(right) for various oupling durations.
∆tc) for ertain oupling lengths and probe times, in partiular early probe
times. The question remains if this ould be harnessed in an atual slow light
propagation experiment. Both the non-interating model (Fig. 6.22) and the
interating Fig. (6.24) suggests an early probe using a oupling duration around
2 ps, a few times longer than the dephasing time of the system. We see that if
we hoose a late probe (τ = 0.5 ps) we an never obtain an enhanement of the
EIT eet by entering the transient regime. This goes for both models.
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Figure 6.24: Imaginary part of the suseptibility for the interating Ladder (left)- and
V sheme (right) for various oupling durations.
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Figure 6.25: Slowdown alulated for the interating Ladder (left)- and V sheme
(right) for various oupling durations.
When onsidering the absorption plots for the V -sheme, it is diult to dis-
tinguish between oherene eets and simple bleahing. Partiularly the late
probe ase (τp = 0.5 ps), is dominated by bleahing eets for short oupling du-
rations. The absorption dips an in fat be attributed to EIT for τp = (−0.5 ps, 0.0 ps),
however in the late probe ase the osillations in absorption is only the result of
optial pumping. This an be seen by the fat that the slowdown fator remains
negative, reeting the fat that the absorption spetra in these ases show only
the resonane peak, but of lower magnitude due to Pauli bloking. It is impor-
tant to note that in the non-interating model the most pronouned EIT eets
are obtained at a oupling duration of ∆tc ≈ 0.55 ps for a probe applied at the
peak of the oupling pulse (τ = 0.0 ps), whih is in ontrast to the ndings
for the Ladder sheme. A similar feature is also seen in the interating ase,
but here it ours around ∆tc ≈ 0.45 ps due to the Coulomb inreased Rabi
frequeny.
When omparing absorption and slowdown for the non-interating and inter-
ating models it seen that the inlusion of Coulomb eets results in even more
osillatory struture. This is attributed to the fat that the oupling Rabi fre-
queny is Coulomb enhaned.
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Figure 6.26: Time dependent suseptibility for Λ sheme at oupling intensity
9 MW/cm
2
. Left panel shows an illustration of the envelopes of the probe and ou-
pling eld intensities. Middle panel shows the real part, rightmost the imaginary. The
blak urves are for the independent partiles, while the red urves are inluding many-
body interations. In the interating ases the oupling beam has been tuned to the
zero density exiton resonane. The non-interating results has been shifted in order to
better enable a omparison of the spetral features.
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Figure 6.26: Time dependent suseptibility for Λ sheme at oupling intensity
9 MW/cm
2
. Left panel shows an illustration of the envelopes of the probe and ou-
pling eld intensities. Middle panel shows the real part, rightmost the imaginary. The
blak urves are for the independent partiles, while the red urves are inluding many-
body interations. In the interating ases the oupling beam has been tuned to the
zero density exiton resonane. The non-interating results has been shifted in order to
better enable a omparison of the spetral features.
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Figure 6.27: Time evolution of the imaginary part of the suseptibility at oupling
intensity 90 MW/cm
2
. Left panel shows an illustration of the envelopes of the probe and
oupling eld intensities. Middle panel refers to V onguration, rightmost is Ladder.
The blak urves are for the independent partiles, while the red urves are inluding
many-body interations. In the interating ases the pump beam has been tuned to the
zero density exiton resonane of the given transition. The non-interating results has
been shifted in order to better enable a omparison of the spetral features.
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Figure 6.27: Time evolution of the imaginary part of the suseptibility at oupling
intensity 90 MW/cm
2
. Left panel shows an illustration of the envelopes of the probe and
oupling eld intensities. Middle panel refers to V onguration, rightmost is Ladder.
The blak urves are for the independent partiles, while the red urves are inluding
many-body interations. In the interating ases the pump beam has been tuned to the
zero density exiton resonane of the given transition. The non-interating results has
been shifted in order to better enable a omparison of the spetral features.
Chapter 7
Conlusion and Outlook
In the present work we have studied the EIT phenomenon in self-assembled
InAs quantum dots. The inlusion of the Coulomb eet is made on basis of the
Hartree-Fok approximation. We identify the neessary onditions in whih one
an disregard solving the oupled Maxwell-Bloh equations and in stead rely
solely on the mirosopi desription for extrating an eetive suseptibility
whih an be used for alulating wave propagation harateristis. We nd
that this is only possible in the ase where a -w oupling beam is driving the
system to a steady state. The transient ase, one an only onsider propagation
through an optially thin sample.
The EIT properties are examined using three dierent oupling-probe shemes
(Ladder, V and Λ , respetively). We nd that for all shemes many-body
interations have an important impat on the EIT properties. Results obtained
in steady state show that arrier exiting shemes (V and Λ) experiene Coulomb
enhanement of both the oupling- and the probe transition, whereas in the non-
arrier exiting Ladder sheme we do not see an enhanement of the oupling
transition. When omparing the slow light apabilities of the three shemes,
the V -type sheme emerges as the most preferable for eient EIT operation.
This owes to the fat that the dissipative mehanisms that redistribute the
exited arriers favors a V setup, whih is reeted in a larger Pauli bloking
fator. The reason for this is simply beause the eletron energy levels are split
farther apart than the hole levels and therefore the exited states are less likely
to be populated. This result is quite general and ould at as a pointer for
experimental realization of EIT mediated slow light.
The transient properties show interesting eets suh as an inreased robustness
for quantum oherene eets and gain at the probe resonane frequeny. We
have identied the most favorable times at whih to probe a transient system
orresponding to a given duration of the oupling eld. We have found that
transient systems in the weak EIT regime are best probed at early times whereas
systems in the strong EIT regime, where many osillations are present in the
absorption spetrum, provide the largest eets when probed around the peak
time of the oupling pulse. Weather these observations ould be utilized for
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improved slowdown of a pulse propagating in a system during transients remains
an open question, but the topi is being investigated.
The study of optial properties of onial dots inluding strain and up to eight
band k · p theory identies a QD of height h ≃ 8 nm and radius r ≃ 16 nm
as having the best possibility for experimental realization of the EIT eet.
Furthermore we nd that, due to the separation of the heavy and light holes,
band mixing eets are relatively small. This results in qualitative agreement
between the optial transition strengths alulated using a single-band model
and an eight-band model. The few exeptions we nd are, however, transitions
relevant for EIT operation.
The present model leaves room for improvement on many levels. First of all
propagation of pulses in a transient regime is governed by the oupled Maxwell-
Bloh equations and it would be natural to extend the present work in this
diretion.
The model employed in this work only uses a single eetive dephasing rate for
all transitions. An improved model would inlude dierent rates for dierent
transitions as is done in the atomi EIT treatments, however experimental data
on other than the groundstate to groundstate inter-band transition is diult to
ome by. Otherwise one needs to go beyond the relaxation time approximation
and utilize e.g. a Green's funtions approah to model sattering terms. In-
luding a quantum kineti desription of the arrier-phonon interation would
enable this and also allow aess for studying the impat of e.g. exitation
indued dephasing or exitation enlarged Rabi frequenies, whih ould have in-
teresting eets on an EIT system. Also one ould take into aount the eet
of a dynamially hanging arrier density on the dephasing rates. Attempts at
inluding Coulomb eets on H-F level along with a treatment of LO-phonons
have proved more diult than rst antiipated, but are being pursued.
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Appendix A
Hartree renormalization
We here show that the Hartree energy renormalization of a dot state α = (R, l)
of a dot position at R with band index b is independent of position. The index
l overs all spatial quantum numbers, furthermore the spin is inluded taitly
in the band index. We start from Eq. (5.3.37)
∆Hb,α =
∑
b1,α1,α2
V bb1αα1α2αρα1α2 +
∑
b1k1
V bb1αk1k1αn
b1
k1
= ∆H,QDb,α +∆
H,WL
b,α (A.0.1)
Sine we have no intra-band WL dipole moment, only populations enter into
∆H,WLb,α . The QD ontribution looks like
∆H,QDb,α =
∑
R1
∑
b1,l1,l2
1
A
∑
q
V bb1σσ1σ1σ(q)ρ
b1
l1l2
× 〈l|e−iq·ρ|l〉 〈l1|eiq·ρ|l2〉 e−iq·(R−R1) . (A.0.2)
The spatial position of the QDs enter through the phase fator. We an re-
move the expliit position dependene by onsidering a large quantization area
enompassing a large number of dots N . By the law of large numbers, the dis-
tribution of dierent values for the above quantity is sharply peaked around the
ongurational averaged value. Thus allowing us to replae the QD ontribution
for a partiular dot position ∆H,QDb,α by its averaged value ∆
H,QD
b,l given by
∆H,QDb,l =
∑
R,R1
∑
b1,l1,l2
1
A
∑
q
V bb1σσ1σ1σ(q)ρ
b1
l1l2
× 〈l|e−iq·ρ|l〉 〈l1|eiq·ρ|l2〉 e−iq·(R−R1) . (A.0.3)
The summation over random positions R,R1 is evaluated aording to disor-
dered system theory (see e.g. Ref. [100, 101℄)∑
R,R1
f(R)g(R1) =
∑
R6=R1
f(R)g(R1) +
∑
R
f(R)g(R)
= N2 〈〈f〉〉 · 〈〈g〉〉+N 〈〈fg〉〉 , (A.0.4)
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where the onguration average of a funtion F is dened as 〈〈F 〉〉 = 1/A ∫ dRF (R).
In the present ase f(R) = e−iq·R,g(R1) = e
iq·R1
. We get 〈〈f〉〉 = 〈〈g〉〉 = δq,0
and 〈〈fg〉〉 = 1, so we an write:
∆H,QDb,l = Ndot
∑
b1,l1,l2
V bb1σσ1σ1σ(q = 0) 〈l|l〉 〈l1|l2〉 ρb1l1l2 +
∑
b1,l1,l2
V bb1ll1l2lρ
b1
l1l2
= Ndot
∑
b1,l1
V bb1σσ1σ1σ(q = 0)n
b1
l1
+
∑
b1,l1,l2
V bb1ll1l2lρ
b1
l1l2
(A.0.5)
For the Hartree part we end up with a term arising from the Coulomb interation
between dierent dots, whih is proportional to the total QD harge and a seond
term desribing the Hartree interation inside the dot in question. Couplings
to polarization omponents of other dots drop out due to the orthogonality
requirement of states belonging to the same band.
The WL ontribution to the Hartree energy shift an be easily evaluated
∆H,WLb,α =
∑
b1,k1
1
A
∑
q
V bb1σσ1σ1σ(q)n
b1
k1
〈l|e−iq·ρ|l〉 e−iq·Rδk1,k1+q
=
1
A
∑
b1,k1
V bb1σσ1σ1σ(q = 0)n
b1
k1
. (A.0.6)
This result is independent of dot position and similar in struture to the rst
term of eq. (A.0.5) and is proportional to the WL harge density. Sine we are
onsidering q = 0, the form fator is the same in both expression and we shall
write it as V bb
′
(q = 0). The total Hartree shift is
∆Hb,l = V
bb′(q = 0)

Ndot∑
b1l1
nb1l1 +
1
A
∑
b1,k1
nb1k1

± ∑
b1,l1,l2
V bb1ll1l2lρ
b1
l1l2
.
(A.0.7)
Due to global harge neutrality the terms in the parenthesis must anel eah
other, and the Hartree shift depends only on interations inside the dot itself.
The WL Hartree shift is found in a similar manner
∆Hb,k =
∑
b1α1α2
Bbb1kα2α1kρ
b1
α1α2 +
∑
b1k1
V bb1kk1k1kn
b1
k1
= V bb
′
(q = 0)

Ndot∑
b1l1
nb1l1 +
1
A
∑
b1,k1
nb1k1


= 0 , (A.0.8)
whih also vanishes due to global harge neutrality.
For the Rabi energy renormalization Eq. (5.3.38) the δbb′ requirement from the
Coulomb interation means that the Hartree term is only non-zero for intra-
band polarizations (b = b′). Following a similar vein as for ∆H,QDb,α the V (q = 0)
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ontribution from other dots and the WL drop out ompletely as the term 〈l|l′〉
enters the expression. We then have
∆H,QDb,l,l′ =
∑
b1,l1,l2
V bb1ll1l2l′ρ
b1
l1l2
. (A.0.9)
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Appendix B
Equations of motion e-h piture
In this appendix we derive the SBE using the eletron-hole piture from Hamil-
tonian level. We will use a single label as a ontainer for all quantum numbers,
i.e. spin, wavenumber, subband number et. The general labeling will be:
 Spei state labels are given in greek letters subsripts and refer to
both dot -and wetting layer (WL) states:
Eletron: α and γ.
Hole: β and κ.
 General state labels are given in english alphabet subsripts and refer
to both dot -and WL states:
Eletron: n, n′.
Hole: m,m′.
Either hole or eletron, depending on ontext: i, j, k, l.
 Seond quantization reation and annihilation operators:
Eletron: a† and a.
Hole: b† and b.
 Wavefuntions are taken within the envelope funtion approximation:
Ψi(r) = ξi(r)ui(r)
We will later distinguish between WL and dot ontributions. Here greek al-
phabet letters refer to (loalized) quantum dot states, and k is used to label
(deloalized) WL states with wavevetor k. At the end of the day we will limit
ourselves to a two band model, the derivation is, however suiently general as
to inlude subband struture.
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B.1 Hamiltonian
For an interating eletron-hole plasma in a quantum-dot struture subjeted
to a oherent light eld, the Hamiltonian in the e-h piture, negleting onstant
terms, is
Hˆ = Hˆ0 + Hˆc−f + HˆC , (B.1.1)
ontaining ontributions from the free-arrier energy,
Hˆ0 =
∑
n
ǫna
†
nan +
∑
m
ǫmb
†
mbm , (B.1.2)
the arrier-laser-eld interation energy,
Hˆc−f = −

∑
n,n′
µnn′a
†
nan′ +
∑
m,m′
µmm′bmb
†
m′
+
∑
n,m
(
µnma
†
nb
†
m + µ
∗
nmbman
)]
E(t) , (B.1.3)
and the Coulomb interation energy,
HˆC =
1
2
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl a
†
ia
†
jakal +
1
2
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl b
†
i b
†
jbkbl −
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl a
†
ib
†
jbkal . (B.1.4)
In the above equations ǫi is the free-arrier eletron or hole energy, µij is the
projetion of the dipole matrix element between states i and j onto the diretion
eˆE of E(t), the optial eld(s). We treat the arrier-eld interation within the
dipole approximation and thus disregard the spatial dependane of the eld(s).
Note that with the denition above, µij is alulated as:
µij =


∫
dr Ψ∗i (r)er · eˆEΨj(r) i, j: eletron states;∫
dr Ψi(r)er · eˆEΨ∗j (r) i, j: hole states;∫
dr Ψ∗i (r) · eˆEΨ∗j(r) i: eletron state, j: hole state.
(B.1.5)
The Coulomb interation energy matrix element is dened as
V ijkl =
∫∫
d rd r′Ψ∗i (r)Ψ
∗
j (r
′)V (| r− r′ |)Ψk(r′)Ψl(r) , (B.1.6)
where V (| r − r′ |) is the bare Coulomb potential. Note that we have omitted
energetially unfavorable terms giving rise to inter-band sattering.
B.2 General approah
We wish to onsider the time evolution of the oherenes and populations of
the ombined dot-WL system, i.e. the elements of the redued density matrix.
In general the time development of the density matrix is given by the Liouville
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equation
∂ρˆij
∂t
= − i
~
[
Hˆ, ρˆ
]
ij
. (B.2.7)
However, sine we seek to retain this disussion to seond quantization, we
will use the Heisenberg equation of motion on the seond quantized operator
equivalent of the density matrix. The orresponding matrix element is then
found by taking the expetation value of the partiular operator. Heisenberg's
equation of motion reads
∂Aˆ(t)
∂t
= − i
~
[
Aˆ(t), Hˆ
]
, (B.2.8)
where Aˆ(t) represents an operator in the Heisenberg piture.
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B.3 Coherenes
B.3.1 Interband polarization: Pα,β
Pα,β = 〈bβaα〉.
∂Pα,β
∂t
= − i
~
〈[
bβaα, Hˆ
]〉
= − i
~
〈[
bβaα, Hˆ0
]
+
[
bβaα, Hˆc−f
]
+
[
bβaα, HˆC
]〉
. (B.3.9)
[
bβaα, Hˆ0
]
:
[
bβaα, Hˆ0
]
= bβaαHˆ0 − Hˆ0bβaα = A1 −A2 . (B.3.10)
A1 = bβaα
(∑
n
ǫna
†
nan +
∑
m
ǫmb
†
mbm
)
=
∑
n
ǫnbβ
(
δα,n − a†naα
)
an +
∑
m
ǫm
(
δβ,m − b†mbβ
)
bmaα
=
∑
n
ǫn
(
bβanδα,n + bβa
†
nanaα
)
+
∑
m
ǫm
(
bmaαδβ,m + b
†
mbmbβaα
)
= ǫαbβaα + ǫβbβaα +
∑
n
ǫna
†
nanbβaα +
∑
m
ǫmb
†
mbmbβaα
= (ǫα + ǫβ)bβaα +A2 . (B.3.11)
[
bβaα, Hˆ0
]
= (ǫα + ǫβ)bβaα . (B.3.12)
[
bβaα, Hˆc−f
]
:
[
bβaα, Hˆc−f
]
= bβaαHˆc−f − Hˆc−fbβaα = A1 −A2 . (B.3.13)
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A1 = −bβaα

∑
n,n′
µnn′a
†
nan′ +
∑
m,m′
µmm′bmb
†
m′
+
∑
n,m
(
µnma
†
nb
†
m + µ
∗
nmbman
)]
E(t)
=

−∑
n,n′
µnn′bβ
(
δα,n − a†naα
)
an′ +
∑
m,m′
µmm′bm
(
δβ,m′ − b†m′bβ
)
aα
−
∑
n,m
µnmbβ
(
δα,n − a†naα
)
b†m −
∑
n,m
µ∗nmbmanbβaα
]
E(t)
=

−∑
n,n′
µnn′bβan′δα,n −
∑
n,n′
µnn′a
†
nan′bβaα +
∑
m,m′
µmm′bmaαδβ,m′
−
∑
m,m′
µmm′bmb
†
m′bβaα −
∑
n,m
µnm
[
δα,n
(
δβ,m − b†mbβ
)
− a†n
(
δβ,m − b†mbβ
)
aα
]
−
∑
n,m
µ∗nmbmanbβaα
]
E(t)
=
[
−
∑
n′
µαn′bβan′ +
∑
m
µmβbmaα −
∑
n,m
µnmδα,nδβ,m +
∑
n,m
µnmb
†
mbβδα,n
+
∑
n,m
µnma
†
naαδβ,m −
∑
n,n′
µnn′a
†
nan′bβaα −
∑
m,m′
µmm′bmb
†
m′bβaα
−
∑
n,m
µnma
†
nb
†
mbβaα −
∑
n,m
µ∗nmbmanbβaα
]
E(t)
=
[
−
∑
n
µαnbβan +
∑
m
µmβbmaα − µαβ +
∑
m
µαmb
†
mbβ
+
∑
n
µnβa
†
naα
]
E(t) +A2 . (B.3.14)
[
bβaα, Hˆc−f
]
=
(
−
∑
n
µαnbβan +
∑
m
µmβbmaα
−µαβ +
∑
m
µαmb
†
mbβ +
∑
n
µnβa
†
naα
)
E(t) . (B.3.15)
[
bβaα, HˆC
]
:
[
bβaα, HˆC
]
=
[
bβaα, Hˆ
ee
C + Hˆ
hh
C + Hˆ
eh
C
]
. (B.3.16)
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[
bβaα, Hˆ
ee
C
]
:
[
bβaα, Hˆ
ee
C
]
= bβaαHˆ
ee
C − HˆeeC bβaα = A1 −A2 . (B.3.17)
A1 = bβaα

1
2
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl a
†
ia
†
jakal

 = 1
2
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl bβaαa
†
ia
†
jakal
= −1
2
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl
(
δα,i − a†iaα
)
a†jakalbβ
= −1
2
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl a
†
jakalbβδα,i +
1
2
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl a
†
i
(
δα,j − a†jaα
)
akalbβ
= −1
2
∑
j,k,l
V αjkl a
†
jakalbβ +
1
2
∑
i,k,l
V iαkl a
†
iakalbβ +
1
2
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl a
†
ia
†
jakalbβaα
= −1
2
∑
j,k,l
V αjkl a
†
jakalbβ +
1
2
∑
i,k,l
V iαkl a
†
iakalbβ +A2 . (B.3.18)
[
bβaα, Hˆ
ee
C
]
= −1
2
∑
j,k,l
V αjkl a
†
jakalbβ +
1
2
∑
i,k,l
V iαkl a
†
iakalbβ . (B.3.19)
[
bβaα, Hˆ
hh
C
]
:
[
bβaα, Hˆ
hh
C
]
= bβaαHˆ
hh
C − HˆhhC bβaα = A1 −A2 . (B.3.20)
A1 = bβaα

1
2
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl b
†
i b
†
jbkbl

 = 1
2
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl bβaαb
†
i b
†
jbkbl
=
1
2
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl
(
δβ,i − b†i bβ
)
b†jbkblaα
=
1
2
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl b
†
jbkblaαδβ,i −
1
2
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl b
†
i
(
δβ,j − b†jbβ
)
bkblaα
=
1
2
∑
j,k,l
V βjkl b
†
jbkblaα −
1
2
∑
i,k,l
V iβkl b
†
ibkblaα +
1
2
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl b
†
ib
†
jbkblbβaα
=
1
2
∑
j,k,l
V βjkl b
†
jbkblaα −
1
2
∑
i,k,l
V iβkl b
†
ibkblaα +A2 . (B.3.21)
[
bβaα, Hˆ
hh
C
]
=
1
2
∑
j,k,l
V βjkl b
†
jbkblaα −
1
2
∑
i,k,l
V iβkl b
†
ibkblaα . (B.3.22)
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[
bβaα, Hˆ
eh
C
]
:
[
bβaα, Hˆ
eh
C
]
= bβaαHˆ
eh
C − HˆehC bβaα = A1 −A2 . (B.3.23)
A1 = bβaα

− ∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl a
†
i b
†
jbkal

 = − ∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl bβaαa
†
ib
†
jbkal
= −
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl
(
δα,i − a†iaα
)(
δβ,j − b†jbβ
)
bkal
= −
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl bkalδα,iδβ,j +
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl a
†
iaαbkalδβ,j +
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl b
†
jbβbkalδα,i
−
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl a
†
iaαb
†
jbβbkal
= −
∑
k,l
V αβkl bkal +
∑
i,k,l
V iβkl a
†
ibkalaα +
∑
j,k,l
V αjkl b
†
jbkalbβ
−
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl a
†
ib
†
jbkalbβaα
= −
∑
k,l
V αβkl bkal +
∑
i,k,l
V iβkl a
†
ibkalaα +
∑
j,k,l
V αjkl b
†
jbkalbβ +A2 . (B.3.24)
[
bβaα, Hˆ
eh
C
]
= −
∑
k,l
V αβkl bkal +
∑
i,k,l
V iβkl a
†
ibkalaα +
∑
j,k,l
V αjkl b
†
jbkalbβ .(B.3.25)
Taking the expetation value of all ommutators we arrive at the following
expression:
∂Pα,β
∂t
= − i
~
(ǫα + ǫβ)〈bβaα〉
− i
~
(
−
∑
n
µαn〈bβan〉+
∑
m
µmβ〈bmaα〉 − µαβ +
∑
m
µαm〈b†mbβ〉+
∑
n
µnβ〈a†naα〉
)
E(t)
− i
~

−1
2
∑
j,k,l
V αjkl 〈a†jakalbβ〉+
1
2
∑
i,k,l
V iαkl 〈a†iakalbβ〉


− i
~

1
2
∑
j,k,l
V βjkl 〈b†jbkblaα〉 −
1
2
∑
i,k,l
V iβkl 〈b†i bkblaα〉


− i
~

−∑
k,l
V αβkl 〈bkal〉+
∑
i,k,l
V iβkl 〈a†i bkalaα〉+
∑
j,k,l
V αjkl 〈b†jbkalbβ〉

 . (B.3.26)
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Hartree-Fok limit
In order to lose the set of equations we trunate the four-operator terms. We
separate the equation of motion into two parts; a Hartree-Fok part and a
sattering part
∂〈Aˆ〉
∂t
=
∂〈Aˆ〉HF
∂t
+
∂Aˆ
∂t
∣∣∣∣∣
scatt
(B.3.27)
where the sattering part ontains all higher order orrelations.
Within the Hartree-Fok approximation the four-operator terms beome:
〈
[
bβaα, Hˆ
ee
C
]
〉HF :
−1
2
∑
j,k,l
V αjkl 〈a†jakalbβ〉+
1
2
∑
i,k,l
V iαkl 〈a†iakalbβ〉 =
−1
2
∑
j,k,l
V αjkl 〈a†jbβakal〉+
1
2
∑
i,k,l
V iαkl 〈a†i bβakal〉 ≃ : (B.3.28)
≃ −1
2
∑
j,k,l
V αjkl
(
〈a†jal〉〈bβak〉 − 〈a†jak〉〈bβal〉
)
+
1
2
∑
i,k,l
V iαkl
(
〈a†ial〉〈bβak〉 − 〈a†iak〉〈bβal〉
)
. (B.3.29)
The seond term in both expressions is relabeled in the following manner: k → l,
l→ k
= −1
2
∑
j,k,l
(
V αjkl − V αjlk
)
〈a†jal〉〈bβak〉
+
1
2
∑
i,k,l
(
V iαkl − V iαlk
) 〈a†ial〉〈bβak〉
= −
∑
j,k,l
(
V αjkl − V αjlk
)
〈a†jal〉〈bβak〉 , (B.3.30)
owing the last manipulation to the symmetry of the Coulomb matrix-element:
V ijkl = V
ji
lk .
〈
[
bβaα, Hˆ
hh
C
]
〉HF :
1
2
∑
j,k,l
V βjkl 〈b†jbkblaα〉 −
1
2
∑
i,k,l
V iβkl 〈b†i bkblaα〉 ≃ : (B.3.31)
≃ 1
2
∑
j,k,l
V βjkl
(
〈b†jbk〉〈blaα〉 − 〈b†jbl〉〈bkaα〉
)
−1
2
∑
i,k,l
V iβkl
(
〈b†i bk〉〈blaα〉 − 〈b†ibl〉〈bkaα〉
)
. (B.3.32)
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Following the same reasoning as above, we relabel the equations
=
1
2
∑
j,k,l
(
V βjlk − V βjkl
)
〈b†jbl〉〈bkaα〉
−1
2
∑
i,k,l
(
V iβlk − V βikl
)
〈b†i bl〉〈bkaα〉
= −
∑
j,k,l
(
V βjkl − V βjlk
)
〈b†jbl〉〈bkaα〉 . (B.3.33)
〈
[
bβaα, Hˆ
eh
C
]
〉HF :
−
∑
k,l
V αβkl 〈bkal〉+
∑
i,k,l
V iβkl 〈a†i bkalaα〉+
∑
j,k,l
V αjkl 〈b†jbkalbβ〉 ≃ : (B.3.34)
≃ −
∑
k,l
V αβkl 〈bkal〉+
∑
i,k,l
V iβkl
(
〈a†iaα〉〈bkal〉 − 〈a†ial〉〈bkaα〉
)
+
∑
j,k,l
V αjkl
(
〈b†jbk〉〈albβ〉+ 〈b†jbβ〉〈bkal〉
)
= −
∑
k,l
V αβkl 〈bkal〉+
∑
i,k,l
V iβkl
(
〈a†iaα〉〈bkal〉 − 〈a†ial〉〈bkaα〉
)
+
∑
j,k,l
V αjkl
(
〈b†jbβ〉〈bkal〉 − 〈b†jbk〉〈bβal〉
)
. (B.3.35)
Colleting all terms we arrive at the following general expression for the inter-
band polarization
i~
∂Pα,β
∂t
= (ǫα + ǫβ)〈bβaα〉(
−
∑
n
µαn〈bβan〉+
∑
m
µmβ〈bmaα〉 −µαβ +
∑
m
µαm〈b†mbβ〉+
∑
n
µnβ〈a†naα〉
)
E(t)
−
∑
j,k,l
(
V αjkl − V αjlk
)
〈a†jal〉〈bβak〉
−
∑
j,k,l
(
V βjkl − V βjlk
)
〈b†jbl〉〈bkaα〉
−
∑
k,l
V αβkl 〈bkal〉+
∑
i,k,l
V iβkl
(
〈a†iaα〉〈bkal〉 − 〈a†ial〉〈bkaα〉
)
+
∑
j,k,l
V αjkl
(
〈b†jbβ〉〈bkal〉 − 〈b†jbk〉〈bβal〉
)
+i~
∂Pα,β
∂t
∣∣∣∣
scatt
. (B.3.36)
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The above expression beome more transparent when put in terms of popula-
tions and polarizations
i~
∂Pα,β
∂t
= (ǫα + ǫβ)Pα,β
−∑
n 6=α
µαnPn,β +
∑
m6=β
µmβPα,m +µαβ (nα + nβ − 1)
−
∑
m6=β
µαmP˜m,β +
∑
n 6=α
µnβP¯α,n

E(t)
−
∑
j,k
(
V αjkj − V αjjk
)
nejPk,β −
∑
j,k,l
l 6=j
(
V αjkl − V αjlk
)
P¯l,jPk,β
−
∑
j,k
(
V βjkj − V βjjk
)
nhjPα,k +
∑
j,k,l
l 6=j
(
V βjkl − V βjlk
)
P˜j,lPα,k
+
∑
k,l
V αβkl (nα + nβ − 1)Pl,k +
∑
i,k,l
i6=α
V iβkl P¯α,iPl,k
−
∑
i,k
V iβki n
e
iPα,k −
∑
i,k,l
l 6=i
V iβkl P¯l,iPα,k −
∑
j,k,l
j 6=β
V αjkl P˜j,βPl,k
−
∑
j,l
V αjjl n
h
jPl,β +
∑
j,k,l
k 6=j
V αjkl P˜j,kPl,β
+i~
∂Pα,β
∂t
∣∣∣∣
scatt
. (B.3.37)
We introdued intraband polarizations involving eletrons as P¯n,n′ = 〈a†n′an〉
and holes as P˜m,m′ = 〈bm′b†m〉.
B.3.2 Intraband hole-hole polarization: P˜β,κ
P˜β,κ = 〈bκb†β〉.
∂P˜β,κ
∂t
= − i
~
〈[
bκb
†
β, Hˆ
]〉
= − i
~
〈[
bκb
†
β, Hˆ0
]
+
[
bκb
†
β, Hˆc−f
]
+
[
bκb
†
β , HˆC
]〉
. (B.3.38)
[
bκb
†
β, Hˆ0
]
:
[
bκb
†
β, Hˆ0
]
= bκb
†
βHˆ0 − Hˆ0bκb†β = A1 −A2 . (B.3.39)
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A1 = bκb
†
β
(∑
n
ǫna
†
nan +
∑
m
ǫmb
†
mbm
)
=
∑
n
ǫna
†
nanbκb
†
β −
∑
m
ǫm
(
δκ,m − b†mbκ
)(
δβ,m − bmb†β
)
=
∑
n
ǫna
†
nanbκb
†
β −
∑
m
ǫm
(
δκ,mδβ,m − δκ,mbmb†β − δβ,mb†mbκ − bmb†mbκb†β
)
= −
∑
m
ǫm
(
δκ,mδβ,m − δκ,mbmb†β − δβ,mb†mbκ
)
+A2
= ǫκbκb
†
β − ǫβbκb†β +A2 (B.3.40)
[
bκb
†
β, Hˆ0
]
= (ǫκ − ǫβ) bκb†β . (B.3.41)
[
bκb
†
β, Hˆc−f
]
:
[
bκb
†
β, Hˆc−f
]
= bκb
†
βHˆc−f − Hˆc−fbκb†β = A1 −A2 . (B.3.42)
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A1 = −bκb†β

∑
n,n′
µnn′a
†
nan′ +
∑
m,m′
µmm′bmb
†
m′
+
∑
n,m
(
µnma
†
nb
†
m + µ
∗
nmbman
)]
E(t)
=

−∑
n,n′
µnn′a
†
nan′bκb
†
β −
∑
m,m′
µmm′bκ
(
δβ,m − bmb†β
)
b†m′
+
∑
n,m
µnma
†
n
(
δκ,m − b†mbκ
)
b†β −
∑
n,m
µ∗nmbκ
(
δβ,m − bmb†β
)
an
]
E(t)
=

−∑
n,n′
µnn′a
†
nan′bκb
†
β −
∑
m,m′
µmm′
[
δβ,mbκb
†
m′ − bm
(
δκ,m′ − b†m′bκ
)
b†β
]
+
∑
n,m
µnm
(
δκ,ma
†
nb
†
β − a†nb†mbκb†β
)
−
∑
n,m
µ∗nm
(
δβ,mbκan + bmanbκb
†
β
)]
E(t)
=

−∑
n,n′
µnn′a
†
nan′bκb
†
β −
∑
m′
µβm′bκb
†
m′ +
∑
m
µmκbmb
†
β −
∑
m,m′
µmm′bmb
†
m′bκb
†
β
+
∑
n
µnκa
†
nb
†
β −
∑
n,m
µnn′a
†
nb
†
mbκb
†
β −
∑
n
µ∗nβbκan −
∑
n,m
µ∗nmbmanbκb
†
β
]
E(t)
=
[
−
∑
m′
µβm′bκb
†
m′ +
∑
m
µmκbmb
†
β
+
∑
n
µnκa
†
nb
†
β −
∑
n
µ∗nβbκan
]
E(t) +A2 . (B.3.43)
[
bκb
†
β, Hˆc−f
]
=
(
−
∑
m′
µβm′bκb
†
m′ +
∑
m
µmκbmb
†
β
+
∑
n
µnκa
†
nb
†
β −
∑
n
µ∗nβbκan
)
E(t) . (B.3.44)
[
bκb
†
β, HˆC
]
:
[
bκb
†
β, HˆC
]
=
[
bκb
†
β, Hˆ
ee
C + Hˆ
hh
C + Hˆ
eh
C
]
. (B.3.45)
[
bκb
†
β, Hˆ
ee
C
]
:
[
bκb
†
β, Hˆ
ee
C
]
= bκb
†
βHˆ
ee
C − HˆeeC bκb†β = A1 −A2 . (B.3.46)
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A1 = bκb
†
β

1
2
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl a
†
ia
†
jakal

 = 1
2
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl bκb
†
βa
†
ia
†
jakal
=
1
2
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl a
†
ia
†
jakalbκb
†
β
= A2 . (B.3.47)[
bκb
†
β, Hˆ
ee
C
]
= 0 . (B.3.48)
[
bκb
†
β, Hˆ
hh
C
]
:
[
bκb
†
β, Hˆ
hh
C
]
= bκb
†
βHˆ
hh
C − HˆhhC bκb†β = A1 −A2 . (B.3.49)
A1 = bκb
†
β

1
2
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl b
†
ib
†
jbkbl

 = 1
2
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl bκb
†
βb
†
i b
†
jbkbl
=
1
2
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl
(
δκ,i − b†ibκ
)
b†j
(
δβ,k − bkb†β
)
bl
=
1
2
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl
[
δκ,iδβ,kb
†
jbl − δβ,kb†i bκb†jbl − δκ,ib†jbkb†β bl + b†ibκb†jbkb†βbl
]
=
1
2
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl
[
δκ,iδβ,kb
†
jbl − δβ,kb†i
(
δκ,j − b†jbκ
)
bl − δκ,ib†jbk
(
δβ,l − blb†β
)
+b†i
(
δκ,j − b†jbκ
)
bk
(
δβ,l − blb†β
)]
=
1
2
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl
[
δκ,iδβ,kb
†
jbl − δβ,kδκ,jb†i bl − δβ,kb†ib†jblbκ − δκ,iδβ,lb†jbk + δκ,ib†jbkblb†β
+δκ,jδβ,lb
†
ibk − δκ,jb†i bkblb†β − δβ,lb†i b†jbκbk + b†ib†jbκbkblb†β
]
=
1
2
∑
j,l
V κ,jβ,l b
†
jbl −
1
2
∑
i,l
V i,κβ,l b
†
i bl −
1
2
∑
i,j,l
V i,jβ,l b
†
i b
†
jblbκ −
1
2
∑
j,k
V κ,jk,β b
†
jbk +
1
2
∑
j,k,l
V κ,jk,l b
†
jbkblb
†
β
+
1
2
∑
i,k
V i,κk,βb
†
i bk −
1
2
∑
i,k,l
V i,κk,l b
†
i bkblb
†
β +
1
2
∑
i,j,k
V i,jk,βb
†
i b
†
jbkbκ +A2
=
∑
j,l
(
V κ,jβ,l − V j,κβ,l
)
b†jbl +
1
2
∑
i,j,l
(
V i,jl,β − V i,jβ,l
)
b†ib
†
jblbκ
+
1
2
∑
j,k,l
(
V κ,jk,l − V j,κk,l
)
b†jbkblb
†
β +A2 . (B.3.50)
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[
bκb
†
β, Hˆ
hh
C
]
=
∑
j,l
(
V κ,jβ,l − V j,κβ,l
)
b†jbl +
1
2
∑
i,j,l
(
V i,jl,β − V i,jβ,l
)
b†i b
†
jblbκ
+
1
2
∑
j,k,l
(
V κ,jk,l − V j,κk,l
)
b†jbkblb
†
β . (B.3.51)
[
bκb
†
β, Hˆ
eh
C
]
:
[
bκb
†
β, Hˆ
eh
C
]
= bκb
†
βHˆ
eh
C − HˆehC bκb†β = A1 −A2 . (B.3.52)
A1 = bκb
†
β

− ∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl a
†
i b
†
jbkal

 = − ∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl bκb
†
βa
†
i b
†
jbkal
=
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl a
†
i
(
δκ,j − b†jbκ
)(
δβ,k − bkb†β
)
al
=
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl
[
δκ,jδβ,ka
†
ial − δκ,ja†ibkb†βal − δβ,ka†i b†jbκal + a†i b†jbκbkb†βal
]
=
∑
i,l
V i,κβ,l a
†
ial +
∑
i,k,l
V i,κk,l a
†
i bkalb
†
β +
∑
i,j,l
V i,jβ,l a
†
ib
†
jalbκ +A2 . (B.3.53)
[
bκb
†
β, Hˆ
eh
C
]
=
∑
i,l
V i,κβ,l a
†
ial +
∑
i,k,l
V i,κk,l a
†
i bkalb
†
β +
∑
i,j,l
V i,jβ,l a
†
ib
†
jalbκ . (B.3.54)
Colleting all terms and taking the expetation value
i~
∂P˜β,κ
∂t
= (ǫκ − ǫβ) 〈bκb†β〉
+
(
−
∑
m′
µβm′〈bκb†m′〉+
∑
m
µmκ〈bmb†β〉
+
∑
n
µnκ〈a†nb†β〉 −
∑
n
µ∗nβ〈bκan〉
)
E(t)
+
∑
j,l
(
V κ,jβ,l − V j,κβ,l
)
〈b†jbl〉+
1
2
∑
i,j,l
(
V i,jl,β − V i,jβ,l
)
〈b†i b†jblbκ〉
+
1
2
∑
j,k,l
(
V κ,jk,l − V j,κk,l
)
〈b†jbkblb†β 〉+
∑
i,l
V i,κβ,l 〈a†ial〉
+
∑
i,k,l
V i,κk,l 〈a†i bkalb†β〉+
∑
i,j,l
V i,jβ,l 〈a†i b†jalbκ〉 . (B.3.55)
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Hartree-Fok limit
〈
[
bκb
†
β, Hˆ
hh
C
]
〉HF :
∑
j,l
(
V κ,jβ,l − V j,κβ,l
)
〈b†jbl〉+
1
2
∑
i,j,l
(
V i,jl,β − V i,jβ,l
)
〈b†i b†jblbκ〉
+
1
2
∑
j,k,l
(
V κ,jk,l − V j,κk,l
)
〈b†jbkblb†β 〉 ≃ : (B.3.56)
≃
∑
j,l
(
V κ,jβ,l − V j,κβ,l
)
〈b†jbl〉+
1
2
∑
i,j,l
(
V i,jl,β − V i,jβ,l
)(
〈b†i bκ〉〈b†jbl〉 − 〈b†ibl〉〈b†jbκ〉
)
+
1
2
∑
j,k,l
(
V κ,jk,l − V j,κk,l
)(
〈b†jbk〉〈blb†β〉 − 〈b†jbl〉〈bkb†β〉
)
=
∑
j,l
(
V κ,jβ,l − V j,κβ,l
)
〈b†jbl〉+
∑
i,j,l
(
V i,jl,β − V i,jβ,l
)
〈b†i bκ〉〈b†jbl〉
+
∑
j,k,l
(
V κ,jk,l − V j,κk,l
)
〈b†jbk〉〈blb†β〉
=
∑
j,l
(
V κ,jβ,l − V j,κβ,l
)
〈b†jbl〉+
∑
i,j,l
(
V i,jl,β − V i,jβ,l
)
〈b†i bκ〉〈b†jbl〉
+
∑
j,k,l
(
V κ,jk,l − V j,κk,l
)
〈b†jbk〉
(
δβ,l − 〈b†βbl〉
)
=
∑
i,j,l
(
V i,jl,β − V i,jβ,l
)
〈b†ibκ〉〈b†jbl〉 −
∑
j,k,l
(
V κ,jk,l − V j,κk,l
)
〈b†jbk〉〈b†βbl〉 . (B.3.57)
〈
[
bκb
†
β, Hˆ
eh
C
]
〉HF :
∑
i,l
V i,κβ,l 〈a†ial〉+
∑
i,k,l
V i,κk,l 〈a†i bkalb†β〉+
∑
i,j,l
V i,jβ,l 〈a†i b†jalbκ〉 ≃ : (B.3.58)
≃
∑
i,l
V i,κβ,l 〈a†ial〉+
∑
i,k,l
V i,κk,l
(
〈a†i b†β〉〈bkal〉 − 〈a†ial〉〈bkb†β〉
)
+
∑
i,j,l
V i,jβ,l
(
〈a†i b†j〉〈albκ〉 − 〈a†ial〉〈b†jbκ〉
)
=
∑
i,k,l
V i,κk,l
(
〈a†i b†β〉〈bkal〉+ 〈a†ial〉〈b†βbk〉
)
+
∑
i,j,l
V i,jβ,l
(
〈a†i b†j〉〈albκ〉 − 〈a†ial〉〈b†jbκ〉
)
. (B.3.59)
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The full expression in the Hartree-Fok limit beomes
i~
∂P˜β,κ
∂t
= (ǫκ − ǫβ) 〈bκb†β〉
+
(
−
∑
m′
µβm′〈bκb†m′〉+
∑
m
µmκ〈bmb†β〉
+
∑
n
µnκ〈a†nb†β〉 −
∑
n
µ∗nβ〈bκan〉
)
E(t)
+
∑
i,j,l
(
V i,jl,β − V i,jβ,l
)
〈b†i bκ〉〈b†jbl〉 −
∑
j,k,l
(
V κ,jk,l − V j,κk,l
)
〈b†jbk〉〈b†βbl〉
+
∑
i,k,l
V i,κk,l
(
〈a†i b†β〉〈bkal〉+ 〈a†ial〉〈b†βbk〉
)
+
∑
i,j,l
V i,jβ,l
(
〈a†ib†j〉〈albκ〉 − 〈a†ial〉〈b†jbκ〉
)
+i~
∂P˜β,κ
∂t
∣∣∣∣∣
scatt
. (B.3.60)
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We write this expression in terms of polarizations and populations
i~
∂P˜β,κ
∂t
= (ǫκ − ǫβ) P˜β,κ
+

− ∑
m6=κ,β
µβmP˜m,κ +
∑
m6=κ,β
µmκP˜β,m + µβκ(n
h
κ − nhβ)
+
∑
n
µnκPβ,n −
∑
n
µ∗nβPn,κ
)
E(t)
+
∑
j
(
V κ,jj,β − V κ,jβ,j
)
nhκn
h
j −
∑
i,j
i6=κ
(
V i,jj,β − V i,jβ,j
)
P˜i,κn
h
j
+
∑
i,j,l
i6=κ,l 6=j
(
V i,jl,β − V i,jβ,l
)
P˜i,κP˜j,l −
∑
j,l
l 6=j
(
V κ,jl,β − V κ,jβ,l
)
nhκP˜j,l
−
∑
j
(
V κ,jj,β − V j,κj,β
)
nhβn
h
j +
∑
j,l
l 6=β
(
V κ,jj,l − V j,κj,l
)
P˜β,ln
h
j
−
∑
j,k,l
j 6=k,l 6=β
(
V κ,jk,l − V j,κk,l
)
P˜β,lP˜j,k +
∑
j,k
j 6=k
(
V κ,jk,β − V j,κk,β
)
nhβP˜j,k
+
∑
n,n′,m
V n,κm,n′Pβ,nPn′,m +
∑
i
V i,κβ,i n
h
βn
e
i −
∑
i,k
k 6=β
V i,κk,i P˜β,kn
e
i
+
∑
i,l
l 6=i
V i,κβ,l n
h
βP¯l,i −
∑
i,k,l
k 6=β,l 6=i
V i,κk,l P˜β,kP¯l,i
−
∑
n,n′,m
V n,mβ,n′ Pm,nPn′,κ −
∑
i
V i,κβ,i n
h
κn
e
i +
∑
i,j
j 6=κ
V i,jβ,i P˜j,κn
e
i
−
∑
i,l
l 6=i
V i,κβ,l n
h
κP¯l,i +
∑
i,j,l
j 6=κ,l 6=i
V i,jβ,l P˜j,κP¯l,i
+i~
∂P˜β,κ
∂t
∣∣∣∣∣
scatt
. (B.3.61)
where we used the denition 〈a†nb†m〉 ≡ Pm,n.
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B.3.3 Intraband eletron-eletron polarization: P¯α,γ
P¯α,γ = 〈a†γaα〉.
∂P¯α,γ
∂t
= − i
~
〈[
a†γaα, Hˆ
]〉
= − i
~
〈[
a†γaα, Hˆ0
]
+
[
a†γaα, Hˆc−f
]
+
[
a†γaα, HˆC
]〉
. (B.3.62)
[
a†γaα, Hˆ0
]
:
[
a†γaα, Hˆ0
]
= a†γaαHˆ0 − Hˆ0a†γaα = A1 −A2 . (B.3.63)
A1 = a
†
γaα
(∑
n
ǫna
†
nan +
∑
m
ǫmb
†
mbm
)
=
∑
n
ǫna
†
γ
(
δα,n − a†naα
)
an +
∑
m
ǫmb
†
mbma
†
γaα
=
∑
n
ǫn
(
δα,na
†
γan − a†n
(
δγ,n − ana†γ
)
aα
)
+
∑
m
ǫmb
†
mbma
†
γaα
= ǫαa
†
γaα − ǫγa†γaα +
∑
n
ǫna
†
nana
†
γaα +
∑
m
ǫmb
†
mbma
†
γaα
= ǫαa
†
γaα − ǫγa†γaα +A2 . (B.3.64)
[
a†γaα, Hˆ0
]
= (ǫα − ǫγ) a†γaα . (B.3.65)
[
a†γaα, Hˆc−f
]
:
[
a†γaα, Hˆc−f
]
= a†γaαHˆc−f − Hˆc−fa†γaα = A1 −A2 . (B.3.66)
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A1 = −a†γaα

∑
n,n′
µnn′a
†
nan′ +
∑
m,m′
µmm′bmb
†
m′
+
∑
n,m
(
µnma
†
nb
†
m + µ
∗
nmbman
)]
E(t)
=

−∑
n,n′
µnn′a
†
γ
(
δα,n − a†naα
)
an′ −
∑
m,m′
µmm′bmb
†
m′a
†
γaα
−
∑
n,m
(
µnma
†
γ
(
δα,n − a†naα
)
b†m − µ∗nmbm
(
δγ,n − ana†γ
)
aα
)]
E(t)
=

−∑
n′
µαn′a
†
γan′ +
∑
n,n′
µnn′a
†
n
(
δγ,n′ − an′a†γ
)
aα −
∑
m,m′
µmm′bmb
†
m′a
†
γaα
−
∑
m
µαma
†
γb
†
m −
∑
n,m
µnma
†
nb
†
ma
†
γaα +
∑
m
µ∗γmbmaα −
∑
nm
µ∗nmbmana
†
γaα
]
E(t)
=
[
−
∑
n′
µαn′a
†
γan′ +
∑
n
µnγa
†
naα
−
∑
m
µαma
†
γb
†
m +
∑
m
µ∗γmbmaα
]
E(t) +A2 . (B.3.67)
[
a†γaα, Hˆc−f
]
=
[
−
∑
n′
µαn′a
†
γan′ +
∑
n
µnγa
†
naα
−
∑
m
µαma
†
γb
†
m +
∑
m
µ∗γmbmaα
]
E(t) . (B.3.68)
[
a†γaα, HˆC
]
:
[
a†γaα, HˆC
]
=
[
a†γaα, Hˆ
ee
C + Hˆ
hh
C + Hˆ
eh
C
]
. (B.3.69)
[
a†γaα, Hˆ
ee
C
]
:
[
a†γaα, Hˆ
ee
C
]
= a†γaαHˆ
ee
C − HˆeeC a†γaα . (B.3.70)
We here use the result from eq. (B.3.50) by swithing to eletron operators,
while hanging sign overall and letting β → γ and κ→ α[
a†γaα, Hˆ
ee
C
]
= −
∑
j,l
(
V α,jγ,l − V j,αγ,l
)
a†jal −
1
2
∑
i,j,l
(
V i,jl,γ − V i,jγ,l
)
a†ia
†
jalaα
−1
2
∑
j,k,l
(
V α,jk,l − V j,αk,l
)
a†jakala
†
γ . (B.3.71)
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[
a†γaα, Hˆ
hh
C
]
:
[
a†γaα, Hˆ
hh
C
]
= 0 . (B.3.72)
The result follows from the similar alulation for hole-hole polarization.[
a†γaα, Hˆ
eh
C
]
:
[
a†γaα, Hˆ
eh
C
]
= a†γaαHˆ
eh
C − HˆehC a†γaα = A1 −A2 . (B.3.73)
A1 =a
†
γaα

− ∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl a
†
i b
†
jbkal

 = − ∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl a
†
γaαa
†
i b
†
jbkal
=−
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl a
†
γ
(
δα,i − a†iaα
)
b†jbkal
=−
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl δα,ia
†
γb
†
jbkal +
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl a
†
γa
†
iaαb
†
jbkal
=−
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl δα,ib
†
jbk
(
δγ,l − ala†γ
)
+
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl a
†
ib
†
jbk
(
δγ,l − ala†γ
)
aα
=−
∑
j,k
V α,jk,γ b
†
jbk +
∑
j,k,l
V α,jk,l b
†
jbkala
†
γ +
∑
i,j,k
V i,jk,γa
†
i b
†
jbkaα +A2 .
(B.3.74)
[
a†γaα, Hˆ
eh
C
]
= −
∑
j,k
V α,jk,γ b
†
jbk +
∑
j,k,l
V α,jk,l b
†
jbkala
†
γ +
∑
i,j,k
V i,jk,γa
†
ib
†
jbkaα .
(B.3.75)
Colleting terms we end up with
i~
∂P¯α,γ
∂t
= (ǫα − ǫγ) 〈a†γaα〉[
−
∑
n′
µαn′〈a†γan′〉+
∑
n
µnγ〈a†naα〉
−
∑
m
µαm〈a†γb†m〉+
∑
m
µ∗γm〈bmaα〉
]
E(t)
−
∑
j,l
(
V α,jγ,l − V j,αγ,l
)
〈a†jal〉 −
1
2
∑
i,j,l
(
V i,jl,γ − V i,jγ,l
)
〈a†ia†jalaα〉
−1
2
∑
j,k,l
(
V α,jk,l − V j,αk,l
)
〈a†jakala†γ 〉 −
∑
j,k
V α,jk,γ 〈b†jbk〉
+
∑
j,k,l
V α,jk,l 〈b†jbkala†γ〉+
∑
i,j,k
V i,jk,γ〈a†i b†jbkaα〉 . (B.3.76)
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Hartree-Fok limit
〈
[
a†γaα, Hˆ
ee
C
]
〉HF :
−
∑
j,l
(
V α,jγ,l − V j,αγ,l
)
〈a†jal〉 −
1
2
∑
i,j,l
(
V i,jl,γ − V i,jγ,l
)
〈a†ia†jalaα〉
−1
2
∑
j,k,l
(
V α,jk,l − V j,αk,l
)
〈a†jakala†γ 〉 ≃ : (B.3.77)
≃ −
∑
j,l
(
V α,jγ,l − V j,αγ,l
)
〈a†jal〉 −
1
2
∑
i,j,l
(
V i,jl,γ − V i,jγ,l
)(
〈a†iaα〉〈a†jal〉 − 〈a†ial〉〈a†jaα〉
)
−1
2
∑
j,k,l
(
V α,jk,l − V j,αk,l
)(
〈a†jak〉〈ala†γ〉 − 〈a†jal〉〈aka†γ〉
)
= −
∑
j,l
(
V α,jγ,l − V j,αγ,l
)
〈a†jal〉 −
∑
i,j,l
(
V i,jl,γ − V i,jγ,l
)
〈a†iaα〉〈a†jal〉
−
∑
j,k,l
(
V α,jk,l − V j,αk,l
)
〈a†jak〉〈ala†γ〉
= −
∑
i,j,l
(
V i,jl,γ − V i,jγ,l
)
〈a†iaα〉〈a†jal〉+
∑
j,k,l
(
V α,jk,l − V j,αk,l
)
〈a†jak〉〈a†γal〉 . (B.3.78)
〈
[
a†γaα, Hˆ
eh
C
]
〉HF :
−
∑
j,k
V α,jk,γ 〈b†jbk〉+
∑
j,k,l
V α,jk,l 〈b†jbkala†γ〉+
∑
i,j,k
V i,jk,γ〈a†i b†jbkaα〉 ≃ :(B.3.79)
≃ −
∑
j,k
V α,jk,γ 〈b†jbk〉+
∑
i,j,k,l
V α,jk,l
(
〈b†jbk〉〈ala†γ〉+ 〈b†ja†γ〉〈bkal〉
)
+
∑
i,j,k
V i,jk,γ
(
〈a†i b†j〉〈bkaα〉+ 〈a†iaα〉〈b†jbk〉
)
=
∑
j,k,l
V α,jk,l
(
〈b†ja†γ〉〈bkal〉 − 〈b†jbk〉〈a†γal〉
)
+
∑
i,j,k
V i,jk,γ
(
〈a†i b†j〉〈bkaα〉+ 〈a†iaα〉〈b†jbk〉
)
. (B.3.80)
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The equation of motion for P¯α,γ beomes
i~
∂P¯α,γ
∂t
= (ǫα − ǫγ) 〈a†γaα〉[
−
∑
n′
µαn′〈a†γan′〉+
∑
n
µnγ〈a†naα〉
−
∑
m
µαm〈a†γb†m〉+
∑
m
µ∗γm〈bmaα〉
]
E(t)
−
∑
i,j,l
(
V i,jl,γ − V i,jγ,l
)
〈a†iaα〉〈a†jal〉+
∑
j,k,l
(
V α,jk,l − V j,αk,l
)
〈a†jak〉〈a†γal〉
+
∑
j,k,l
V α,jk,l
(
〈b†ja†γ〉〈bkal〉 − 〈b†jbk〉〈a†γal〉
)
+
∑
i,j,k
V i,jk,γ
(
〈a†i b†j〉〈bkaα〉+ 〈a†iaα〉〈b†jbk〉
)
+i~
∂P˜α,γ
∂t
∣∣∣∣∣
scatt
. (B.3.81)
In terms of populations and polarizations
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i~
∂P¯α,γ
∂t
= (ǫα − ǫγ) P¯α,γ
− ∑
n 6=α,γ
µαnP¯n,γ +
∑
n 6=α,γ
µnγP¯α,n + µαγ
(
neα − neγ
)
−
∑
m
µαmPm,γ +
∑
m
µ∗γmPα,m
]
E(t)
−
∑
j
(
V α,jj,γ − V α,jγ,j
)
neαn
e
j −
∑
j,l
l 6=j
(
V α,jl,γ − V α,jγ,l
)
neαP¯l,j −
∑
i,j
i6=α
(
V i,jj,γ − V i,jγ,j
)
P¯α,in
e
j
−
∑
i,j,l
i6=α,l 6=j
(
V i,jl,γ − V i,jγ,l
)
P¯α,iP¯l,j +
∑
j
(
V α,jj,γ − V j,αj,γ
)
neγn
e
j +
∑
j,k
k 6=j
(
V α,jk,γ − V j,αk,γ
)
neγP¯k,j
+
∑
j,l
l 6=γ
(
V α,jj,l − V j,αj,l
)
P¯l,γn
e
j +
∑
j,k,l
k 6=j,l 6=γ
(
V α,jk,l − V j,αk,l
)
P¯l,γP¯k,j −
∑
n,m,m′
V α,mm′,nPm,γPn,m′
−
∑
j
V α,jj,γ n
e
γn
h
j +
∑
j,k
k 6=j
V α,jk,γ n
e
γP˜j,k −
∑
j,l
l 6=γ
V α,jk,l P¯l,γn
h
j +
∑
j,k,l
k 6=j,l 6=γ
V α,jk,l P¯l,γP˜j,k
+
∑
n,m,m′
V n,mm′,γPm,nPα,m′ +
∑
j
V α,jj,γ n
e
αn
h
j −
∑
j,k
k 6=j
V α,jk,γ n
e
αP˜j,k +
∑
i,j
i6=α
V i,jj,γ P¯α,in
h
j
−
∑
i,j,k
i6=α,k 6=j
V i,jk,γP¯α,iP˜j,k + i~
∂P˜α,γ
∂t
∣∣∣∣∣
scatt
. (B.3.82)
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B.4 Populations
B.4.1 Eletron: neα
neα = 〈a†αaα〉 :
∂neα
∂t
= − i
~
〈[
a†αaα, Hˆ
]〉
= − i
~
〈[
a†αaα, Hˆ0
]
+
[
a†αaα, Hˆc−f
]
+
[
a†αaα, HˆC
]〉
. (B.4.83)
[
a†αaα, Hˆ0
]
:
[
a†αaα, Hˆ0
]
= a†αaαHˆ0 − Hˆ0a†αaα = A1 −A2 . (B.4.84)
A1 = a
†
αaα
(∑
n
ǫna
†
nan +
∑
m
ǫmb
†
mbm
)
=
∑
n
ǫna
†
α
(
δα,n − a†naα
)
an +
∑
m
ǫmb
†
mbma
†
αaα
=
∑
n
ǫnδα,na
†
αan −
∑
n
ǫna
†
n
(
δα,n − ana†α
)
aα +
∑
m
ǫmb
†
mbma
†
αaα
= A2 . (B.4.85)[
a†αaα, Hˆ0
]
= 0 . (B.4.86)
[
a†αaα, Hˆc−f
]
:
We arry over the result from P¯α,γ and let γ → α[
a†αaα, Hˆc−f
]
=
[
−
∑
n
µαna
†
αan +
∑
n
µnαa
†
naα
−
∑
m
µαma
†
αb
†
m +
∑
m
µ∗αmbmaα
]
E(t) . (B.4.87)
[
a†αaα, HˆC
]
:
[
a†αaα, HˆC
]
=
[
a†αaα, Hˆ
ee
C + Hˆ
hh
C + Hˆ
eh
C
]
. (B.4.88)
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Again we will make extensive use of the eletron-eletron polarization result.[
a†αaα, Hˆ
ee
C
]
:
[
a†αaα, Hˆ
ee
C
]
= −
∑
j,l
(
V α,jα,l − V j,αα,l
)
a†jal −
1
2
∑
i,j,l
(
V i,jl,α − V i,jα,l
)
a†ia
†
jalaα
−1
2
∑
j,k,l
(
V α,jk,l − V j,αk,l
)
a†jakala
†
α . (B.4.89)
[
a†αaα, Hˆ
hh
C
]
:
[
a†αaα, Hˆ
hh
C
]
= 0 . (B.4.90)
[
a†αaα, Hˆ
eh
C
]
:
[
a†γaα, Hˆ
eh
C
]
= −
∑
j,k
V α,jk,α b
†
jbk +
∑
j,k,l
V α,jk,l b
†
jbkala
†
α +
∑
i,j,k
V i,jk,αa
†
i b
†
jbkaα
= −
∑
j,k,l
V α,jk,l b
†
jbka
†
αal +
∑
i,j,k
V i,jk,αa
†
ib
†
jbkaα . (B.4.91)
The general expression for neα is then
i~
∂neα
∂t
=
[
−
∑
n
µαn〈a†αan〉+
∑
n
µnα〈a†naα〉
−
∑
m
µαm〈a†αb†m〉+
∑
m
µ∗αm〈bmaα〉
]
E(t)
−
∑
j,l
(
V α,jα,l − V j,αα,l
)
〈a†jal〉 −
1
2
∑
i,j,l
(
V i,jl,α − V i,jα,l
)
〈a†ia†jalaα〉
−1
2
∑
j,k,l
(
V α,jk,l − V j,αk,l
)
〈a†jakala†α〉
−
∑
j,k,l
V α,jk,l 〈b†jbka†αal〉+
∑
i,j,k
V i,jk,α〈a†i b†jbkaα〉 . (B.4.92)
Hartree-Fok limit
〈
[
a†αaα, Hˆ
ee
C
]
〉HF :
−
∑
j,l
(
V α,jα,l − V j,αα,l
)
〈a†jal〉 −
1
2
∑
i,j,l
(
V i,jl,α − V i,jα,l
)
〈a†ia†jalaα〉
−1
2
∑
j,k,l
(
V α,jk,l − V j,αk,l
)
〈a†jakala†α〉 ≃ : (B.4.93)
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≃ −
∑
j,l
(
V α,jα,l − V j,αα,l
)
〈a†jal〉 −
1
2
∑
i,j,l
(
V i,jl,α − V i,jα,l
)(
〈a†iaα〉〈a†jal〉 − 〈a†ial〉〈a†jaα〉
)
−1
2
∑
j,k,l
(
V α,jk,l − V j,αk,l
)(
〈a†jak〉〈ala†α〉 − 〈a†jal〉〈aka†α〉
)
= −
∑
i,j,l
(
V i,jl,α − V i,jα,l
)
〈a†iaα〉〈a†jal〉+
∑
j,k,l
(
V α,jk,l − V j,αk,l
)
〈a†jak〉〈a†αal〉 . (B.4.94)
〈
[
a†αaα, Hˆ
eh
C
]
〉HF :
−
∑
j,k,l
V α,jk,l 〈b†jbka†αal〉+
∑
i,j,k
V i,jk,α〈a†i b†jbkaα〉 ≃ : (B.4.95)
≃ −
∑
j,k,l
V α,jk,l
(
〈b†jbk〉〈a†αal〉 − 〈b†ja†α〉〈bkal〉
)
+
∑
i,j,k
V i,jk,α
(
〈a†i b†j〉〈bkaα〉+ 〈a†iaα〉〈b†jbk〉
)
. (B.4.96)
We end up with
i~
∂neα
∂t
=
[
−
∑
n
µαn〈a†αan〉+
∑
n
µnα〈a†naα〉
−
∑
m
µαm〈a†αb†m〉+
∑
m
µ∗αm〈bmaα〉
]
E(t)
−
∑
i,j,l
(
V i,jl,α − V i,jα,l
)
〈a†iaα〉〈a†jal〉+
∑
j,k,l
(
V α,jk,l − V j,αk,l
)
〈a†jak〉〈a†αal〉
−
∑
j,k,l
V α,jk,l
(
〈b†jbk〉〈a†αal〉 − 〈b†ja†α〉〈bkal〉
)
+
∑
i,j,k
V i,jk,α
(
〈a†i b†j〉〈bkaα〉+ 〈a†iaα〉〈b†jbk〉
)
+i~
∂neα
∂t
∣∣∣∣
scatt
, (B.4.97)
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whih an be put in the following form
i~
∂neα
∂t
=

−∑
n 6=α
µαnP¯n,α +
∑
n 6=α
µnαP¯α,n
−
∑
m
µαmPm,α +
∑
m
µ∗αmPα,m
]
E(t)
−
∑
j
(
V α,jj,α − V α,jα,j
)
neαn
e
j −
∑
j,l
l 6=j
(
V α,jl,α − V α,jα,l
)
neαP¯l,j −
∑
i,j
i6=α
(
V i,jj,α − V i,jα,j
)
P¯α,in
e
j
−
∑
i,j,l
i6=α,l 6=j
(
V i,jl,α − V i,jα,l
)
P¯α,iP¯l,j +
∑
j
(
V α,jj,α − V j,αj,α
)
neαn
e
j +
∑
j,k
k 6=j
(
V α,jk,α − V j,αk,α
)
neαP¯k,j
+
∑
j,l
l 6=α
(
V α,jj,l − V j,αj,l
)
P¯l,αn
e
j +
∑
j,k,l
l 6=α,k 6=j
(
V α,jk,l − V j,αk,l
)
P¯l,αP¯k,j
−
∑
j
V α,jj,α n
e
αn
h
j +
∑
j,k
k 6=j
V α,jk,α n
e
αP˜j,k −
∑
j,k
l 6=α
V α,jj,l P¯l,αn
h
j +
∑
j,k,l
k 6=jl 6=α
V α,jk,l P¯l,αP˜j,k
−
∑
n,m,m′
V α,mm′,nPm,αPn,m′ +
∑
n,m,m′
V n,mm′,αPm,nPα,m′ +
∑
j
V α,jj,α n
e
αn
h
j −
∑
j,k
k 6=j
V α,jk,α n
e
αP˜j,k
+
∑
i,ji6=α
V i,jj,αP¯α,in
h
j −
∑
i,j,k
i6=α,k 6=j
V i,jk,αP¯α,iP˜j,k + i~
∂neα
∂t
∣∣∣∣
scatt
. (B.4.98)
Terms involving neα anel eah other
i~
∂neα
∂t
=

−∑
n 6=α
µαnP¯n,α +
∑
n 6=α
µnαP¯α,n
−
∑
m
µαmPm,α +
∑
m
µ∗αmPα,m
]
E(t)
−
∑
i,j
i6=α
(
V i,jj,α − V i,jα,j
)
P¯α,in
e
j +
∑
j,l
l 6=α
(
V α,jj,l − V j,αj,l
)
P¯l,αn
e
j
−
∑
i,j,l
i6=α,l 6=j
(
V i,jl,α − V i,jα,l
)
P¯α,iP¯l,j +
∑
j,k,l
l 6=α,k 6=j
(
V α,jk,l − V j,αk,l
)
P¯l,αP¯k,j
−
∑
j,k
l 6=α
V α,jj,l P¯l,αn
h
j +
∑
j,k,l
k 6=jl 6=α
V α,jk,l P¯l,αP˜j,k −
∑
n,m,m′
V α,mm′,nPm,αPn,m′
+
∑
i,ji6=α
V i,jj,αP¯α,in
h
j −
∑
i,j,k
i6=α,k 6=j
V i,jk,αP¯α,iP˜j,k +
∑
n,m,m′
V n,mm′,αPm,nPα,m′
+i~
∂neα
∂t
∣∣∣∣
scatt
. (B.4.99)
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B.4.2 Hole: nhβ
nhβ = 〈b†βbβ〉 :
∂nhβ
∂t
= − i
~
〈[
b†βbβ, Hˆ
]〉
= − i
~
〈[
b†βbβ, Hˆ0
]
+
[
b†βbβ, Hˆc−f
]
+
[
b†βbβ , HˆC
]〉
. (B.4.100)
[
b†βbβ, Hˆ0
]
:
[
b†βbβ , Hˆ0
]
= 0 , (B.4.101)
whih follows from the similar alulation for neα.[
b†βbβ, Hˆc−f
]
:
[
b†βbβ , Hˆc−f
]
= b†βbβHˆc−f − Hˆc−fb†βbβ = A1 −A2 . (B.4.102)
A1 = −b†βbβ

∑
n,n′
µnn′a
†
nan′ +
∑
m,m′
µmm′bmb
†
m′
+
∑
n,m
(
µnma
†
nb
†
m + µ
∗
nmbman
)]
E(t)
=

−∑
n,n′
µnn′a
†
nan′b
†
βbβ +
∑
m,m′
µmm′
(
δβ,m − bmb†β
)(
δβ,m′ − b†m′bβ
)
−
∑
n,m
(
µnma
†
nb
†
β
(
δβ,m − b†mbβ
)
+ µ∗nm
(
δβ,m − bmb†β
)
anbβ
)]
E(t)
=

−∑
n,n′
µnn′a
†
nan′b
†
βbβ +
∑
m,m′
µmm′δβ,mδβ,m′ −
∑
m,m′
µmm′δβ,mb
†
m′bβ
−
∑
m,m′
µmm′δβ,m′bmb
†
β +
∑
m,m′
µmm′bmb
†
βb
†
m′bβ −
∑
n,m
µnmδβ,ma
†
nb
†
β
+
∑
n,m
µnma
†
nb
†
βb
†
mbβ −
∑
n,m
µ∗nmδβ,manbβ +
∑
n,m
µ∗nmbmb
†
βanbβ
]
E(t)
=
[
−
∑
m′
µβm′b
†
m′bβ −
∑
m
µmβbmb
†
β
−
∑
n
µnβa
†
nb
†
β −
∑
n
µ∗nβanbβ
]
E(t) +A2 . (B.4.103)
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[
b†βbβ , Hˆc−f
]
=

−∑
m6=β
µβmb
†
mbβ +
∑
m6=β
µmβb
†
βbm
−
∑
n
µnβa
†
nb
†
β +
∑
n
µ∗nβbβan
]
E(t) . (B.4.104)
[
b†βbβ, HˆC
]
:
[
b†βbβ , HˆC
]
=
[
b†βbβ, Hˆ
ee
C + Hˆ
hh
C + Hˆ
eh
C
]
. (B.4.105)
[
b†βbβ, Hˆ
ee
C
]
:
[
b†βbβ , Hˆ
ee
C
]
= 0 . (B.4.106)
[
b†βbβ, Hˆ
hh
C
]
:
[
b†βbβ , Hˆ
hh
C
]
= −
∑
j,l
(
V β,jβ,l − V j,ββ,l
)
b†jbl −
1
2
∑
i,j,l
(
V i,jl,β − V i,jβ,l
)
b†i b
†
jblbβ
−1
2
∑
j,k,l
(
V β,jk,l − V j,βk,l
)
b†jbkblb
†
β . (B.4.107)
[
b†βbβ, Hˆ
eh
C
]
:
[
b†βbβ , Hˆ
eh
C
]
= = b†βbβHˆ
eh
C − HˆehC b†βbβ = A1 −A2 . (B.4.108)
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A1 = b
†
βbβ

− ∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl a
†
ib
†
jbkal

 = − ∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl b
†
βbβa
†
i b
†
jbkal
= −
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl a
†
ib
†
β
(
δβ,j − b†jbβ
)
bkal
= −
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl δβ,ja
†
i
(
δβ,k − bkb†β
)
al +
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl a
†
i b
†
βb
†
jbβbkal
= −
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl δβ,jδβ,ka
†
ial +
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl δβ,ja
†
ibkb
†
βal
−
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl a
†
ib
†
j
(
δβ,k − bkb†β
)
albβ
= −
∑
i,l
V i,ββ,l a
†
ial +
∑
i,k,l
V i,βk,l a
†
ibkb
†
βal −
∑
i,j,l
V i,jβ,l a
†
i b
†
jalbβ
−
∑
i,j,k,l
V ijkl a
†
ib
†
jbkalb
†
βbβ
= −
∑
i,k,l
V i,βk,l a
†
ib
†
βbkal −
∑
i,j,l
V i,jβ,l a
†
i b
†
jalbβ +A2 . (B.4.109)
[
b†βbβ , Hˆ
eh
C
]
= −
∑
i,k,l
V i,βk,l a
†
i b
†
βbkal −
∑
i,j,l
V i,jβ,l a
†
i b
†
jalbβ . (B.4.110)
All in all we get
i~
∂nhβ
∂t
=

−∑
m6=β
µβm〈b†mbβ〉+
∑
m6=β
µmβ〈b†βbm〉
−
∑
n
µnβ〈a†nb†β〉+
∑
n
µ∗nβ〈bβan〉
]
E(t)
−
∑
j,l
(
V β,jβ,l − V j,ββ,l
)
〈b†jbl〉 −
1
2
∑
i,j,l
(
V i,jl,β − V i,jβ,l
)
〈b†i b†jblbβ〉
−1
2
∑
j,k,l
(
V β,jk,l − V j,βk,l
)
〈b†jbkblb†β 〉
−
∑
i,k,l
V i,βk,l 〈a†i b†βbkal〉 −
∑
i,j,l
V i,jβ,l 〈a†i b†jalbβ〉 . (B.4.111)
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Hartree-Fok limit
〈
[
b†βbβ , Hˆ
hh
C
]
〉HF :
−
∑
j,l
(
V β,jβ,l − V j,ββ,l
)
〈b†jbl〉 −
1
2
∑
i,j,l
(
V i,jl,β − V i,jβ,l
)
〈b†i b†jblbβ〉
−1
2
∑
j,k,l
(
V β,jk,l − V j,βk,l
)
〈b†jbkblb†β 〉 ≃ : (B.4.112)
≃ −
∑
j,l
(
V β,jβ,l − V j,ββ,l
)
〈b†jbl〉 −
1
2
∑
i,j,l
(
V i,jl,β − V i,jβ,l
)(
〈b†i bβ〉〈b†jbl〉 − 〈b†i bl〉〈b†jbβ〉
)
−1
2
∑
j,k,l
(
V β,jk,l − V j,βk,l
)(
〈b†jbk〉〈blb†β〉 − 〈b†jbl〉〈bkb†β
)
= −
∑
i,j,l
(
V i,jl,β − V i,jβ,l
)
〈b†i bβ〉〈b†jbl〉
+
∑
j,k,l
(
V β,jk,l − V j,βk,l
)
〈b†jbk〉〈b†βbl〉 . (B.4.113)
〈
[
b†βbβ , Hˆ
eh
C
]
〉HF :
−
∑
i,k,l
V i,βk,l 〈a†i b†βbkal〉 −
∑
i,j,l
V i,jβ,l 〈a†i b†jalbβ〉 ≃ : (B.4.114)
≃ −
∑
i,k,l
V i,βk,l
(
a†i b
†
β〉〈bkal〉+ 〈a†ial〉〈b†βbk〉
)
−
∑
i,j,l
V i,jβ,l
(
〈a†i b†j〉〈albβ〉 − 〈a†ial〉〈b†jbβ〉
)
= −
∑
i,k,l
V i,βk,l
(
a†i b
†
β〉〈bkal〉+ 〈a†ial〉〈b†βbk〉
)
+
∑
i,j,l
V i,jβ,l
(
〈a†i b†j〉〈bβal〉+ 〈a†ial〉〈b†jbβ〉
)
. (B.4.115)
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The full expression in the Hartree-Fok limit thus beomes
i~
∂nhβ
∂t
=

−∑
m6=β
µβm〈b†mbβ〉+
∑
m6=β
µmβ〈b†βbm〉
−
∑
n
µnβ〈a†nb†β〉+
∑
n
µ∗nβ〈bβan〉
]
E(t)
−
∑
i,j,l
(
V i,jl,β − V i,jβ,l
)
〈b†i bβ〉〈b†jbl〉+
∑
j,k,l
(
V β,jk,l − V j,βk,l
)
〈b†jbk〉〈b†βbl〉
−
∑
i,k,l
V i,βk,l
(
a†i b
†
β〉〈bkal〉+ 〈a†ial〉〈b†βbk〉
)
+
∑
i,j,l
V i,jβ,l
(
〈a†i b†j〉〈bβal〉+ 〈a†ial〉〈b†jbβ〉
)
+i~
∂nhβ
∂t
∣∣∣∣∣
scatt
. (B.4.116)
In terms of polarizations and populations:
i~
∂nhβ
∂t
=

∑
m6=β
µβmP˜m,β −
∑
m6=β
µmβP˜β,m −
∑
n
µnβPβ,n +
∑
n
µ∗nβPn,β
]
E(t)
−
∑
j
(
V β,jj,β − V β,jβ,j
)
nhβn
h
j +
∑
i,j
i6=β
(
V i,jj,β − V i,jβ,j
)
P˜i,βn
h
j
+
∑
j,l
l 6=j
(
V β,jl,β − V β,jβ,l
)
nhβP˜j,l −
∑
i,j,l
i6=β,l 6=j
(
V i,jl,β − V i,jβ,l
)
P˜i,βP˜j,l
+
∑
j
(
V β,jj,β − V j,βj,β
)
nhβn
h
j −
∑
j,l
l 6=β
(
V β,jj,l − V j,βj,l
)
P˜β,ln
h
j
−
∑
j,k
k 6=j
(
V β,jk,β − V j,βk,β
)
nhβP˜j,k +
∑
j,k,l
k 6=j,l 6=β
(
V β,jk,l − V j,βk,l
)
P˜β,lP˜j,k
−
∑
n,n′,m
V n,βm,n′Pβ,nPn′,m −
∑
i
V i,ββ,i n
h
βn
e
i −
∑
i,l
l 6=i
V i,ββ,l n
h
βP¯l,i
+
∑
i,k
k 6=β
V i,βk,i P˜β,kn
e
i +
∑
i,k,l
k 6=β,l 6=i
V i,βk,l P˜β,kP¯l,i +
∑
n,n′,m,
V n,mβ,n′ Pm,nPn′,β
+
∑
i
V i,ββ,i n
h
βn
e
i +
∑
i,l
l 6=i
V i,ββ,l n
h
βP¯l,i −
∑
i,j
j 6=β
V i,jβ,i P˜j,βn
e
i
−
∑
i,j,l
i6=β,j 6=i
V i,jβ,l P˜j,βP¯l,i + i~
∂nhβ
∂t
∣∣∣∣∣
scatt
. (B.4.117)
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Terms involving nhβ drop out, and we are left with
i~
∂nhβ
∂t
=

∑
m6=β
µβmP˜m,β −
∑
m6=β
µmβP˜β,m
−
∑
n
µnβPβ,n +
∑
n
µ∗nβPn,β
]
E(t)
+
∑
i,j
i6=β
(
V i,jj,β − V i,jβ,j
)
P˜i,βn
h
j −
∑
j,l
l 6=β
(
V β,jj,l − V j,βj,l
)
P˜β,ln
h
j
−
∑
i,j,l
i6=β,l 6=j
(
V i,jl,β − V i,jβ,l
)
P˜i,βP˜j,l +
∑
j,k,l
k 6=j,l 6=β
(
V β,jk,l − V j,βk,l
)
P˜β,lP˜j,k
−
∑
n,n′,m
V n,βm,n′Pβ,nPn′,m +
∑
i,k
k 6=β
V i,βk,i P˜β,kn
e
i +
∑
i,k,l
k 6=β,l 6=i
V i,βk,l P˜β,kP¯l,i
+
∑
n,n′,m,
V n,mβ,n′ Pm,nPn′,β −
∑
i,j
j 6=β
V i,jβ,i P˜j,βn
e
i −
∑
i,j,l
i6=β,j 6=i
V i,jβ,l P˜j,βP¯l,i
+i~
∂nhβ
∂t
∣∣∣∣∣
scatt
. (B.4.118)
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Appendix C
Material parameters
C.1 InAs/GaAs
Parameter Value
QD material InAs
Barrier material GaAs
Kane energy (EP ) InAs 21.5 eV
Dieletri onstant (ǫr) InAs 14.6
Band gap GaAs (300 K) 1.4225 eV
Band gap InAs (300 K) 0.3543 eV
CBO (∆Ec) 705 meV
VBO (∆Ev) 363 meV
mGaAse 0.067 m0
mGaAshh 0.15 m0
mInAse 0.067 m0
mInAshh 0.15 m0
Table C.1: Parameters used for QD modeling. Material parameters are taken from
Ref. [90℄, exept the InAs heavy hole mass. Aording to Ref. [102℄ the mass is redued
to 0.15 m0 due to strain. Furthermore we have assumed a 60/40 splitting for the
ondution/valene band oset (CBO/VBO).
C.2 QD and QD array parameters
154 C. Material parameters
Parameter Value
QD radius (r) 9 nm
QD height (h) 3 nm
WL thikness (d) 1.2 nm
Dot density (Ndot) 5 · 1010 cm−2
Thikness of ative region (w) 2.5 nm
Table C.2: Quantum dot and quantum dot array parameters.
Appendix D
Computational parameters
The wetting layer states are disretized into 100 k-points. The quantum dot
ontains six states in eah band, whih means that the density matrix has 212
entries for whih only selet omponents are solved.
To solve the dierential equation involving the density matrix we use a fourth
order Runge-Kutta sheme. The Runge-Kutta method for a dierential equation
of the type
∂
∂t
f = g[f(t), t] , (D.0.1)
has the following appearane
fn = fn−1 +
h
6
(k1 + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4) +O(h
5) , (D.0.2)
where
k1 =g[fn−1, tn−1]
k2 =g[fn−1 +
h
2
k1, tn−1 +
h
2
]
k3 =g[fn−1 +
h
2
k2, tn−1 +
h
2
]
k4 =g[fn−1 + hk3, tn−1 + h] ,
for the time-step size h and fn = f(tn) .
